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the largest fishing industries are oysters, hard clams, blue crabs,
menhaden -- the four commercial fisheries upon which this report
focuses.
is study is the use of econometri c
A uni que feature of
mode 1i ng techni ques to predi ct 1andi ngs and revenues associ ated
various policy options that are avail le to the General Assembly. To
our knowledge, this is the first time econometric models have been
developed and used to aid in making fisheries management decisions.
JlARC staff worked closely with researchers at Vi rgi ni a Po lytechni c
Institute and State University (VPI&SU) to produce models of
State's oyster and hard clam industries for legislative purposes.
Staff consulted with
the Vi rgi ni a I nst itute of Mari ne
Science of the College of William and Mary, who were also developing an
econometric model of the hard clam fis
Subsequent to the staff bri efi ng of the draft report, the
Commission introduced a resolution into the 1983 General Assembly
session directing the Secretary of Commerce and Resources to report on
the specific administrative steps necessary to implement, in full or on
a pilot basis, the economic and administrative options contained in
report. The resolution also asks the Secretary to draft for legislative consideration a fisheries policy statement for Virginia. Until
such i nformat ion is prepared, the report and pol icy options wi 11
pending before a subcommittee
the Commission.
On behalf
the Commission staff, I wish to acknowledge
cooperation provided by the many State agencies and industry groups
is report. A note of special recognihelped obtain information for
t ion is appropri ate for Dr. Leonard Shabman, Professor of Agri cultura1
Economics, and Richard March, a doctoral candidate at VPI&SU, for their
work in developing the econometric models of the oyster and hard clam
industries used in this study, and
their assistance in i
results for a legislative audience.
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regulation of Virginia's fishing and seafood industries
their
economic potential. The Commission was
charged with developing policy alternatives
to foster the State's competitive position,
preserve the socio-economic well-being of
those whose livelihood depends on the
industry, and enhance State management
and regulation.
to

Generally, JLARC found that the State's
fishing and seafood industries appear to have
significant economic potential. The outlook
varies, however, with the species under
consideration. Moreover! several of the
policy options developed for enhancing this
potential would require expanded management responsibilities for State agencies and
concurrent organizational and program
improvements. The viability of the industry
is also dependent on the industry's commitment to its own development and to
resource preservation.

POTENTIAL OF VIRGINIA'S
SEAFOOD INDUSTRIES (pp. 15-(4)
The abundant resources of Virginia's
waters and its mid-Atlantic location have
contributed to making the Commonwealth a
national leader in the commercial harvesting
and processing of seafood. In FY 1981, the
dockside value of the State's commercial
catch exceeded $69,000,000, and the industry
employed over 8,000 fishermen and thousands of seasonal workers in processing
plants.
Virginia's competitive position, however,
has declined in recent years due to several
factors: competition from other states,
changing consumer demand, fluctuating
economic conditions, and legal challenges to
residency requirements for fishing licenses.
House Joint Resolution 59 was enacted
by the 1982 General Assembly in response

JLARC worked closely with industry
representatives to assess the status and potential of each fishery. Econometric models
were developed to simulate the impact of
proposed changes on the oyster and hard
clam industries.
Oyster Fishery. Virginia was the
national leader in oyster production during
the early part of this century. The industry
has declined since 1960, however, due to a
number of marketing and environmental
factors.
Without some changes, the industry is
likely to become stagnant. Policy options are
available, however, to increase total State
production of oysters by one-third over
current levels
1990. These options could
maintain the
1.

gell1er'ating additional jobs and tax revenues.

Option

l:

Maintain

the

status

quo.

Under this option, production would be
allowed to stabilize at recent levels of about
8 million pounds annually. A continued
decline would be predicted in production
from public grounds and little growth in
private production.
Option 2: Aggressively promote Virginia's
oyster products. Increasing promotional
efforts could increase consumer demand,
raise retail prices, and ultimately stimulate
increased production on public and private
grounds. Aggressive State efforts in this area
could increase the annual harvest by
401,000 pounds by 1990. This would represent an increase of $2.7 million in revenues.
Results are not assured, however, because of
the State's inability to control consumer
demand.
Option 3: Double expenditures for repletion of public oyster grounds. Using the
current programmatic approach, doubling the
State's repletion expenditures would effect a
moderate increase in the annual harvest for
watermen using traditional tonging methods.
A gain of 500,000 pounds, or $670,000 in
revenue, is predicted. Increases in special
taxes or general funds might be needed to
support the program.
Option 4: Lower the market price tor
seed oysters. This option would encourage
increased private investment in oyster
production and reduce public repletion costs.
Increases in the annual harvest could range
from 1.7 to 3 million pounds, and increases
in net revenues could range from $2.3 to
over $4 million. This option would require
active management of seed beds by VMRC
and a departure from traditional methods of
hand tonging seed oysters in the James
River in order to gain price benefits from
more efficient dredging methods.
Option 5: Manage unproductive public

grounds by State planting of seed and shen
and allow dredging as a harvesting method.
This option would increase production from
public grounds and make the industry more
reliant on State efforts to maintain oyster
production. Annual production from public
grounds is predicted to increase by 3.4
$4.7
pounds, and revenues
Legislation would
to

II.

areas and monitor
on
production
Option 6: Lease
grounds. This option,
5, would stimulate ad<iltlOn;al
ment in the cultivation
oysters. By leasing up to
public grounds, the State
annual oyster production
pounds and revenues by $4.6
lation would be necessary to
constitutionally-protected natural growing
areas in order to allow leasing of currently
unproductive bottoms.
The six policy options proposed for
oyster fishery are ranked in terms
degree of State involvement and the amount
of change required. Options 1-3 are extensions of current management
while options 4-6 constitute new management initiatives. None of the options,
however, would restore production to
1960 levels. It is also important to note
the proposed policies are not
exclusive.
Hard Clam Industry. Despite increases
in prices and the number of harvesters,
Virginia's share of Atlantic Seaboard production of hard clams declined from ten
percent in 1970 to five percent in 1980.
Without changes in the management of the
fishery, further declines are likely. Policy
options are available, however, to increase
annual revenues more than 2 1/2 times
over the levels otherwise predicted.
Option l: Maintain
status quo. On
the basis of recent trends, the industry will
experience a moderate decline and stabilize
at an annual harvest of 587,500 pounds.
Option 2: Sustain the harvest from
naturally productive hard
grounds. The
downward trend in clam production may be
due either to stock reduction or to the
level of harvesting effort.
exact number of licenses
to
maximize revenues
be
to
determine because
methods of
measuring
may
need to be
can
conducted to rjptPY'TYl1inp
3:
esca-

dredges year-round. The use
up to
20
these dredges could be allowed on
grounds managed or leased by the State. If
dredging were allowed during the entire
year/ annual revenues could increase more
than 2 1/2 times over the levels otherwise
predicted. The application of this option
would depend on the success of a current
VIMS project to cultivate hard clams in
commercial quantities.
Option 4, Cultivate new clam growing
areas and allow the use of hydraulic escalator dredges during the summer months
only. Under summer-only operation/ peak
harvesting periods would coincide with peak
demand. This would enable Virginia to take
advantage of increased supply with the least
impact on prices paid to watermen. Total
revenues could increase more than 2 1/2
times over the levels otherwise predicted.
Option 5, Cultivate new clam growing
areas and allow the use of hydraulic escalator dredges during winter months only. By
concentrating dredging efforts in the winter/
Virginia could increase its share of national
clam production at a time when cold water
temperatures prohibit harvesting in many
other states. Although prices would decline
more than under Options 3 and 4/ total
revenues would increase nearly 2 1/2 times
over the levels otherwise predicted.
Options 1 and 2 emphasize protection
and utilization of current hard clam
grounds. Options 3-5 call for the creation of
new growing areas and the use of hydraulic
escalator dredges/ which are currently prohibited in Virginia. Analysis has shown that
the use of dredges would not have significant negative impacts on clam growing
bottoms or on the incomes of watermen.
Blue Crab Industry. The abundance of
crabs in the Chesapeake Bay/ combined with
high consumer demand and new processing
techniques/ makes the potential of Virginia's
blue crab industry favorable. However/
recent court decisions have nullified Virginia's residency requirements/ allowing unrestricted access into the lucrative winter
dredging of crabs. Some industry members
fear that their incomes and the future
of the fishery may be threatened.
assessment is necessary to determine
impact of these concerns.
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FISHERIES
VIRGINIA MARINE
COMMISSION (pp. 65=105)
The Commonwealth's lead fisheries
agency, the Virginia Marine Resources
Commission, is responsible for protecting the
State's marine resources, promoting the
general welfare of the seafood industry, and
enforcing all fisheries laws. However, it has
not sufficiently used its existing authority.
Despite some changes, two of the agency's
major functions-oyster ground management
and enforcement-continue to suffer from
deficiencies identified in earlier management
reports.

Agency Structure and Management
Capacity. No organizational unit is responsible for managing all fisheries-related
responsibilities or for systematic description,
evaluation, and monitoring of fisheries
conditions. Currently six units with fisheries
responsibilities report directly to the
Commissioner, who must then synthesize
the technical information. The agency's
effectiveness could be significantly enhanced
by the creation of an all-inclusive fisheries
management unit, headed by an individual
with strong organizational skills and a background in fisheries management. Further,
empowering the Commissioner to appoint all
personnel would ensure clarity in reporting
relationships and authority.
VMRC does not have a systematic means
for meeting its data processing needs or for
collecting fisheries information. Although
large quantities of data are collected by
various VMRC units, most of this data is
manually maintained and is not regularly
integrated for management purposes.
The agency has not developed the
species-specific management plans necessary
for quick response to economic and biological threats to each fishery. The lack of
such plans has, in part, prevented VMRC
from exercising its full authority in recently
designated management areas. The agency
does not actively plan for the fisheries,
monitor conditions, or evalute the impact of
or
actions in
areas.

IV.

istrative
statute.
changing fisheries
to respond
parameters
conditions. Transferring
from statutory provision to administrative
regulation would enhance the agency's
management ....dJfldLJIU.lH;;;,.
Oyster Ground Management. Several
problems have been identified with VMRe's
programs for repletion and oyster ground
leasing. Many of these problems were also
identified in JLARe's 1977 study. Although
some corrective action has been taken, the
problems have not been fully addressed.
The repletion program for public
grounds receives general funds and special
fund revenues. JLARC found a sizeable
averaging
balance of special funds
$602,460 - from January 1979 to October
1982. This balance and spending patterns in
recent years indicate that general funds are
being spent first, and are being supplemented with special funds. This practice
appears contrary to legislative intent.
In addition, the agency's accounting practices need revision to ensure that special
funds are expended according to statutory
provisions.
VMRC continues to have a substantial
backlog of applications for oyster ground
leases. The agency needs to develop a strategy for reducing this backlog, as well as a
strategy for identifying inappropriately used
grounds.
Marine Enforcement. Problems relating
to the role of the district inspector and
patrol activities continue to impede the division's effectiveness. VMRC needs to assess
and revise job classifications and patrolling
procedures to ensure that the best use is
made of enforcement staff and equipment.
Recommendation: VMRC should create
a fisheries management unit, to include the
statistics section, liaison officer, repletion
department, and engineering and survey
division.

PROMOTION, ADVISORY
INSPECTIONS
by
in
plans
assess the

Recom
General
Assembly may wish to consider amending
the Code of Virginia to transfer the details
of gear and seasonal restrictions, enforcement
methods, and licensure fees to administrative
regulation. Consideration might be given to
granting VMRC regulatory guidelines similar
to those granted the Commission of Game
and Inland Fisheries.
Recommendation: VMRC should
improve its fiscal planning, allocation, and
accounting processes to ensure that special
repletion funds are used for the purposes
intended. In addition, the General Assembly
may wish to clarify how the funds may be
used for "administration" of the program
and for repletion purposes.
Recommendation: VMRC should
consider instituting the procedures specified
in this report to improve its tax collection
efforts while reducing the involvement of
enforcement personnel.
Recommendation: VMRC should take
steps to ensure that procedures for handling
the processing of lease applications are in
compliance
Code requirements. Further,
the agency should take the steps specified in
this report for expediting the application
process.
Recommendation:
General
Assembly may wish to consider raising the
rent on oyster leases and requiring more
frequent evidence of appropriate use to
discourage non-productive holding of private
leases.
VMRC should reclasand

In addition to the VMRC,
State agencies provide essential
the Commonwealth's seafood
Promotion is the primary goal of
Marine
Products Commission, while research
advisory services are the mission of
Virginia Institute of Marine Science
Other agencies involved in
providing advisory services include
Polytechnic Institute and State University
(VPI&SU), Old Dominion University, and
the University of Virginia. Responsibility for
inspecting shellfish and finfish processing
facilities is divided between two agencies:
The Bureau of Shellfish Sanitation within
the State Department of Health (SOH) and
the Department of Agriculture and
Consumer Services (DACS).
Although each of these agencies makes a
significant contribution within its particular
area, there is a general need for better coordination of activities, a more intense
on industry problems, and clearer avenues of
communication. For example, the current
sharing of inspection responsibilities between
SDH and DACS results in duplication.
Moreover, with funding cuts anticipated,
VIMS will need to carefully consider its
research priorities.

Recommendation: The Marine Products
Commission should aggressively pursue new
markets and support the industry in
oping the capacity to use new opportunities.
The agency should work with representatives of VPI&SU, VIMS, and DACS to
establish more formal coordination and
ning of the State's seafood promotional activities. In addition, the Commission should
take steps to ensure that all Seafood
processing firms are aware of its services.
Recommendation: As part of its
research planning process, VIMS
establish a formal mechanism for
the advice of industry and marine agE~ncies.

Recommendation:

The
Assembly may wish to create one
committee, representative

marine agencomment on the research
~~~;,,;.;a~ of Sea
VPI&.SU, and VIMS.
Recommendation: The Bureau of
Shellfish Sanitation should take steps to
formalize and standardize its policies
regarding plant certification, inspection
procedures, and repeat violations.
Recommendation: To ensure inspection
of all finfish processing facilities, the
General Assembly may wish to amend
current statutes to require registration or
certification. In addition, the General
Assemhly may wish to provide DACS with
interim sanctions to enforce compliance with
standards.
Recommendation: DACS should
develop, where applicable, more specific
standards and a checklist for inspections of
finfish processing facilities. Further, the
agency should develop guidelines for use by
regional supervisors in classifying facilities
for official action.
Recommendation:
The
General
Assembly may wish to clarify the statutory
authority for conducting seafood plant
inspections. The Assembly may also wish to
consider centralizing this function into one
agency.

POLICY AND MANAGEMENT
FRAMEWORK
(pp. 137-146)
Virginia does not have a clearly stated
policy for comprehensive fisheries management. As a result, there has been little
consistency in the State's management
approach, and different goals have been
favored at different times. This report has
identified agency- and fishery-specific
improvements to strengthen the management
and increase the potential of the industry.
Broader actions are also possible, however, to
address the framework within which the
State's fisheries-related activities are carried
out.
Major elements for a State fisheries
been suggested by the Council
in the federal
act. They include:
existence
species;

supporting
usage i and managing on
tific information,
optimum utilization.
In addition, because so
carry out activities relating to
industry, coordinative mechanisms are
needed to ensure that those activities are not
duplicative or conflicting and are placed
within the broader context of
resource management. A
committee composed of agency and industry
representatives could be formed by the
Secretary of Commerce and Resources to
foster communication, establish priorities,
and clarify roles. Consideration could also be
given to establishing a position of Assistant
Secretary for Natural Resources within the
Office of the Secretary of Commerce and
Resources. The Assistant Secretary could
provide a focus for resource issues within
the overall span of responsibility assigned to
the Secretary.
Another option which has
considered in Virginia is the creation of a unified
Department of Natural Resources, to include
a Division of Fisheries Management. This
organizational structure is used, in somewhat
different forms, in Maryland and North
Carolina.
Recommendation: The Secretary of
Commerce and Resources should be
requested to draft for consideration by the
I984 General Assembly a statement of a
specific fisheries policy, as outlined in
Chapter V of this report, which can serve as
a guide to resource managers in their decision-making and facilitate a management
approach consistent with long-term State
goals and objectives.
Recommendation: The Governor and
the General Assembly may wish to consider
structural changes to enhance coordination
among marine resource agencies and to place
marine resources within a broader
resource context.
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1981, the dockside value
commercially harvested
$69,000,000, and the industry employed over 8,000 commercial
and thousands of seasonal workers in processing plants. Sport
is also popular with tourists and residents.
The outlook for the future, however, varies according to
fishery examined. The production of oysters, for example, has decli
significantly since the 1960 1s. Clams may require cultivation, and
there appears to be additional potential for the marketing of edible
finfish. In reCent years, Virginia's competitive position has declined
due to several factors: competition from other states, changing economies and consumer conditions, and legal challenges to residency
requirements for fishing licenses.
House Joi nt Reso 1ut ion 59 was enacted by the 1982 Gene
Assembly in response to industry and legislative concern that
Commonwealth has not achieved the full economic potential of its
dant marine resources. The resolution directed JLARC to assess the
potential and management of the industry and to make policy recommendations to foster the State1s competitive position, preserve
socioeconomic well-being of those whose livelihood depends on the industry,
and enhance State management and regulation.
JLARC began by assessing the status of each fishery. Econometric modeling and other methods were used to evaluate policy options
that included maintaining the status quo, resolving current conflicts,
building on established techniques, and initiating aggressive
in the State1s management and regulatory role.
Many of these options would require expanded
es
respons i bil it i es for State agenci es. The des i gnated 1 ead fi s
agency in the Commonwealth is the Virginia Marine Resources Commission,
the
which is responsible for protecting the marine resources, promoti
general welfare of the seafood industry, and enforcing fisheries laws
in the tidal waters. Promotion, research, and advisory services are
provided to the industry by the Virginia Institute of Marine Science,
the Marine Products Commission, and several State universi es. In
addition, the State Department of Health and the Department
culture and Consumer Services inspect seafood processing plants.
State

ghly
establi
methods, seasons,
affect the
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State management
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vities
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Virginia!s
ne
es are composed of two major seges
ments: commercial fis
recreational fisheries. The commercial segment includes independent watermen and processors who make
Chesapeake and offshore fisheries. The
their livelihood from
recreational segment incl
charter and head boat industry, as
well as independent sports shermen.
Several State agencies are involved in managing, regulating,
promoting, and researching
rginia's seafood industries. The activities. of these agencies directly affect the industries! economic potential.
In addition to
committment of personnel and funds, tne
State's continuing interest in the fishing and seafood industries is
expressed in the numerous 1 sl
ve studies conducted on this industry since 1928.
Commercial and Recreational Fisheries
Virginia has traditi
ly been a leader among the states in
commercial marine fis ng. In 1981, the Commonwealth ranked fourth
nationally in total commerci
catch of finfish and shellfish (487
million pounds) and ninth in
ksi
value ($69 million).
Over 4,400 full-time and 3,800 part-time commercial fishermen
were reportedly engaged in
harvesting in 1980. In addition,
the State's approximately 400 processing and wholesale operations
seasonally employ several thousand workers.
Commercial

and shellfish consti
seafood industries.
surf clams, oysters, and
(Figure 1). Over the
some of these species.

Approximately 80 species of finfish
State's commerci a 1 mari ne fi shi ng and
a
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Hard Clams '.

Other
Landings

in Millions

Source: 1980 Annual Report of the
Virginia Marine Resources Commission.

The offshore fisheries are the most actively expanding segment of Virginia's commercial fishing industry. Offshore expansion has
occurred as a result of several factors, including the abundance
highly valued sea scallops in the mid-Atlantic and the 1976 passage of
federal legislation extending U.S. offshore
s ng rights and limi ng
foreign fishermen.
seall
surf clams are two important offshore shellfisheries. In 1979, the commercial landings of sea scallops yielded
the most valued marine harvest in Virginia. A record of 7.6 million
pounds was taken, with a dockside value of $24.1 million. However,
concerns have been expressed about possible overharvesting of scallops.
Recent data shows that landings of sea scallops declined significantly
to only 3.7 million pounds in 1981.
Recreational Fisheries.
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Region
Eastern Shore
Middle Pennisula
Northern Neck
Hampton Roads
Other Areas

1,370
918
1,454
688
32

Totals

4,462

Source:

455
944
669

1,179
569

3,816

1,825
1,862
2,123
1,867
601
8,

VMRC 1981-82 Annual Report.

Processors. Virgi a's seafood processing sector contains a
wi de vari ety of fi rms and types. Because the industry is not vertically integrated, most processors purchase the catch from independent
watermen. Processors differ considerably in size: they may be wholesalers, retailers, or both, and may handle a single type of seafood or
several different species. In addition, firms differ in their manner
of processing: they may shuck oysters, clams, or both; fillet or pack
finfish; sell raw blue crabs or pick and package the meat. Few plants
are mechanized, and therefore they seasonally employ a large number of
semi-skilled laborers.

On the basis of vari ous li sts of the seafood processors,
Virginia has approximately 250 which process shell sh,
handl e fi nfi sh, and 50 whi eh process crabs. Of these, 49
process more than one type of seafood. In addition, two pl
strictly with menhaden processing.
The plants are concentrated in several areas of the
zone (Figure 2). Shellfish plants are concentrated on Vi
Northern Neck and Eastern Shore, while the majority
plants are located in the Hampton Roads area. The
are located in Reedville.
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• unfavorable conditions which have added to production
and di scouraged pri vate growers from i ncreas i ng
duction;
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contamination of the James River, which has res ted i
loss of some soup contracts and the banni ng of commerci
fishing of some species; and

• underutilization of several species of fish
Virginia waters, due in part to appearance and
sumer familiarity.
Virginia's fishing and seafood industries should
be a viable industry in the future. Even so, the industry
agenci es will need to continue efforts to increase potenti
address specific fishery concerns.
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• Virginia Marine Resources Commission -Resources Commission (VMRC) is the lead
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to the
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all commercial fishing and all marine
,shellfish,
other marine organisms. Agency functions incl
the State's marine laws, leasing
lenishi
grounds, and promulgating regulations concerni
welfare of the seafood industry.
• Virginia Institute of Marine
Vi
tute of Marine Science (VIMS) is t h e ' s
research agency. Specific responsibilities of
include basic and applied research rel
to II 1
the seafood and commercial fishing and sport fishing industries ll ; advisory services for industry members; and graduate
training in areas related to marine science.
• Marine Products Commission -- Created by the General Assembly
in 1979, the Mari ne Products Commi ss i on cons i sts of eleven
representat i ves of Vi rgi ni a's seafood ; ndustry appoi nted by
the Governor. The Commi ss i on is mandated
en!~agle in marog and promotional activities
products. In add; on, the Commission may
research activi es relating to IIcatching,
servation, and marketing ll of Virginia's
tigating, studying, and formulating rec:omlmendiit
regulation, conservation, and management. II
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Figure 3

FISHERIES RESOURCE MANAGEMENT FUNDING
(1982-84 Biennium)

Total

$36,190,134

SOH-Bureau of
Shellfish Sanitation
$1,785,100
5%
Regional Commissions'
$473,600
1%
State Water Control Board
$310,000
1%
Products Commission
$410,000
1%
DACS - Food Inspection Section%.
$42,634
1%

D

•
, Virginia's contribution to regional fisheries management agencies
Portion of total funding estimated for finfish plant inspections
3 Does not inClude Wetlands Management
2

Source: 1982-84 Appropriations Act and State Agency Budget Data

General Funds (58%)
Special Funds (18%)
Federal Funds (24%)
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JLARC REVIEW

The General Assembly's continuing i
is
seafood industry was expressed in House Joint Resol
in
1982. HJR 59 di rects JLARC to study lithe nature
regul at i on of the fi shi ng and seafood i ndustri es, and the economi c
potential of these industries." In calling for this study, the General
Assembly has charged the Commission with reviewing policy alternatives
to manage, regulate, and foster the competitive position of these
industries.
Thi sis the second JLARC study conducted in the area of
mari ne fi sheri es. The fi rst, Mari ne Resource Management in Vi rgi ni a,
was completed in 1977, and addressed selected management acti vi ties
associated with Virginia's oyster fishery, administration of the Marine
Resources Commission and the Virginia Institute of Marine Science, and
marine-related education and advisory services.
Scope of the Review
In accordance with the resolution, this report focuses on the
management and economic potential of Virginia's commercial marine
fishing and seafood industries. Four major objectives of the study
are:
- to assess the economi c potential of the State's commerci a 1
fishing and seafood industries;
-to propose State policy alternatives to strengthen Virginia's
fishing and seafood industries;
-to determine the efficiency and effectiveness of the State's
current fisheries management, regulatory, and promotional
activities;
- to revi ew the extent to whi ch actions have been taken to
correct administrative deficiencies identified in the 1977
JLARC marine resource study.
Methodology
Duri ng the course of thi s rev; ew, J
ana lyzed data from numerous sources. I
i ews were
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to protect
le sample of
12 crab
A te 1j'.)nl!'H'lr11l:>
seafood processors was
promotional activi es
industry members were

a representative number of Vi rgi ni a
impact of the State's
bution and sales. Ni
contacted.

In addition
research act i vi es
nomic potential of the
study.

JLARC staff carried out spec;
efforts: analysis of the ecoand follow-up of JLARCls

Analgsis of Economic Potential.
To assess the economic
potential of the State l s seafood i
JLARC staff consulted
ularly
th industry, agency, and
c representatives to identi
biological, social, economic, and administrative relationships. Where
feasible, econometric models of the seafood industry were developed in
order to provide new information on these issues.

Econometric models are computer programs which statistically
summarize the relationships and conditions which exist in everyday
life. Modeling offers an opportunity to simulate the effects that will
likely result from various State management options. More information
on JLARCls approach to economic potential issues is contained in
Chapter II. A complete discussion of the econometric models used
JLARC is included in the
cal appendix to this report, which s
available upon request.
Follow-Up of 1977 JLARC
JLARC has statutory responsibility under Section 30-58.2, Code of Virginia, for conducting supplementary follow-up studies of previous reports. This study of the
State1s fishing and seafood industries provides an opportunity to
reevaluate many of
concerns i
as
ciencies in the
JLARC report
Programs in Virginia. Followup fi
ngs are
and IV of the report.

i

ssion.
and inspection
carri ed out by other State
i es.
State fisheries policy and changes in

vi es
nia
reviews
on,
to the
industry
Chapter V reviews the need for a
management framework.

H.

OF VIRGINIA'S SEAFOOD INDUSTRIES

Virginia's overall position within the national fishing and
seafood industry is strong, but the outlook for the future vari es
according to the type of fishery. Concerned that the full potential of
the State's abundant mari ne resources is not be i ng reached, the 1982
General Assembly directed JLARC to review the economic potential of the
industry and to make recommendations on policy alternatives for State
management and regulation. The overall thrust of. House Joint Resolution 59 was to foster the long-term development, growth and efficiency
of the industry and better the State's competitive position in a manner
compatible with the socio-economic well-being of those whose livelihood
depends on these industries.
JLARC worked closely with industry representatives and fishery and economic researchers to assess the current status of individual
fisheries, identify current issues, and determine the probable impact
of various policy alternatives. Econometric models were used to simulate the impacts of proposed changes on the oyster and clam industries,
and the crab and finfish industries were addressed qualitatively. To
the extent possible, options developed for each fishery included continuing the status quo, resolving current conflicts, building on existing techniques, and initiating aggressive changes in the State's regulatory policy and management role.
State action can have a significant impact on the potential
of the industry. In some cases inaction will result in losses that
wi 11 continue present trends. The type of action poss i b1e and the
potential results vary considerably among fisheries.
For example, without State action, oyster production wi 11
continue declining.
Several options, however, could increase the
annua 1 harvest by as much as one-thi rd over current 1eve 1s. Although
crabs are abundant, increased regulation of licenses may be necessary
in view of recently eliminated residency requirements for harvestors.
The status and outlook of each fishery is summarized below:
eThe State's oyster industry has declined sharply from its
earlier days as a leader in world production. This decline
is due to several factors including environmental and economic conditions. The future of this industry is expected to
be stagnant with production and revenues showing little
growth by 1990. However, several policy options exist which
could stimulate growth in the industry.
-Virginia's share of the national hard clam market has also
declined over the past several years. Sustaining the harvesting levels of current stocks appears to be a
id
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concern for the future. Options are avail
e
new
management techniques which may enable Virginia to recapture
an additional share of the market.
- The blue crab fishery has remained a strong industry for
Virginia. This trend should continue due to the abundance of
crabs in the Chesapeake BaYt high consumer demand and innovations in processing techniques. However t concerns have
been raised about future harvests and income as a result of
changes in residency requirements for licensing and easy
access into the lucrative winter crab dredge fishery.
-The State's finfish industry is an important part of the
seafood economy. Non-edi b1e fi nfi sh accounted for over 80
percent of the State's total commerci all andi ngs in 1981.
State experts believe that the edible finfish industry has
the potential for further growth. Current and future State
and industry efforts should help the industry obtain its full
potent i a l.
Some options wi 11 requi re si gnifi cant ly expanded management
responsibility for State agencies. The State's lead fisheries agencYt
the Virginia Marine Resources Commission t is responsible for regulating
harvesting techniques and seasons t issuing licenses t leasing areas for
growing oysters and clams t and enforcing fishery laws. Other State
agencies with promotion t advisorYt and inspection responsibilities
include the Marine Products Commission t the Virginia Institute of
Marine Science t VPI&SU t and the State Departments of Health and Agriculture and Consumer Services.
JLARC's Approach
To assess the economic potential of the State's seafood
industrYt JLARC attempted to develop a thorough understanding of the
biological and economic factors that affect the harvest t market price t
and public management of each fishery. Different concepts are necessary to understand each fishery because management decisions must take
into account many unique characteristics t such as the current status of
the stock t the spawning and migrating patterns of the species t and the
type of harvesting gear and season. Industry representatives t scientists t economists t and State agency personnel were systematically
interviewed and consulted throughout the study.
Econometric modeling techniques were used to assess the
economic potential of the oyster and clam fisheries and to assess
issues of current concern t such as the potential impact of allowing
more efficient harvesting techniques. Econometric models are one set
of tools which allow policy makers to see the most likely impacts of
their decisions. Models are computer-generated, statistical summaries
of the relationships and conditions which exist in every-day life.
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The mode 1s deve loped
i
relationship between economic factors s
as consumer
factors such as the maturation
a marketable
i
management factors such as pub 1i c o n efforts on
production of seafood. A change in management practices can
lated and the impacts on price and production estimated.
The role the State has
cally taken determines
of pol icy options that can be assessed with the model. For examp
the State does not participate in the commercial harvesting or
cessing of oysters; this is a private sector activity. The
regulate gear used to harvest market and seed oysters, limit the oyster
harvest, replete the public beds, and lease grounds that are not
naturally productive for private development.
For oysters and other fisheries, State concerns include
enhancement of production and revenues from the industry; protection of
the natural resource; preservation of tradit i ona1 cul tura1 patterns;
and preservation of the 1i ve 1i hood of the watermen and processors.
Proposed changes in State policy options are considered, therefore, in
terms of thei r assumed impact on total production and pri ce, the resource, and the vari ous industry segments. Pol icy makers must rely,
however, on i nformat i on from the parties i nvo1ved and the knowl edge
they have gained through their involvement with the industry. Often
the information from one source conflicts with information presented
another, and uncertainty about the actual impact persists.
Econometric modeling, coupled with informed judgment and
practi ca1 research knowl edge, can reduce some of the uncertainty. A
model can predict, within specified parameters, the probable impact of
policy decisions. Policy makers can then decide whether the impacts
are acceptable enough to proceed with the action or develop management
strategi es to overcome or mitigate unwanted impacts. Models cannot,
however, predi ct the resul ts of radi ca1 changes beyond the scope of
historical data or predict the effects of an unforeseen ecological or
biological factor such as a serious disease for a species of seafood or
changes in the lifestyle of watermen or processors. A model can
dict the impact of changes in gear, season, repletion, market
and consumer demand.
The basic supply-and-demand model for the oyster industry was
developed under a Sea Grant project by agricultural economists at
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. JLARC staff
the VPI&SU researchers cooperatively validated the model and developed
methods for using it to assess the impacts of policy options for legislative consideration. The hard clam model was developed by JLARC in
cooperation with agricultural economists at VPI&SU during the course
this study. It has conceptual interests si lar to a modeling
assumptions
developed at VIMS. In order to ensure
s industry concerns, J
models represent actual condi ons and
has maintained a continuing
i
agency personnel.

OYSTER
Virginia's oyster industry has
d
special importance among the Commonweal's
Virginia was the leader in oyster production
early part of this century. Since 1960,
, the
has suffered a sharp decline in production and
loyment as
of several factors:
the impact of environmental condi
Virginia's oyster harvest; the decline of lea~)ea
tion; the expansion of Maryland1s oyster
program; the relatively high price and limited
and probl ems with product demand for oysters. Si nee oysters
major role in the fisheries economy, the General
sembly may
consider actions to reverse this trend.
Without some changes, the fishery is likely to
stagnant. However, production could be increased by as much as one-third
over anti ci pated 1eve 1s by adopting one of several options for State
action. The options assessed by JLARC are ranked in terms of the
degree of change involved. For example, more active promotion of products would not change the structure of the industry. However, leasing
portions of the public grounds currently held for
public trust
would be a major change. The economic, social, and biological impacts
of these actions on the current status of the industry would have to be
taken into account.
STATUS OF VIRGINIA'S OYSTER INDUSTRY
A review .of the current status of Virginia's oyster industry
(Exhibit A) reveals several trends: a major shift in oyster production
has occurred within the State and relative to other states; the number
of watermen and large private oyster planters has declined; and the
market price of oysters has fluctuated considerably. An understanding
of the current status is essential for assessing the impact of
ous
options for change.
Production
Vi rgi ni a oysters are harvested
two
toms: State-managed public grounds and those leased
private interests (Figure 4). The decline in
production since 1960 is largely attri
e
1andi ngs from 1eased grounds, whi ch in
ve times as many oysters as public n~'~lir,Mc
tion has declined, Maryland's total
si
ficantly, so that today the state
a. Most of the Maryland
shIJc~~ed in Vi rgi ni a.
8
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STATUS
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Production
Virginia's production of market oysters has declined significantly since 1960. The
major decline has occurred in the harvest of oysters from grounds leased from the
State. These privately-leased grounds, though not naturally productive and fewer in
number than State-managed grounds, accounted for over 80 percent of the State's
oyster production unti 1 envi ronmenta1 and economi c factors combi ned in the
1960' s to drast i cally reduce thei r production. Unfavorable conditi ons conti nue
discourage private planting today.
Production from State-managed pUblic grounds has remained fairly stable during the
past 20 years and has actually exceeded private production since 1978. During
Virginia's period of decline, Maryland's oyster harvest increased significantly, so
that Maryl and now outproduces Vi rgi ni a. Nearly 60 percent of Maryl and's oysters,
however, continue to be shucked by processing plants in Virginia.
Harvested
Bushels

Acres

Private Grounds
Public Grounds
Total

1959

1980

1959

1980

128,000
243,000
371,000

107,000
243,000
350,000

4,231,717
972,446
5,204,163

645,589
885,755
1,531,344

Employment
The inability to attract sufficient numbers of younger persons into the traditional
hand tong fishery raises serious concerns about the continuance of the public oyster
fishery as it exists today. Some mechanized methods of oyster harvesting have,
however, attracted more persons. In addition, the number of large private oyster
planters has declined since 1960, when three planters near Hampton Roads produced
more oysters than the total produced today. Today, private planters are much
smaller and are concentrated in areas farther up the Bay.
Licenses Issued

Hand Tong
Patent Tong
Oyster Dredge

1959

1982

4,242
298

1,934
454
123

Prices paid to watermen and planters for oysters have fluctuated since 1950. In
recent years, the price has risen at a slower rate than inflation, resulting in a
loss of buying power for oyster harvesters if the size of their catch has remained
about the same. Several factors, such as size, season, growing area, and region,
affect the prices received for oysters.
Prices Paid to Watermen Per Bushel
(1981-82)

Source:

Type of Oyster

Low

Standards
Selects
Extra Selects

$7
12
15

Average
$12
15
20

VMRC annual report; VIMS; Virginia Seafood Counei

$10
13
18

4

GROUNDS IN VIRGINIA

Original Baylor Survey and Additional
Public Oyster Grounds Set Aside by
legislation
location of Private leased
Oyster Grounds

Public Clam Grounds

Source: Virginia
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Resources Commission.

State
pri vate grounds

leaseholders
to
avai able (Figure 5).
with

law
lows only
grow; ng areas.
vate grounds
ons, and maill~I~!IClli~.~
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courtesy
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VIRGINIA

(bushels in thousands)

Year
1960'

1961
1962

1963

1964'

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970
1971
1972'

1973

1974

1975

1976'

1977'

1978'

1979'

1980'

Public Grounds

Private Grounds

IMSX appears in Chesapeake Bay
2Massive MRC Replenishment Program begins
'Tropical Storm Agnes
4James River loses soup oyster market due to Kepone
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - Table 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - COMPARISON OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE OYSTER GROUND MANAGEMENT
Private Grounds

Public Grounds
Property
Rights

Natural growing areas
constituti onally
protected for the
II public trust"

Leaseholder has property
rights for 10 years, which
may be renewed

Harvesting
Limitations

Commercial season
generally runs from
October 1 to June 1

No seasonal limitations

Minimum harvest size of
311 market oysters
generally required

No minimum size

Gear
Restrictions

Hand tongs are legal
harvesting methods for
most areas. Some patent
tonging permitted.
Dredges allowed in VMRC
management areas

Use of dredges and patent
tongs generally permitted

Resource
Maintenance

Natural stock and
State-run repletion
program paid for by
user taxes

Private cultivation
efforts necessary

Source:

Code of Virginia and VMRC regulations.

Maryland oyster beds, the development of an aggressive seafood marketing program, and a greatly expanded oyster repletion program begun
during the period. As a result, Maryland was able to take over much of
the harvest lost by Virginia during the period. In 1958, Virginia's
production was double that of Maryland, but in 1973 Maryland produced
four times as many oysters as Virginia (Figure 7).
While Virginia harvesters have certainly been affected by
Maryland's dominance, processors have managed to maintain their stronghold on the shucking industry within the Chesapeake Bay. Processors
based in Virginia handle most of the oysters landed in Maryland. Over
half of the oysters currently shucked in Virginia are imported from
other states, primarily Maryland.
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Source: JLARC illustration of National Marine Fisheries Service data.

Employment
The dec 1i ne in the number of 1i rl>lrlc:.:'n
large oyster planters noted in the 1977 JLARC
The inability to attract significant numbers of
r
the hand tong fi shery has been cited as d major concern
continuance of the public oyster industry as it
Oyster tongers, who have primarily engaged in harvesti
grounds, have been dec 1 i ni ng in number due to the
future, investment costs, and the increase in other j
The number of hand tongers has
to 1,954 in 1982. In contrast, the number
has steadily increased si nee the early
the number
licenses issued rose
to
s i ncreas i
11 i IlUIIt-'~,S
n
or

1976

Prior to 1960, three private oyster planters
95 percent of the James River seed. These three planters, located in
Norfolk and Hampton, produced more oysters than the total amount produced today. However, these planters were forced out of business after
sUffering extensive financial losses due to the onslaught of MSX in the
Bay.
Today, private oyster planters are much smaller than in
pre-MSX days because of economic conditions. In addition, the concent rat i on of plant i ngs has moved up from Hampton Roads to the Northern
Neck and Rappahannock regions.
Oyster Prices
The pri ce paid to watermen and planters for oysters has
fluctuated since 1950. In recent years, the nominal price of oysters
has remained relatively stable, with increases lower than the rate of
inflation. This indicates that the oyster harvesters have lost buying
power and that if the size of their catch has remained about the same,
their costs have increased in comparison to the price received.
Many factors, inc 1udi ng size, season, ground, and regi on,
affect the price received for oysters. Large-sized II se l ec tt' oysters
command a higher price than the smaller II standard ll size. Prices in the
fa 11 season, when demand is peaki ng, are hi gher than pri ces in the
spring. Oysters taken from private grounds bring a higher price than
oysters from pub 1 i c grounds, 1arge ly because they are harvested whil e
the public grounds are closed by VMRC. Prices are slightly higher in
the Northern Neck and south Rappahannock, less from the northern York
River to the North Carolina border, and lowest on the Eastern Shore.
In addition, several standard economic relationships appear
to affect the price of oysters. An increase in the quantity of oysters
supp 1 i ed, for examp 1e, wi 11 be expected to decrease the pri ce. An
additional relationship exists between the retail price and the price
paid to watermen. As the retail price increases, the price to watermen
also increases, but not to the same degree.
POLICY OPTIONS FOR THE OYSTER INDUSTRY
If present trends continue, the oyster industry in the State
will become stagnant.
Industry and State agency representatives
believe that it is possible to increase Virginia's oyster production
significantly, thereby reversing current trends.
However, uncertainties exist as to whether production could ever again reach pre-1960
levels.
Nevertheless, several policy options are available for
action. These options have the potential to stimulate production
much as one-third over the production that would occur by 1990
26

a pol icy change. Six
yes
State can exerci se a measure
asses
econometric modeling
i
in consul
on
economic specialists: (1) mal
ni
status;
the product to increase consumer demand; (3) doubl;
repletion program; (4) lowering
ce
seed oysters to increase
plantings; (5) cultivating unproductive public
dredging; and (6) leasing
ons of
lic grounds.
ly exclusive
These options are not
combination and refinement.
are ranked in terms of
State i nvo 1vement and change requi red. Each option is assessed ; n
terms of its economic impact and implementation for resource management
as well as its impact on biological conditions and the livelihood of
existing independent watermen and private processors. For example,
State may choose not to change the structure of the industry, ho,'oh,\I
maintaining the status quo and allowing the industry to
clining. In contrast, more extensive management of the Baylor
and use of efficient harvesting techniques could have a sign; cant
impact on shifting production between the public and private grounds,
depending on the options selected.
The results of these options are shown in relative terms as
the differences between the expected production if the status
were
maintained and the projected production resulting from
change. The direction and magnitude of change are more signi
than the actual numbers. In several instances, the State's ma!na~~enlenlt
role will have to greatly increase to achieve the desired results.
Projected impacts of the various options are based on
trends which have developed over the past twenty years and must be
compared to the projected future of the oyster industry in
absence
of change. In addition, a different set of administrative, soci
economic, and biological considerations -- such as the avail ili
oyster seed, the price received by watermen, and the impact on
ment -- is associated with each of the policy options.
Option 1: Maintain the status guo and allow
production to stabilize at recent levels, with
a decline predicted in production from public
grounds and little growth in private production.
Although the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries are among
most abundant growing areas in the world and the James River is
ly suited for natural production of seed oysters, harvests in
have been declining. This decline has been due, in part, to
and weather conditions, but
effort on the public
severely curtailed private investment have had an i
the last twenty years.
os
the public grounds for harvest
y

means.

private planting
harvesti
by
ng the same level of State governon will allow present trends to continue.

Model Results. Based on the trends of the past twenty years,
rginia's oyster production will remain relatively stable unless a
licy change occurs. Little economic growth will be sustained and the
State's competitive position is likely to continue to erode. Barring
environmental degradation, total market oyster production in the 1990's
should hover at levels close to those of the late 1970' s (Table 3).
There wi 11 be a shi ft away from recent trends and a return to 1eased
grounds producing more oysters than the public grounds.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Table 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - FUTURE OF VIRGINIA'S OYSTER INDUSTRY
WITH NO POLICY CHANGE
Total Production
Actual 1981
Projected 1990
. 0 mi 11 ion

1bs.

8.3 million lbs .

Biological
Little or no
effect on
seed resource
Source:

Total Revenue
Actual 1981
Projected 1990
$13.9 million

$11.7 million

Management Considerations
Economic
Social
Decline in
public
fishery

Little growth
occurring

JLARC.

Although recent increases have occurred, future public ground
production is predicted to continue the downward trend evident over the
past 20 years. The decline will be partly due to the failure to recruit more watermen into the hand tonging occupation.
Private landings should experience a slight decline from the
level, but should once again provide over two-thirds of the
State's total oyster production. The larger share of private landings
is consistent with past trends.
vate sector should increase its production slightly,
some increase comi
from the abi 1i ty to take advantage of the
Sei3.SClna
closi
1 c
as well as the decline in
ic
on.
increase
vate
on
11 require more
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private investment in
pl
increase of investment requi
level is minimal.

about

A recently unexplained drop in the availability
James Ri ver seed cou 1d negative ly impact on the future production
the private sector. Model predictions are based on the assumption,
however, that the seed resource wi 11 be avail ab 1e in quant it i es
tained in the past. VIMS oyster experts feel that the James River seed
beds should be able to sustain present levels of seed. However,
is uncertai nty about s i gnifi cant increases in the demand for seed
unless better cultivation and harvesting of seed areas are introduced.
Ramifications of state Action. Mai ntai ni ng the status quo
will not require any change in the State's role. Repletion will be
carried out at present levels, and harvesting gear on the public
grounds will be restricted primarily to traditional hand tongs. Commercial planting and harvesting will be dependent on private sector
initiatives and determinations of the probable return on investment.
While current trends may be reversed by external events, maintaining
current State action wi 11 not preci pitate a change that wi 11 either
benefit or harm independent watermen or private processors.

Option 2: Aggressively promote Virginia's oyster
products in order to increase consumer demand, raise
retail prices, and ultimately stimulate increased production.
An increase in consumer demand and retail prices could have a
moderate impact on oyster production and revenue, resulting in an
increase of about 401,000 pounds and $2.7 million in revenue by 1990.
This effect could be accomplished, in part, by greatly increasing the
on-going promotional activities of the Marine Products Commission.
This form of State intervention would not significantly change the
State's role, and harvesters of both public and private grounds would
benefit. However, since consumer actions are beyond direct State
control, results from a promotion campaign are not assured.
Model Results. This policy option is based on the assumption
that if consumer demand for oysters increases, the price will be driven
up in the short run because of limited supplies, ultimately resulting
in an increase in oyster production over a few years. To simulate this
change, an increase of 2 percent in the retail price above the inflation rate was assumed. The yearly increase implies the price of or
demand for oysters would increase 22 percent by the end of 1990. Since
the increase is assumed to be annual, the impact would possibly not
stabilize but continue incrementing upwards.

The public grounds oysters would likely show an
1990 of 7.4 cents per pound in the real
ce paid to W~~Pi~mp·n
pri ce that woul d otherwi se
d.
pees

by
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oysters woul d increase
a much 1arger amount,
.5
because private grounds may be harvested when
public
closed.

season is

Policg Ramifications.
Underlying the assumed increase in
consumer demand and retail prices is an active marketing program for
oysters and a receptive public. Additional tools to produce this
outcome could include the development of grading or labeling standards
for Virginia's oysters to ensure quality control and meat weight per
unit, development of new product forms, and new shucking technology to
lower processing costs.

The abi 1ity to achi eve a moderate growth of two percent in
real retail prices each year may not be possible. State promotional
experts have voi ced skepti ci sm over increases of thi s extent in the
consumers demand for oysters.
The tenuousness of the assumptions makes achieving the predicted outcomes of this policy change riskier than the others. In
1arge measure the ri ski s due to the State's i nabi 1i ty to control
consumer demand, whereas many other pol icy options are subject to
di reet State controL
Furthermore, the benefits to the program as
measured by the total production and revenue increases are only in the
moderate range when compared with other options.
On the positive side, the marketing program would not challenge established practices or relationships in the oyster industry.
Benefits waul d be shared by watermen, pri vate planters, and the process i ng sector. The Mari ne Products Commi ss i on has targeted 1982-83
for increased efforts in oyster marketing. However, to achieve the 2%
per year growth rate, a significant investment in promotional costs
would be necessary.
Option 3: Double expenditures for repletion of
public oyster grounds in order to increase the harvest
for watermen using traditional tonging methods
Doubling the State's repletion expenditure using the current
programmatic approach would also have a relatively moderate impact on
overall oyster production. This action is predicted to result in an
increase of 500,000 pounds and $670,000 in revenue by 1990 over probab1e 1eve 1s without thi s change. The State's rep 1et i on program is
carried out by the Virginia Marine Resources Commission. The program
consists of transplanting small "seed" oysters or covering beds
th
shells, upon which oyster larvae affix themselves and mature.
ng
is primarily from general funds and special oyster taxes.
In implementing this option, the State would
eXIPelldlture for an ongoing activity. Benefits would
to the current
ci
es
1
on efforts:
lic
vate processors would
t i
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Model Results.
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program, that current program
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The net increase in the
This increase would be genthe
would
increase in
costs.
program

Increasing
on program would
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on the seed supply. lI",."",",v,,'I'I"'+ y 54,000
hels
additional seed
would be needed above
ected 1990 seed harvest levels.
The increased demand
costs cons i derab ly and lower the
amount of seed used on
1i c and pri vate grounds. If the
cost of seed were
ven
, the pub 1 i c grounds revenue woul d
increase by approx i mate
whil e the pri vate grounds revenue
would decline by $580,
ling the repletion expenditure
would yield a net revenue
$107,000 not including the program
costs.
If the cost of
ven up 20% a revenue loss of
$440,000 could
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adjusted
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season.

seed
the
is
ve.

potentially moderate to heavy growing areas. The demand on
State's
oyster seed supply would be relatively small because of the State l s
traditional reliance on shell planting for repletion.
Increased expenditures for the public repletion program could
produce more efficient harvesting on the Baylor Grounds with hand tongs
by increasing the resource on the bottoms. Watermen's daily wages
could increase due to the greater landings. A major question exists,
however, as to whether suffi ci ent 1abor wi 11 be recrui ted into the
public hand tong fishery by 1990. A decrease in the labor supply
without the use of more efficient harvesting methods could result in a
depressed impact on the predicted public oyster production.
If State repletion activities are to be increased, new funding sources may be needed so as not to impact on State general funds.
One option would involve increasing direct oyster taxes so that buyers
and processors would provide more of the total share of repletion
funding. Rates could be adjusted annually according to the levels of
expenditures anticipated, or a single rate could be set to cover expenditures projected over several years.
Better records of depleted areas and moni tori ng of oyster
stock in those areas would also be necessary to assess the effects of
planting shell and seed on production. Current VMRC repletion data is
inadequate for use as an evaluation tool. If additional improvements
were made in the State's repletion program, greater results than those
predicted in the model could occur.
Shou 1d the State choose to embark on an expanded pub 1i c
repletion program, decision-makers should consider an implementation
approach that woul d provide them with an opportunity to evaluate the
cost and benefits of the program without committing a substantial
investment of State revenues.
Option 4: Lower the market price for seed oysters
in order to encourage increased private investment
in oyster production and reduce public repletion costs.
Lowering seed costs has the potential for stimulating overall
oyster production by as much as one-thi rd over the 1eve 1s to be expected without a policy change. Increases in the annual harvest ranging between 1.7 and 3 million pounds of marketable oysters could occur
by 1990, and increases in net revenues could range from $2.3 to over $4
million. This policy option requires active management of seed beds by
VMRC and departure from traditional methods of hand tonging seed
oysters in the James Ri ver in order to gai n pri ce benefits from more
effi ci ent dredgi ng methods. Accordi ng to VIMS sci ent i sts, the James
River seed area is much more suited for dredging operations than most
other State bottoms.
Dredging could
The structure of the i
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done on current seed beds or new areas.
would only be mi mally affected,

would
on wou d 1 i
y
at least some
i
transplant seed.
A 1980 1 sl
ve
project for
dredging generated
whether independent watermen or
would harvest the seed. However, the
revenues wou 1d benefit the entire i
creating new jobs and tax revenues for
Private pl
are
because 1eased grounds are not naturally
increased return on thei r investment for seed
prices were lower.
Repletion of public grounds would be increased
because of the addit i ana 1 seed that caul d be purchased for a gi ven
level of expenditure. However, the impact of this option on public
ground production woul d be s 1i ght under present rep 1et i on methods,
which rely on shell planting.
Eventually, competition from private
grounds would push the price of public ground oysters down and result
in less harvesting of these grounds.

Model Results. To test the relationship
the
ce
seed and the extent of private planting, the two
oysters
ent
d
were incorporated into the model: the level equi
that
the Potomac River Fisheries Commission and a more ron,nt'",-,,"T
n
Virginia seed prices to $1.40 per bushel.
Potomac River prices are
considerably lower than the $2 per bushel price in Virginia
seed oysters are harvested by dredging at competitively bid prices.
Loweri ng seed pri ces waul d increase production
revenues
from the pri vate grounds substantially. The three mi 11 i on pound i ncrease would result from lowering seed to 46 cents per U.S. standard
bushel, equivalent to the 1982 Potomac River Fisheries price. If the
seed price were decreased to $1.40 per bushel, production would increase by 1.7 million pounds, with a corresponding increase in revenue
of $2.3 million. According to VIMS biologists, the $1.40 price would
recover the cost of the programs in Virginia, although buyers
incur some additional transportation costs.
Additional production would obviously require the planti
more seed than is currently planted. To produce an increase in
annua 1 harvest amounting to three mi 11 i on pounds of oyster meat, an
increase of approximately 450,000 bushels of seed
d be
projected 1990 seed harvest levels.
s action would
demand for all seed to 1,190,000 bushels, or a
no~r<,n+
otherwi se expected
on.
is 1eve 1 of seed
been achi eved in the post-MSX peri
However,
production levels
fall into
would still yield sign; cant gains
example,
increase in
hel would
ire a more
hels

However, there are concerns about the
vity
current seed beds in the James River. Since 1960,
number of seed
oysters per bushel has decl i ned. Thi s i ndi cates, accordi ng to VIMS
sci ent i sts, that the dens i ty of seed found on the oyster grounds is
lower than pre-1960 levels. Additional public and private seed areas
may be necessary to achieve an adequate supply.
Policy Ramifications. If pUblic dredging for seed oysters is
permi tted in order to reduce costs, State management efforts for the
oyster fishery will need to improve.
It will be necessary, for
example, for VMRC to develop effective mechanisms for determi ng when
to open and close dredged areas so as not to deplete the bottoms.
Also, better management of seed beds, including accurate statistics,
will be needed in order to determine harvesting allowances and replet ion deci s ions.
A major commitment to rep 1et i ng the dredged seed
areas will also be necessary.

There are at least two options available to the State for
lowering oyster seed costs: establishing additional State-managed seed
grounds or leasing some seed beds to private planters. Both would
likely stimulate total production, however, one involves a committment
of State funds and personnel and the other re 1i es on pri vate i nvestment. In either case, permitting the dredging of privately or publicly
managed seed bottoms would decrease costs through harvesting
efficiencies.
Strategies

for

implementing

either option

are

presented

below.
estate-managed seed sector -- This option would require desig-

nating some areas in the James River that currently have low
oyster seed production as public management areas where
dredging of seed would be permitted. Preference for harvesting seed could be given to public ground watermen currently
engaged in the seed tong fi shery in order to reduce the
impact on their livelihood.
An expanded State management program would require a
correspondi ng expans i on of the pub 1i c rep 1et i on program to
ensure that seed bottoms are not depleted or damaged. One
possible funding source for these activities would be to use
fees and taxes deri ved from seed dredgi ng to replete seed
beds.
Increasing private seed production
would likely require the leasing of some currently unproductive seed beds. The State could consider leasing seed bottoms which it is not planning to use and which have high to
moderate capabilities for production.
Strict leasing
restrictions such as annual proof-of-use requirements would
need to be placed on these 1eases to protect future use
these beds.

ePrivate seed sector --

choosi
either of these strategies, the legislature
may
to consider establishing a closely monitored pilot project in
order to determi ne the effects of dredgi ng on resource dep 1eti on and
bottom
tions. Another possibility would be to phase-in the dredging for seed to minimize the impact on current seed tongers.
Option 5: Manage unproductive pUblic
grounds by State planting of seed and shell,
and allow dredging as a harvesting method.
The State could also stimulate oyster production by as much
as one-third over expected production levels by active management of a
portion of the pUblic grounds that is not naturally productive. Legislation would be needed to create an additional State management area.
Two such areas currently exist. This policy option requires more
acti ve management by VMRC than is card ed out in the other areas and
intensive repletion efforts. It would require more emphasis on the
transplanting of seed rather than shells, which is currently the major
repletion method used on public grounds. The option would have the
effect of i ncreas i ng production from pub 1 i c grounds and maki ng the
industry more reliant on State efforts to maintain oyster production.
It would also likely increase the use of dredges on the public grounds
and may reduce the number of tradi tiona 1 hand tongers. Si nce the
number of hand tongers has decreased over the years and recruitment of
new tongers is uncertain, more efficient harvesting methods are likely
to be needed in any event.
Model Results.
The projected increases in producti on are
based on the assumption that 1,000 acres of currently unproductive
public grounds could be made to produce oysters at a rate equal to the
pre-1960 period for leased grounds. These grounds could be actively
rep 1eted by the State at a rate of 500 bushe 1s of seed per acre and
harvested by dredging. It also assumed that the State would continue
its current repletion program on other parts of the public grounds in
the same proportion as usual.

Total public grounds, inclUding the managed Saylors, are
predicted to increase annual production by 3.4 million pounds of oyster
meat and revenues by $4.7 million by 1990. Taking into account a corresponding loss in revenue to private planters due to competition and
price decreases of 2.7 cents per pound, the State's net total increase
woul d be $4.6 mi 11 ion. Thi s represents a 40 percent increase in the
revenues expected in 1990 without a policy change.
The impact on Vi rgi ni a's seed resource to undertake thi s
activity would be significant. The increased demand for seed above
projected harvests would be approximately 370,000 bushels per year by
1990. The add it i ona 1 demand shoul d increase seed pri ces due to the
competition for seed with the private sector. In simulating the outcomes
this policy change, JLARC assumed seed prices would increase
percent because demand for seed would increase. Such an increase
s
an
e expectation, however, since a 51% increase in
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seed demand has occurred during the post-MSX
not increase by as much as 20 percent,
revenues should increase even more.

od. If
prices
tota1 production and

The total acreage to be managed by the State could
altered
to test the actual impacts on public ground production. As little as
400 managed acres could still increase overall production by 1.6 million pounds and revenues by $2.3 million.
Policy Ramifications.
If a pub1i c management approach to
developing unproductive Baylor Grounds is taken, VMRC would be given
responsibilities similar to those it has already received in two other
management areas. However, the Commission will need to manage the new
areas much more actively. Currently, dredging is permitted in the
existing management areas to reach accumulated stock that is not accessible by tongs. However, the effort is not being closely monitored,
and the grounds are not bei ng fully rep1eni shed. In order to produce
the potential level of results, an active seed and shell program for
repleting the 1,000 acres will be necessary. In addition, active
moni tori ng of the grounds by VMRC woul d be needed to determi ne the
number of dredge operators to permit and to observe possible damage to
the bottoms. Increased costs in program administration and expenses
would likely occur. The dredge permit fees could be set at a level to
recover much of the costs.

Option 6: Lease portions of the public
grounds in order to stimulate additional private
investment in the CUltivation and harvesting of oysters.
This option can be viewed as an alternative method to option
five for producing harvesting increases, although the two options are
not mutually exclusive. Instead of the State assuming active management of a portion of the public grounds that is currently unproductive,
the grounds could be leased to the private sector for cultivation and
harvesting of oysters. These grounds would probably be attractive to
private planters because, in general, the public grounds are far
superior growing areas to those non-Baylor grounds currently available
for leasing. The State would benefit from additional production in
grounds which it would be unable to replete under a public program due
to costs.
Although only 1,000 acres out of a total of 243,000 public
acres would be leased, this policy option represents the most dramatic
departure from the traditional structure of the industry. For the
first time, grounds classified as public grounds would be leased for
private use. Legislation would be necessary to redefine the constitutionally protected natural growing areas in order to permit leasing.
Implementation of this option is likely to be controversi
because tongers and other proponents of maintaining the public grounds
intact may see this action as a first step toward private encroachment
on the pub1i c grounds. Constituti ona1 issues
a1so
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concern
d be
leasors could merely substitute cultithese grounds
those they currently hold, thereby reducing
grounds anti ci pated to remain under production. Moreover,
while the Baylor grounds may be attractive, leasing decisions by the
private sector will also depend on several factors which will impact on
investment deci si ons, i ncl udi ng expectati ons of economi c return on
investment, quality of grounds available for lease, individual perceptions of Baylor Ground potential, consumer demand, and seed prices.
These concerns are similar to private investment decisions on currently
leased grounds.
Model Results. leasing 1,000 acres of currently unproductive
Baylor bottom could increase total State oyster production by over 3.4
million pounds by 1990, assuming that the grounds selected for leasing
have the potential to produce oysters at the pre-MSX rate, are planted
at a rate of 500 bushels per acre, and are harvested using conventional
oyster dredges. Revenues to the oyster industry would increase by $4.6
million even in light of anticipated declines in oyster prices.

A decline in pUblic production of 39,000 pounds would likely
occur, along with a drop of less than one cent in the price of oysters
from public grounds. The price depressing effect of increased supply
would be greater on the private grounds than for public ground oysters.
This is because the increased private harvest would likely compete with
exi sti ng pri vate 1andi ngs duri ng the summer months when the pub 1i c
harvesting season is legally closed. Prices for private ground oysters
are predicted to fall by almost three cents.
Even wi th the drop in oyster pri ces, total increases in
dockside value from leasing 1000 acres of the Baylor Survey would
amount to $4.6 mi 11 i on by 1990. Thi s total represents a 40 percent
increase in the revenues expected to be generated without such a policy
change. Incorporated into that total, however, is an expected revenue
decline of approximately $120,000 in the annual public grounds harvest
due to the increased landings from private grounds.
The availability of seed resource at a reasonable price is an
important factor in this analysis. Assuming a 20 percent increase in
seed pri ces due to increased demand from pri vate planters, the additional seed requirement would be approximately 370,000 bushels per year
by 1990. While this represents a 51 percent increase in current seed
production, the total production level of 1.1 million bushels has been
achieved since MSX struck. If the increased demand does not produce
such an increase in seed pri ces, then total production and revenue
should increase even more than presented above.
Policg Ra.mifica.tions.
Although the natural oyster bottoms
are protected by the State Constitution, the General Assembly has
sufficient authority to legislate the leasing of the areas of the
Baylor Grounds that are not naturally productive oyster ground. An
IS opinion issued in 1969 stated that the legislature
boundaries of the natural rock established by the
Code and
authorize
leasi
of non-natural
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Although many of the best grounds are contai
w; thi n the
Baylor Survey, recent studies by the Virginia Institute of Marine
Science indicate that a substantial portion of the public bottoms are
not conducive to growing oysters. A large part of the grounds was
found to be unproductive, whil e other parts were not bei ng used to
their full capacity.
Industry spokespersons note, however, that no one would want
to 1ease totally unproductive grounds. Therefore, a proposal recommended by VIMS involves leasing portions of the Baylor bottoms in 50to 60-acre blocks. These blocks would contain bottoms of varying
qualities for growing market oysters and could encourage investment by
private planters.
The dependence of pri vate growers upon a dec 1i ni ng pub1i c
seed harvest could also be lessened by leasing some Baylor bottoms for
use as private seed areas. According to VIMS, only five- to six-acre
blocks may be necessary for private seed beds. The constitutionality
of leasing grounds with differing levels of productivity would need to
be explored.
If leasing portions of the Saylors is determined to be a
viable management action, then safeguards should be incorporated into
the program in order to preserve the conditions of the leased bottoms
and to discourage lIidle leasing. II Safeguards not currently in place
might include higher rental fees, shorter lease duration, stricter
proof-of-use requirements, and easier means for having improperly used
grounds revert back to the State. Fees collected from leased Saylors
could be designated for use in repleting the remaining public bottoms.

The legislature may wish to establish a new method of leasing
thi s ground outs i de of the current process in order to expedi te the
process and minimize the impact on VMRC 1 s current backlog of lease
applications. Possibilities include the creation of a public bidding
process and the required use of a private surveyor. Preference could
be given to leasing to tongers who wish to cultivate their own grounds.
Summary of Policy Options
Changes can be made to increase total State production of
oysters and to maintain the viability of both the public and private
segments of the industry. A high potential for growth exists in the
pri vate segment of the industry because of the effi ci enci es in harvest i ng, the investment potential, and the previ ous production 1eve1s
of this sector. Additional State efforts would be required to increase
public ground production.
Barring future environmental degradation, the likely changes
in production and revenue as well as the biological, social, and economi c cons i derat ions associ ated wi th the pol icy options addressed in
this report are summarized in Table 4. Results of the policy options
are presented as changes in the revenue and production likely to exist
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Table 4

SUMMARY OF POLICY OPTIONS FOR VIRGINIA'S OYSTER INDUSTRY
Increase in 1
Total Production
1990

Increase in
Total Revenue 1
- -1990

Biological

Considerations
Social

Economic

~

.. _._--

Raising Retail
Prices

.4

$2.7

Little or no
effect

Little or no
effect

Prices received by both
groups would rise.
Doubtful that full
prediction would be
achieved.

Based on an annual
two percent increase
in retail prices.

Increasing
Public Repletion
Efforts

.5

$.64

Slight increase
of 54,000 bu.
per yr. seed requi red above
projected 1990
harvest.

No change

Minimal benefits to
public sector at
large cost.

Assumes one-time
doubling of repletion
expenditures in 1982
and maintaining that
level throughout
forecast period.

Lowering Seed
Costs

3.0

$4.0

Significant
demand on seed
resource (450,000
bu. extra per
year)

Number of public
watermen tonging
for seed may
decline

Private harvesting sector
benefits by low investment costs. Public
sector may benefit if
more seed is purchased
for repletion

Based on dredging permitted; drop in seed
price to equivalent
paid by Potomac Rivers
Fisheries Commission
in 1982.

Managing
Unproductive
Saylors

3.4

$4.6

Requires 370,000
bu. of additional
seed per year
above projected
1990 harvest.
Possible damage
to Baylor bottoms
from dredging
must be monitored.

Dredging permitted on designated
areas in order to
increase harvest.
May impact number
of oystermen.

Public harvesting
sector would benefit.
Large cost to the
State. Price to private
sector would be reduced
because of overall
increase in quantity.

Based on 1000 acres
managed; productivity
level at Pre-MSX rate;
dredging permitted;
seed planting rate 500
bu/acre; demand for
seed would increase
price by 20%

Leasing Portions of the
Saylors

3.3

$4.6

Requires 370,000
bu. of additional
seed per year
above projected
1990 harvest.

Reflects change
in traditional
pattern by
leasing Baylors

Private sector benefits.
Effects on public sector
less severe than associated with managing
Baylors.

forecasted increases above the predicted "future with no change" due to implementation of policy option.
Source:
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on selected, policy
econometri c mode 1i
others that support
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decline of the i
, JLARC exami
tial for reviving the hard clam fishery
assessed
the State whi ch caul d
Vi rgi ni a's competi ve pas i
options addres
range
maintaining the status quo
current production levels to cul vating and efficiently h~Y'VP~tl
growing areas. Without some changes in the fishery, Vi
hard clam production will likely stabilize at lower
1eve1s. However, total production coul d be increased by over 240
percent above otherwi se predi cted 1eve1s by adopting one of
options for State action. Implementation of any option would
take into account
economic, soci
ologi
impacts
industry.

STATUS OF VIRGINIA'S HARD C

INDUSTRY

Several trends emerged from JLARC's review of the
IS
hard clam industry: Virginia's production of hard clams
decreased
significantly since 1965; prices for hard clams have fluctuated
since 1976; and the use of more efficient gear could increase
Virginia's share of the hard clam market dramatically, but has resulted
in controversy within the industry itself. A review of the i
's
current status
basis
evaluating the feasibili
desirability of mpl
available policy options ai
at ~nlh~11ring the industry's economic potenti
Production

clam 1
ngs
so
that Virginia
ion extrend in Virgin a's
c am
harvesting effort by clammers or
marily in high salinity waters, are
seaside of Virginia's Eastern
Rivers, including Mobjack Bay and
cl ams can be harvested throughout
in
luted areas s
as the James River. During the summer
, contaminated clams may be fished from the James River
CO!ndl~mrled areas and lire 1ayed" to clean waters for a mi ni mum of 15 days,
the clams cleanse their tissues and become suitable for human
consumption. Harvesting from polluted areas, along with greater consumer demand for clams duri ng the summer, accounts for the fact that
52 and 79 percent of Virginia's annual hard clam landings are
produced between April and August of each year (Table 5).
Table 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - SUMMER HARVEST AS A PERCENTAGE OF THE TOTAL
ANNUAL HARD CLAM CATCH IN VIRGINIA
Total
Annual Catch

Catch Between
April and August

1,355,455
1,198,051
1,088,359
893,304
1,020,690
497,238
619,712
753,078
1,110,530

845,720
937,838
719,520
502,700
658,151
326,356
492,010
531,114
575,757

Percentage
Of Total Catch
Produced in Summer
62%
78%
66%
56%
64%
66%
79%

71%
52%

National Marine Fisheries Service.
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nrCln,iln;"lt.i

Individuals and corporations may lease
the private propagation and purification
application form for leasing private
the lease is to be used for oyster or clam
ne Resources Commission is
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vate leases are used exclusively
, that location
the lease
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i s , s i nee
oysters.
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clams. However, since
not
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harvested
rginia1s
products,
smaller
clam
1
the value to consumers.
the "chowder ll clam.
inches, the chowder clam is
fritters. The average whol

clams, defined by size, are
tori
waters.
Unlike many seafood
above a certain point, the greater
and least valuable of the three is
dths of over three-and-a-half
ly in soups, stuffi ngs, and
ce per chowder was 5 cents in 1981.

IICherrystones,1I harvested
they have grown between 2~ and
inches in width, are often featured at clam bakes or served raw on
the half shell. The wholesale
ce for each cherrystone was 8 cents
in 1981. IlLi
e
,II the
1
most valuable
the three,
measure 2 i
in
are served steamed or raw.
Consumer
is highest for this grade of hard clams and, therefore
wholesale prices for little necks are higher than the other two types,
averaging 10~ cents
in
3~

though whole and retail prices are determi ned
size of individual clams, hard clam prices paid to harvesters reflect
the fact that all three grades are landed and sold together in a single
bushel. Harvesters received an average of $1. 68 per pound for hard
hard clams have been extremely volle
clams during 1981. Prices
both in Virgi a and along the Atl
c seaboard in recent years. The
price trend shows annual increases in both cases since 1975. However,
the monthly pri ce data s
that
ions of
to 50
nri-i'~'~o,rl within
recent years
8).
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CLAM PRICES PAID TO VIRGINIA WATERMEN
(Price Per Pound)
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HYDRAULIC ESCALATOR DREDGE

JLARC Staff Illustration

the back side, the dredge moves over the bottoms while flexible prongs
inside the box swoop clams up. The clams are carried out to the escalator and up to the surface by a horizontal jet of water.
A VIMS study of the operation of the hydraulic escalator
dredge found that this dredge is less destructive of the ecology of the
bottoms than are the traditional patent tongs. Specifically, VIMS
found that damage to the bottoms caused by patent tongs was more extensive and longer lasting than the damage caused by the escalator dredge.
In addition, VIMS researchers found that a lower clam mortality rate
resul ted from use of the hydraul i c dredge than from patent tongs.
Subsequent research by VIMS revealed that the catch rate is seven to
ten times greater for the hydraulic dredge than for patent tongs. The
hydraulic dredge caught in one hour the amount typically harvested in
eight hours of patent tonging.
During 1979, approximately 1800 acres of grounds in the
Hampton Roads area were leased by the Marine Resources Commission.
These grounds had been under lease for oysters in previous years, but
the 1eases had been dropped after the oyster di sease MSX struck the
area. Some of the grounds were being used by independent clammers when
the applications were made to lease the grounds. The leasees were also
subsequent ly 1 i censed to use the hydraul i c escalator dredge on thei r
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1eased grounds. Large numbers
pub1icc 1ammers opposed
s action
because good clamming areas would no longer be available for public
use. Further~ public clammers contended that use of the more efficient
hydraulic escalator dredge would result in unemployment of clammers
using patent tongs, depress hard clam prices, and damage or deplete
clam beds for future harvesting. Clammers also expressed concern that
further leasing of grounds formerly available for public use might
occur.
In 1981, in response to industry concerns~ the General Assembly passed Section 28.1-128.01, prohibiting the use of hydraulic escalator dredges for harvesting hard clams on public and private grounds.
Other coastal states, including North Carolina, continue to allow the
use of the escalator dredge for harvesting hard clams in their waters,
and the dredge can be used in Virginia for landing oysters and softshell clams.
Soon after the law became effective, two leaseholders who had
been using the hydraulic escalator dredge brought a suit against the
Commonwealth to retain the right to use the dredge on their privately
leased grounds. In 1982, the Circuit Court in Hampton ruled that since
the leases existed prior to the prohibition on the dredge, these individuals should retain the right to operate the dredge on their
pri vate ly 1eased grounds. The court rul i ng was 1i mi ted, however, to
the leasees who initiated the suit, and stated that all other leasees
are subject to the ban. The office of the State Attorney General has
joined the Working Waterman's Association in filing an appeal of this
ded sion.
POLICY OPTIONS FOR THE HARD CLAM INDUSTRY
If present trends continue, Virginia's hard clam production
will experience a moderate decline. Many industry and State representatives feel that the potential exists to reverse this trend and
increase Virginia's standing in the national clam industry. However,
future increases in production appear to require the development of new
growi ng areas.
In contrast to oysters, there is no State repletion program
for hard clams. Therefore, predicted production levels are largely
dependent upon the natural abundance of clam resources. However,
methods for cultivating hard clam stock, which are currently under
development at VIMS, could lessen the State's reliance on natural
resources. If successful for commerci a1 purposes, the cul t i vat i on of
new growing areas by the State or private planters could significantly
increase the potential of Virginia ' s hard clam industry. More efficient harvesting methods may be required, however, to make the investment in clam cultivation profitable.
JlARC's review of the clam fishery focused on five policy
options over which the State can exert some measure
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JLARC's approach included the development of an econometric
model for the hard clam industry as well as discussions with industry
and agency representatives. Since much less information is available
for hard clams than for oysters, refinements to the analysis may be
necessary. The options, which are not mutually exclusive, do provide a
means for determining the likely impact of State action and must be
considered in terms of their impact on the industry. As with the
oyster analysis, the direction and magnitude of predicted outcomes are
more significant than the actual numbers.

Hard clam landings in Vi
nia have experienced a significant
decline during the past several years.
is has occurred even though
the number of licensed harvesters has i
during the same period.
Thi s trend i ndi cates that either the licensed patent tongers are not
expending as much effort harvesting hard clams as in the past, or their
efforts are producing fewer clams due to stock reductions. Analysis
seems to support both possibilities. In either case, maintaining the
same level of State management will permit present trends to continue.
Model Results.
Projections based on the trends
the
period 1955 to 1978 indicate that Virginia l s hard clam industry
11
experience a moderate decline in annual production in the
Assuming that the
ivalent of 110 patent tong licensees continue to
harvest natura I stocks; at 1eve 1s of the recent past, annual 1andi ngs
are predicted to stabilize at
,500 pounds of clams over
1
run. This level of production is low in comparison to harvests
ten
years
and is also lower
recent harvests of
t five
ich
1y.
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analysis, four to 20 dredges could result in harvests of 790,000 to
1,600,00 pounds annually, when the patent tong harvest of existing
stocks is included.
JLARC's analysis shows that several factors affect Virginia
prices, including Virginia landings, total eastern seaboard landings,
season, and consumer demand. The most striking result of the analysis
on Virginia clam prices is the relative lack of impact of increased
hard clam landings on price. Because Virginia's share of total eastern
seaboard landings is relatively small, the impact of Virginia landings
on national and State hard clam prices is minimal. Because Virginia's
clam production was found to be a part of the same market as the dominant New York and New England production, the change in Virginia's clam
prices due to a change in Virginia catch would be slight. A recent
study by VIMS supports this finding.
However, the prices paid to all clammers tend to drop as the
harvests of thi s magnitude increase. For the average patent tong
operator, the introduction of four, ten, and 20 dredges would result in
a drop in income of 1.1%, 2.7%, and 5.4% respectively, due to the
decrease in prices resulting from increased competition. Each dredge
adds about $156,000 to the total revenue for the fishery.
Several assumptions were required to estimate the impacts of
this approach. First, the harvesting efforts on prospective grounds to
be used for clam cultivation were assumed to be as productive as harvest i ng efforts on current stock. Second it was assumed that 110
patent tongers woul d continue to harvest an average of 6,000 pounds
each per year of natural stock and that the use of four, ten, or 20
hydraulic escalator dredges would each conservatively harvest 51,000
pounds per year, or 8.5 times more than the patent tong, on newly
cultivated stock. Third, the future wholesale price of hard clams was
assumed to be close to the current level in order to interpret the
results in 1982 dollars.
In addition, the wholesale prices were
reduced by 3 percent for the summer harvest because the hi stori ca 1
monthly data showed a decline in price during that period. (These same
assumptions were also made for Options 4 and 5).
Policy Ramifications.
Implementation of this option would
require a legislative change to permit the issuance of licenses for
hydraulic escalator dredges. In addition, the establishment of limited
acres of State-managed grounds or 1eased grounds exp 1 i ci t ly for the
hard clam harvest would be necessary. These areas should not include
grounds where stocks are naturally abundant.

Cultivation of new grounds and year-round harvesting should
stabilize domestic supply so that both harvesters and processors would
benefit. Year-round operation of the dredges on cultivated areas only
would be a less restrictive regulation of their use than if seasonal
limitations were mandated.
ven as to how to limit the
Consideration would need to be
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OPTION 4: Cultivate new clam growing areas and
allow the use of hydraulic escalator dredges
during summer months only.
One way of restricting the impact of increased landings due
to the use of the hydraulic dredges on
y cul vated grounds is to
limit their operation to a particular season. By allowing the use of
the hydraulic dredge during the summer only, the negative impact on the
income of patent tongers would be minimized, while total revenues could
increase by as much as 267 percent over otherwise expected yields.
Model

Results.

ve

summer-only use of escalator dredges would be
fullyear operation (Option 3), because it is assumed that mariculture will
increase the concentration of stocks and
low more intensive dredging.
However, prices paid to all clammers and total revenues to the industry
would be higher, since increased Virginia 1
have the 1
effect on price in the summer. The net effect would be a small reduction in prices of 0.7%, 1.4%, and 2.4% when four, ten, and 20 dredges
are added.
Policg Ramifications. Thi s option wou 1d have ramifi cations
similar to Option 3. However, under summer-only operation, peak harvesting periods would coincide with the peak demand season for hard
clams. This would enable Virginia to take
of increased
supply with the least impact on prices paid to watermen. This increased supply could also help to expand the
clam processing
sector in Virginia.

OPTION 5: Cultivate new clam growing areas and
allow the use of hydraulic escalator dredges
during winter months only.
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Combined hard and soft-shell crab landings, whi
had a
kside value of $8.6 million in 1981, represent about
percent of
State IS total commerci a 1 catch and over 20 percent
the tota 1
U.S. crab landings.
Annual crab landings in Virginia are generally
exceeded in quantity only by menhaden and in dockside value only by
menhaden, sea scallops, surf clams, and oysters.
Harvesting Methods.
Crabs are harvested
types of gear, dependi
pri marily on
season
c
being sought. Summer harvesting of active hard crabs is
dependent upon crab pots. In 1982, 2,101 crab pot licenses were issued
the Virginia Marine Resources Commission. No catch limitations are
force for summer harvesting,
though the size of most crabs taken
is required by State law to measure at least five inches.

temperatures, winter
Because crabs are dormant during col
ng occurs in only a very few states, including Virginia
those in the Gulf Coast region. Virginia's winter production occurs
December 1 and March 31, when clam dredges and scrapes harvest
ve crabs buried in the deeper waters of the Chesapeake Bay.
nter dredge fi shery is much more regul ated than summer harvest i
ations pertaining to the winter fishery include limitations on
season, geographic use, daily catch, and size. For example, each
boat is limited to harvesting 25 barrels a day. In 1982,
were 223 crab dredge licenses issued in Virginia. This represented the
highest number of dredge licenses ever issued by VMRC.
Prices.
According to industry sources,
from year to year as well as within years.
low fl uctuat ions in 1
ngs. In 1981,
r
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sources i ndi cate that 1981-82 wi nter pri ces paid
$12-$15 per barrel in December to $50 per barrel
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Industry members have expressed concern
the
ucons in wi nter 1andi ngs and pri ces place enormous
ure on
processors and year-round crabbers. Some members have suggested
barriers be established to limit the number of harvesters in order to
stabilize the supply for processors and the income of year-round crabbers. Suggestions have included:
• limiting the number of licenses issued for winter harvesting
with preference given to full-time crabbers;
• lowering the daily catch limits for winter dredge boats; and
• combining summer and winter licensing fees into one yearround crab license in order to discourage part-timers from
entering the limited winter fishery.
While these concerns may be valid, uncertainties exist as to the effect
of the adoption of any of these actions on supply, prices, income, and
employment.
The Virginia Marine Resources Commission should closely
monitor the wi nter dredge fi shery to see if changes are necessary to
enhance the industry1s economic potential. Use of an econometric model
of the State1s blue crab industry could facilitate this review.
Researchers at VIMS and VPI&SU are already developing models, and could
cooperate with VMRC in this endeavor.
Improvements in the Processing Sector. Unlike other
shery
processing sectors, which continue to rely heavily on tradi onal
methods, the blue crab industry has made advancements in process i ng
techni ques. Re 1at i ve ly new advancements in techno 1ogi es such as crab
pasteurizati on and the development of automated pi cki ng machi nes are
available to help plants meet high consumer demand and to be less labor
intensive.
A recent study by the National Marine Fisheries Service
(NMFS) stated that pasteurization can strengthen consumer
in
crabmeat products, increase
1ength of the process i ng season, i 11crease total sales, and expand geographical markets for
However ,pasteuri zati on has
reached its
1
a 1 in
i

over

utilize
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suggested that many processors may not use the
technique
startcosts, estimated to be $7,500, or
because
existing production levels or potential cost
say;
j
its
However, because of the perishability of the
product, processors
not use pasteurization must limit production
levels
of
weekly demands of local markets. Pasteurization
can improve the eCI)nC)m;cs of production by increasing shelf-life.
Wider use of pasteurization techniques could enhance the
potential for Virginia's blue crab increase. The Marine Products
Commission should take steps to inform and encourage industry members
on the potential benefits and costs associated with pasteurization of
crabmeat.
Until recently, all crabmeat was picked by hand, adding to
its cost. Crab processors indicate that labor to pick crabs is
difficult to get and often unreliable. The development and use of an
automated crab-picki ng machi ne has eli mi nated some of these concerns
for some industry members. Although the machine-picked crabmeat is not
as high in quality as the premium hand-picked meat, the machine can be
utilized during peak processing periods, and its product is suitable
for i nst itut i ona1 users who do not requi re the hi gh quality of handpicked lump meat. Another advantage to the processor is that the
crab-picking machine may be rented, reducing both financial investment
and risk. Currently, three of Virginia's 50-plus crab houses have
installed the mechanical picker.
Other process i ng improvements continue to be researched by
State agencies. Efforts by VIMS researchers to improve the handling of
soft-shell crabs, for example, have the potential for significantly
increasing this segment of the industry. High consumer demand will
likely continue to stimulate developments in processing technology.
Conclusion
The industry's own viability suggests that few State management changes are currently necessary to ensure the economic growth of
Virginia's blue crab industry. However, State agencies should monitor
industry condi ons, such as the change in residency laws and the
wi nter dredge
shery, to determi ne if future changes are warranted.
State assistance to the industry could also focus on encouraging the
widespread use
i
processing techniques, thereby increasing
the demand for
tional harvests.
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FINFISH INDUSTRY
The finfish industry is also an important part of the State's
fishing and seafood economy. The industry includes several types of
edible and nonedible finfish harvested for both human consumption and
industrial purposes.
Large quantities of finfish are found in
rginia's share of the Chesapeake Bay and offshore in the Atlantic.
Although most of the current commercial landings are for industrial
purposes, edible finfish have been cited by State experts as having the
potential to be a growing part of Virginia's seafood industry.
Current and additional efforts could help to enhance the
industry's potential and increase Virginia's competitive position in
the industry. JLARC's review of the finfish industry focuses primarily
upon industry trends and the development of new fi nfi sh products and
marketing opportunities.
Status of Virginia's Finfish Industry
Several species are currently important to the State's commercial and recreational fisheries. These are fluke (flounder), sea
trout, bluefish, and menhaden. Harvestable quantities predictably
fluctuate from year to year due to natural and man-made causes. Fluke
and sea trout catches for 1981, for example, declined by over 50 percent from 1980 levels. Menhaden and bluefish also declined by 25 and
16 percent, respectively, during the same period. Total finfish
catches in 1981, excluding menhaden, declined by 30 percent from 1980
due to natural fluctuations in abundance and higher-than-average salinities in the Chesapeake Bay.
Menhaden Industrg. Menhaden, which is a nonedible finfish
used for making fish oil and fish meal, accounts for 96 percent of the
total commercial finfish landings and is responsible for about 80
percent of the State's total commerical finfish and shellfish harvest.
Because of its low price per pound, however, menhaden accounts for only
about 27 percent of the State's total dockside value annually. The
menhaden industry in Virginia consists of two processing plants in
Reedville which employ several hundred persons. Virginia ranked second
in the nation, behind Louisianna, in the production of processed menhaden products in 1980.
state and Regional Regulation of Finfish Industry.
The
finfish industry is regulated by both the State and federal governments. State regulation of the finfish industry is minimal, as regulations are concerned mostly with limitations on harvesting methods and
catch size.

Because of the difficulty in managing migratory finfish which
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A lawsuit currently pending against
State's residency
requirement for fishing licenses could have an important effect on the
future management and potential of Virginia's fi
sh industry. Similar lawsuits involving the harvesting of menhaden and blue crab were
decided against Virginia in recent years, granting non-residents eligibility to harvest these species in State waters. The introduction of a
substantial number of nonresident harvesters into Vi
nia waters could
have a significant impact on the future finfish stoc and the need for
increased State management of the industry.
Potential of the Industry
According to State seafood promotional experts, Virginia's
finfish industries have the potential for developing into a significant
portion of the State's fisheries. Their belief is based on several
factors including:
• the nutritional value of finfish;
• the relatively low cost per pound in comparison to beef;
• the abundance of fish available to Virginia's harvesters and
processors from State waters as well as nearby;
lit

the accessibi 1ity of major seafood ports withi n the State
inc 1ud i ng Hampton Roads, wh i ch ranks 18th among all U. S.
ports in terms of total dockside value; and

• the potential growth in the commercial export market for
fi nfi sh.
Other factors, such as new product forms, new markets, and
State promotional efforts, should serve to help the industry reach its
potential. In addition, the development of cooperatives or seafood
industrial parks may help small processors and harvesters take advantage of greater economies of scale.
New product forms. The continued development of new product
forms should enable Virginia's finfish industry to continue to expand
and grow. For example, recent efforts to develop ways to use menhaden
in edible products have greatly increased the potential for that
fishery.
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Further advances in product forms could greatly improve the
lity of Virginia's finfish species.
Development of new markets for certain types of
commercial finfish is also responsible for increasing the
potential.
Recent State promotional strategies under the
of the Marine Products Commission have emphasized increased
of Virginia's finfish products in retail grocery stores.
nrlr'p;I<:;j:l,rl
retailer knowledge on how to handle and market finfish,
I ed wi th greater consumer awareness of how to prepare fi nfi sh,
ld enhance the industry's potential for growth.
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As a member of the regi ana 1 fi sheri es management council s,
rgi ni a's fi nfi sh industry has also benefi tted from efforts of refisheries management councils to create and expand export
markets in Europe and Asia. While potential exists for increased sales
in these areas, further development of overseas markets wi 11 requi re
rtise in identifying opportunities in foreign markets and in marthe product ina manner cons i stent wi th forei gn customs and
r'lV""ll'iIIf'T
forms. State agencies including the Marine Products Commis5 ion, VIMS, and the State's forei gn trade bureaus can be expected to
nue providing this expertise to processors in order to enable them
to take advantage of new and expanding export markets.
Industry Cooperatives and Seafood Parks. Several industry
have also suggested that development of additional marketing
arrangements may serve to further develop both the State's finfish and
5
11 sh industries. Two such arrangements would involve the creation
shery cooperatives and the development of seafood industrial

Seafood industry cooperatives are currently found all along
seaboard, principally in New England. Although different
st, most have been started by fi shermen who have joi ned
to improve their pasi on in the industry. State officials
, if any.
y
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nia.
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generated by
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The concept of a seafood i ndustri
a 1so recei ved
considerable attention and study in Virginia 1n
years. Proponents of the concept believed it would stimulate the growth of the
State I 5 seafood industry by creating efficiencies and economies of
sea 1e through the construction of a central i zed faeil i ty. Opponents
felt that adequate processing faei ities already
sted in the State
and that the creation of a State seafood park would only result in
shifts in business arrangements wi in Virginia rather
actual
growth.
In 1977, VPI&SU researchers conducted a study of
feasibility of constructing a single State seafood industrial parle The
study examined 17 possible locations and determined that the top three
were in the Hampton area. Although several benefits -- including
energy and waste management, reduction in process i ng costs and more
effi ci ent transportation -- woul d 1ike ly result from a central i zed
facility, the study questioned the park's potential to generate sufficient revenues at that time. Therefore, a State seafood industrial
park was not established.
Since then, the City of Newport News has developed its own
park on 48 acres of waterfront property owned by the city. The first
phase of the Newport News seafood i ndustri a 1 park was completed in
March 1982. Completion of additional construction is set for Spring
1984. City officials believe the park has been a success in terms of
generating tax revenues and providing employment opportunities in
marine-related activities.
Although no new processors have been
attracted to the park, existing facilities have begun to expand their
current operations. Also, city officials indicate
park has
i
the Newport
area.
begun attracting fishing vessels
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More accurate statistics are necessary for scienti c assessthe status of various species. Moreover, some form of cooperave marketing could better enable the industry to take advantage of
opportunities presented by new markets.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
In accordance with HJR 59, this chapter provides a review of
options aimed at fostering Virginia's competitive position
n the national fishing and seafood industries. To initiate the
next steps, JLARC recommends the following.
Recommendation (1): The General Assembly may wi sh to consider adopting a reso 1ut ion whi ch requests the Secretary of Commerce
and Resources to report on the steps and cons i derat ions necessary to
implement, in full or on a pilot basis, the economic and administrative
policy options presented in this study and to clearly state the admini strat ion's poi nt of vi ew on both the adverse and benefi ci a1 consequences of each of the various policy options.
Recommendation (2):
After considering the report of the
Secretary of Commerce and Resources, the General Assembly may wish to
implement one or more policy options contained in this study on a
limited, pilot basis to permit evaluation of the actual impacts on
biological, social, and economic conditions.
Recommendation (3):
Prior to any increase of harvesting
effort in current hard clam growing areas, VMRC and VIMS should conduct
a joint study to determine whether the downward trend in clam production is actually due to stock reduction or the level of harvesting
effort. On the basis of this study, the State may wish to consider
methods of restraining entry or catch, or methods for developing a
replenishment program.
Recommendation (4): Econometri c model i ng has been shown to
be a useful tool for assessing management alternatives and monitoring
results in the oyster and clam fisheries. Building on the techniques
used in this study, VMRC should take the lead in refining these techniques, giving them broader application, and utilizing them to make
fisheries management decisions. In expanding these techniques, VMRC
should utilize the fisheries and economics expertise at VIMS and
VPI&SU.
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Thi s chapter
11
on
structure and major program
chapter will address the promotion
responsibilities of VMRC.
and advi sory programs of the Marine Products Commission, the Virginia
Institute of Marine Science, and several State universities. Also to
be reviewed are the policies and procedures established for inspection
of processing plants by the
departments of Health and Agriculture
and Consumer Services.
VMRC has made
strative improvements since
se1ected aspects of
were revi ewed in JLARC IS 1977
report, Marine Resources
Of current concern, however, is
the agency's ability to assume expanded management responsibilities in
order to foster the compet i ve
i on of the industry whi 1e adequately protecting fisheries resources
depletion. At present,
VMRC does not have the
structure nor the i nformation
base necessary to support
s
es management and regul ation. In addition~ the
ci
y used its existing
authority.
Moreover,
of the administrative
defi ci enci es
to exi st today in the
areas of oyster
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11 most likely result in only limited
resulted in the agency1s inability to
improvement. These factors
advantage of recent
atory flexibility granted by the General
Assembly~ although additiona flexibility may be needed in the future.
Current VMRC Structure
Although created in 1898 to assist the oyster industry, the
ity of VMRC has been considerably expanded over the years. Its
j
sdiction now extends to the fall-line of all tidal rivers and
strea,ms and encompasses all marine fish, shellfish, and other organisms. The agency is responsible for adopting regulations to preserve
resources and promote the seafood industry, administering environmental
ts to protect wetlands, protecting the primary coastal sand dunes,
enforcing fish and shellfish laws. The agency is directed by a
ssioner who sits with a Commission. It is organized into several
or units and has an appropriated budget for the 1982-84 biennium of
,576,500.
Management structure. The Virginia Marine Resources Commission consists of the Commissioner of Marine Resources and six Associate
Commissioners who are appointed by the Governor and confirmed by the
Assembly. By law, the Associate Commissioners should be repreve of the users of marine resources Ilinsofar as practicable. II
member should have earned a livelihood from the waters of Virginia
for at least five years prior to appointment to the Commission. The
ssioner and two other members serve concurrently with the term of
Governor who appoi nted them; four members serve four year terms;
on ly the Commi ss i oner can serve for more than two consecutive
terms.

The full Commission meets monthly. Associate members receive
expenses but are not salaried.
Commissioner of Marine Resources is
a full-time State employee, who serves as chairperson of the Commission
and
ief administrator of the agency. Although most responsibilities
are shared by the Comm; ss i on and the Comm; ss i oner, the Comm; ss i oner
one is wholly responsible
ing State laws relating to fish
s
H; sh and emp 1oyi
is i ng a staff, with two excepons.
Commission
repletion officer, who is respone
maintaini
ic oyster grounds,
vi
",,",'",'M"","
Commi ss
i ntment of a chi ef eng; neer,
;5
re~sn()nc;ible for
\late oyster grounds.
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However, no
i
is respons i b1e for managi ng
sheries-related responsib
for systematic description,
eval
on, and moni
of
conditions. Currently six
units
fisheries responsibi i es
rt directly to the Commissioner. Often, the Commissioner is responsible for synthesizing the
cal information provi
these units. Technical synthesis of
raw information is not,
consistent with the role of the Comssioner. The Commissioner and
Commission must be able to use
fisheries information to make
isions that are also based on broader
economic, political, and policy considerations. Objective, technically
correct, and synthesized information should be prepared in a form
useful for decision making by a unit appropriately staffed to perform
this function.
1

A fisheries management unit that included some functions now
scattered throughout the agency existed briefly in 1979-1980. The
unit, headed by a supervisor, had responsibility for planning, statistics) repletion, and interstate liaison. However, the potential of the
unit was not realized. It was dismantled, apparently due to personality differences, fragmented
ty over personnel, and the lack of
a strong commitment among Commission leadership to the new centralized
approach.
According to agency officials, key factors in the elimination
of the fisheries unit were the Commission1s discomfort with a nontradional approach and the dissatisfaction of the repletion officer with a
subordinate role within the unit. The repletion officer appealed to
the Commission to remove his position from the unit. Partly because
the Commission and not the Commissioner appoints the repletion officer,
the Commission acted on his behalf.
Nevertheless, clearly-focused responsibility for comprehensive
sheries management is needed in order for the State to maintain
and enhance the resources of the Bay and the full economi c potential
inherent in the seafood industry. VMRC should create a fisheries
management unit comprised of all aspects of fisheries management except
enforcement. Included in the unit should be the statistics section,
liaison officer, engineering and survey division, and repletion
department.
The unit should be headed by an individual with strong organizational skills and a background in fisheries management techniques.
To ensure that reporti
rel
onships and authority are clear, all
',n",,,,1 should be
i
the Commissioner.
The General
HS~5ellJl)ly may wish to
Code to repeal the provisions that
ire the Commission
letion officer and approve the
intment of the
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in the chart are two proposed sections to be added to the Finance and
Administration Division. The billing and collections and data processing sections are options discussed in the next section for improving
management information and support systems.
Inadequate Management Information and Support Systems
Accurate and timely management information is essential for
top management to assess agency performance and as the basis for longrange p1anni ng and fi sheri es management. Large quanti ties of data are
collected by various VMRC units for limited purposes. However, most of
this data is manually maintained. It is not regularly integrated for
management purposes; the volume of data is overwhelming; and the agency
does not have sufficient automated data processing capacity and support
systems for routi ne management or research needs. Probl ems exi st,
therefore, with the qual i ty, suffi ci ency, and handl i ng of management
information which VMRC needs to address fisheries issues comprehensively.
Routine Information Needs.
VMRC takes a piecemeal approach
to data collection and processing. It is not unusual for data collected by one unit to serve more than one purpose within the agency and
for collection and processing responsibility to be fragmented and
delayed.

A significant example is the use of the oyster tax to provide
revenue for replenishment of the pUblic oyster grounds and statistics
which reflect the amount and location of the harvest and, to some
extent, effort of the watermen. The tax and a statistical data form
required by law are personally collected by the enforcement divisionis
district inspectors, who visit about 200 processors on a monthly basis.
Since the oyster tax and catch statistics are sorted, cross checked,
and tallied by hand, there is a considerable lag between the collection
of statistics and their processing and dissemination.
This time lag prevents the conservation and repletion department from using this data to monitor the productivity of oyster growing
areas. Instead, the repletion officer relies on informal contact with
watermen and enforcement officers. Also impeded are cross checks that
could indicate the extent of tax evasion, which agency officials believe to be extensive -- affecting both revenues and the statistical
information.
Fisheries
Management
Information.
Fi sheri es management
information, which includes oyster statistics, suffers from poor quality, data gaps, and insufficient data processing capacity. Inaccuracy
and under-reporting can be s i gnifi cant problems because they affect
assessments of fisheries conditions and can result in loss of federal
do 11 ars for research purposes. Federal funds, whi ch support the statistics section of VMRC, are provided under PL 88-309. These funds are
allocated on the bas is of a three-year average of the State IS total
reported value of raw fish landed and the manufactured fish products
processed in the State.
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only mandatory reporting of stati
cs is for oysters.
For all other fisher es reporting is voluntary,
data are collected
by field agents of the statistics section, who visit over 200 licensed
buyers of the harvest in the Tidewater region. Statistics are understated at the outset because fi e1d agents do not vi s it buyers on the
Eastern Shore. Moreover, since reporting is voluntary, no standard
report i ng form has been developed. Fi e1d agents must revi ew records
that are differently and incompletely maintained by buyers.
VMRC plans to add another field agent to collect statistics
part-time. This has the potential for increasing catch statistics.
However, there may be more efficient and less time-consuming alternatives to the current system of data collection.
At a minimum, VMRC should provide buyers with a standard
reporting form. In addition, consideration should be given to adopting
a mail-in system such as that now used in Maryland. The feasibility of
collecting data from a generalizable sample of buyers should also be
considered in order to reduce costs, improve accuracy, and better
ensure confi denti a1ity of respondents. The General Assembly may also
wish to make reporting of all fisheries statistics mandatory.
Another problem indicated by fisheries experts is that level
of effort and recreat i ona1 data essent i alto a full understandi ng of
conditions in the fisheries are not currently being collected.
e Level-of-Effort -- data consists of information on
the number of boats and watermen, the type of gear
used, their harvesting location at a given time,
and the quantity of fish or shellfish caught. This
information is critical to determine, for example,
whether a reduction in the amount of a species that
is caught is reflective of stock depletion or
reduced fi shi ng effort on the part of watermen.
Regulatory actions to deal with the situation would
differ based on the cause of the problem.
eRecreational Catch Data -- is also important to the
assessment of the condition of a particular
species. Recreational fishing is believed to have
significant but currently unmeasured impact on the
stock available.
Some effort data is currently collected by the Potomac River
Fisheries Commission and VIMS. The Commission requires Virginia and
Maryland enforcement officers to report their observations of fishing
activity during their regular patrols on the river. VIMS researchers
note whi ch boats are harvesti ng vari ous speci es and the type of gear
being used by observing fishing activity from planes flying over the
Chesapeake Bay and its tri butari es. VMRC shaul d work cooperatively
with VIMS to buil d on thi s research effort in order to pravi de the
State with regular level-of-effort statistics.

7

Commonwea"j
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eries
rvice on a regional
was apparently
le to make matching funds or
thi s effort. However, Maryl and di d part i dpate
tant information on the state's recreational
ni ma 1 investment of staff.
the extent
s
allocate funds or personnel for this purpose in the future. The use
interns or fisheries graduate students from VIMS, Old Domi ion
University, and VPI&SU could satisfy the State1s contr b
on while
iding these individuals with valuable experience.
Systems Capacity.
VMRC I S approach to deve 1opi ng automated
data processing capacity and correcting deficiencies in routine agency
systems has focused on individual issues rather than overall
needs. The problem is illustrated by the agency's treatment of systems
for handling oyster ground rents and the computer needs of
stics section.

Yearly rents are charged by the engineeri
division to
individuals and corporations leasing private grounds for the growing of
oysters. Currently the engineering division sends leaseholder bills to
district inspectors, who are part of the enforcement staff. The distri ct inspectors forward the bi 11 s to the renters and co 11 ect
rents. (Leaseholders with leases in several districts submit separate
payments to an inspector in each di stri ct).
Revenues collected are
deposited in the district inspector1s account and remitted to VMRC's
account i ng department at the end of each month. Accompanyi ng reports
are distributed by the accounting department to the engineering
division.
A new automated system is being developed to transfer the
billing and collection functions to the engineering division by mid1983. The rent collection responsibilities of district inspectors will
be eliminated. Clerical personnel within the engineering section will
need to be trained to handle this new function, which represents the
first time that engineering staff have had to handle billing and money.
It appears that VMRC caul d more comprehens i ve ly address the
assignment of responsibility for revenue collections. Although a small
automated system is being created for oyster ground rents, other collection systems are still manual and involve the district inspectors.
These include collection of taxes on oysters and fees for various
1i censes and permits.
A system such as the one used in Maryl and for
billing and collection by mail should be considered. A central unit
could be created within VMRCls finance and administration division to
manage this process, supported by completely automated data processing
systems. Thi s approach woul d have the benefit of (1) reduci ng agency
reliance on incompatible manual systems, (2) freei
more time for
patrol by district inspectors, and (3) reducing the number of
handle funds.
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bei ng addres
s i dered, inc 1
Voluminous data 5 now
yzed
by a chief statistician and a
clerk, and automated data processing capacity is obviously needed.
However, the needs of thi s section shoul d be assessed in conjunction
with overall agency needs.
Acquisition of automated data processing equipment, however,
has not been planned to accommodate the overall needs of the agency.
Nor does there appear to be an attempt to integrate licensing, tax, and
fisheries statistics into a useful management format.
VMRC would
secure greater benefits from a comprehens i ve rather than a pi ecemea1
approach to the development of information systems. The agency should
continue to work with the Department of Management Analysis and Systems
Development to assess overall needs for hardware and software systems.
It may be desirable to create an ADP unit within the administration and
fi nance di vi s i on and provi de i ndi vi dua1 termi na1s to selected users,
such as the statistics section.
Regulatory Authority and Constraints
VMRC has been hampered in carrying out its overall responsibility for fisheries management, in part, because of fragmented management responsibility and inadequate information systems. Although the
agency has extensive authority and flexibility, particularly in the
recently designated management areas, it does not actively plan for the
fisheries, or systematically monitor conditions, or evaluate the impact
of regulatory actions. On the other hand, the agency is constrained in
some areas by regul atory provi s ions and procedures specifi ed in the
Code of Virginia.
Management Areas. Since JLARC's 1977 report, the General
Assemb ly has increased VMRC' s management fl exi bi 1i ty by creating two
management areas that are exempt from existing statutory limits on
factors such as year or season. The first management area was created
in 1978 in Tangier/Pocomoke Sound (Figure 12). VMRC has the authority
lito open and close such areas, or any part thereof or prescri be the
manner, method, size and season of catch whenever it deems advisable to
do SO.II The Commission's authority extends to both finfish and shellfish contained in the management area. The second management area was
estab1i shed by the 1982 General Assembly, and 1i es between Smith's
Point and Windmill Point. Here VMRC has similar regulatory authority,
but only over oysters and clams.

VMRC's management approach in these areas is, however, undist i ngui shed from its management approach wi th respect to other areas.
The agency's first management action was to promulgate an extensive
administrative order stating that, unless otherwise notified, management areas are regulated by existing Code
isions.
is may have
been an appropri ate
rst step to protect
resources. However,
after four years,
has not yet
1
plan
the
Tangier/Pocomoke
area.
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Figure 12

VMRC MANAGEMENT AREAS
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In a major departure from tradi on, however,
ng has
been permitted on public oyster grounds encompassed by the management
areas. This was done because the depth of the water and arrangement of
the rocks precluded traditional tonging methods. However, no formal
mechanism has been established to monitor the condition of the fishery.
Rather, VMRC depends upon industry and marine enforcement personnel to
advise the Commission on needed management actions such as opening or
closing harvesting areas. This method is of limited effectiveness in
spott i ng problems at an early stage or determi ni ng the reasons for
noted variances in stock conditions. Management plans and systematic
scientific assessment are needed for those purposes.
Need for Management Plans.
The development of speciesspecific management plans is an important step in assessing the longterm viability of species in the Chesapeake Bay and other waters within
the State's jurisdiction. In addition, cooperation with regional planning agencies is important to the protection of migratory species.
VMRC is responsible for management of the fisheries within three miles
of Virginia's coast.
Fisheries beyond this limit are managed by
regional councils. In addition to Virginia, the Mid-Atlantic Fisheries
Management Council consists of Maryland, Delaware, Pennsylvania, New
York, and New Jersey.

The federal Fi shery Conservation and Management Act of 1976
states that fisheries management plans should contain a comprehensive
description of the fishery including:
• present and probable future condition and 1ocati on of the
species;
• gear type and quantity;
• number of boats harvesting the speci es;
• extent of recreat i ona 1 interest;
• potential and actual revenues from the fishery;
• optimum yield;
• maximum sustainable yield;
• perti nent data to be collected; and
• measures for conserving and managing the fishery along with
the estimated cost of applying these measures.
Without fishery-specific management plans, VMRC's ability to
respond quickly to a resource problem is impaired by the need to make
basic decisions about such factors as the present condition of the
fi shery, what types of gear are appropri ate, and whether stocks are
thriving or endangered.
Had a b1uefi sh management plan been developed by VMRC, a
recent controversy between sport and commercial fishing interests over
the use of a new harvesting technique might not have reached crisis
proportions:
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In
contract
ment
1
the boats to
about ten weeks the
32 percent of the
catch of
Use of
caused concern
bluefish landings
had been
declining over previous years; more
harvesting techniques had the potential to
stocks; and bluefish became especially scarce with
the arrival of the Florida boats. Charter boat
captains feared being forced out of business.
No regulatory provisions existed
to encirclement gill netting.
VMRC
decided that the matter needed study, then determined that an emergency regulation was not warranted. Finally, upon request of the Governor, the
Commission promulgated an emergency regulation that
will be in effect until April 1, 1983. Harvesters
must set nets at least 100 feet apart and
1 them
in a straight line.
A permanent regulation to
prohibit encirclement gill netting has recently
been adopted.

The regional Atlantic Marine Fisheries Commission has
recently adopted voluntary interstate management plans for menhaden and
striped bass. VMRC is in the process of adopting a modified version of
the interstate striped bass management plan. The Mid-Atlantic Fisheries Management Council has also developed management plans for
several species which transcend Virginia's territorial waters.
VMRC should begin to develop fishery-specific management
plans for species within the State's jurisdiction. Establishment of a
fisheries management division within VMRC could provide expertise, in
conjunction with VIMS, to develop these plans for fisheries within the
Bay and to assess the relevancy of interstate plans to Virginia's
needs.
Problems with statutes.
Although VMRC has considerable
flexibility in some areas, prOV1Slons in Title 28.1 of the Code and the
Administrative Process Act limit VMRC's ability to respond quickly to
changing conditions. These statutory provisions are based on average
conditions observed in the fisheries. Nevertheless, in a primer on
state fi sheri es management, To Stem the Ti de,
Counei 1 of State
Governments recommends that - 1at ion
is i on
be emp 1oyed to speei
all
quantity, size), admin
tion to be collected.
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isi
were to take place in
nia,
vement in
s
es management could be focused
on the
matters. Currently in Virginia, modification of
an existi
1510n,
a change in surveying or license
fees to restricting the use of a certain gear type, must be brought
before the General Assembly. This can delay actions necessary to deal
with unusual biological, socia-economic, or weather conditions affecting the fisheries.
An additional concern that should be addressed, according to
agency officials, is
fficul
in enforcing certain fishery laws.
Two examples ci
relate to the egal possession of finfish and blue
crabs:
Finfish that are not of legal size must be
returned to the water unless they are "obviously
injured or dead." (Section 28.1-49.1, Code of
Virginia). This provision is difficult to enforce
because it can be construed that once a fish is
trapped by a fishing device it is injured. VIMS
researchers suggest that size limits could be
better enforced by regulating the mesh size of
fishnets to prevent the catching of fish that are
not of a certain size or shape.

*

*

*

To prevent the illegal taking of blue crabs
less than five inches long, the law specifies that
no more than ten percent by count of a barrel, box,
or other shipping container may contain small
crabs. Enforcement officers must, therefore, count
all the crabs in each container in order to calculate a percentage. A less time-consuming alternative method is used by Maryland and the Potomac
River Fisheries Commission. A number rather than a
percentage limit is set, so inspectors only have to
count until the number is reached rather than
counting each whole container.

In recent years the General Assembly has made several changes
in Title 28.1 to provide VMRC with greater flexibility. Although
compliance with the Administrative Process Act requires a minimum of
six months before a regulation may be promulgated, VMRC has been permitted by amendments to 12 sections of Title 28.1 to promulgate regulations in certain circumstances within five days (Table 9). Most provisions relate to opening or closing seasons, which are dependent upon
the life cycle, migratory patterns, and availability of various
species. It appears that other Code provisions may require similar
consideration.
use

response, VMRC must now
Administrative Process
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1e 9 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

PROVISIONS EXEMPTED FROM

REQUIREMENTS

28.1-69.1

Fishing with trawl net within three mile limit
"manner, method, size and season of catCii1')

28.1-82

Season for taki ng oysters from pUb 1 i crocks

28.1-83

Prohibited ~ for patent tongs ("open or close such
area, or any part, for patent tongi ng, and restri ct or
limit the manner, method, and amount of harvest")

28.1-85

Opening and closing of public rocks

28.1-96

Carr~ing

28.1-124

Oysters to be culled as taken ("Commission shall have the
authoritY-to-reduce thElsrze-Qr length of the oysters to be
culled in any area except the James River where they have
established seed beds")

(restrict

oysters out of ~, 2I ~UYing for that purpose;
perm1 t regui red ("Commi ss 1 on sha 1 have power to cease
granting of such permits whenever it shall ascertain that
the seed areas are becoming depleted")

28.1-128-1 Fishing in Pocomoke Sound and Tangier Sound (" open and
close such area, or any part thereof, orprescri be the
manner, method, size and season of catch")
28.1-128.2

Fishing in Chesapeake ~ immediately west of Tangier
Island (same language as above)

28.1-128.3 Taking oysters 2I clams in Chesapeake ~ between Smith's
Point and Windmill Point ("open and close such area, or
any parr-thereof, for taking oysters or clams or prescribe
the manner, method, size and season of oyster or clam
catch")
28.1-166

Use of scrapes 2I dredges ("may open any season to the
sixteenth day of November and it may likewise extend any
season to the sixteenth day of Apri 1")

28.1-167

Limitations on sizes of crabs to be taken ("change such
size restriction for a-period not to exceed sixty days to
respond to s i gni fi cant eco 1ogi ca 1 changes")

28.1-179

Remova 1, transportati on, etc. from polluted ground ("The
Marine Resources Commission, whenever they deem an emergency exists, may make rules and regulations to protect the
hea 1th of the pub 1i c, whi ch re 1ate to she llfi sh from condemned areas without complying with the notification requirements of Sections 28.1-24 and 28.1-25")

Source: Code of Virginia.
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Act.
of the
rnor, an emerge
1 on
be put into
ate effect. It may be promul gated when "necessary
for the immediate preservation of the public peace, health, safety,
we Hare, protection of the seafood industry, or natural resources of
marine animals. II VMRC has been reluctant to use this method because a
routine need to change a season is rarely an emergency and because, as
in the gill net controversy, supportive data is not readily available
to determine if an emergency exists. In contrast to VMRC, the Commission of Game and Inland Fisheries has a blanket exemption from the
Administrative Process Act and may publish regulations 30 days prior to
enactment.
The General Assembly may wish to consider amending Title 28.1
of the Code of Virginia in order to provide broad policy guidelines for
control by regulation of details related to seasons, enforcement methods, or licensure fees. Those provisions that are determined to be
inappropriate for regulations should be retained in the law. Consideration might also be given to granting VMRC time frames and procedures
for promulgating regulations that are consistent with those of the
Commission of Game and Inland Fisheries.
OYSTER GROUND MANAGEMENT
The Commonwealth I s oyster grounds are comprised of tidal
bottoms that are constitutionally protected for use by the public,
known as the "Baylor Survey Grounds," and grounds whi ch may be 1eased
from the State by individuals and corporations for the private propagation of oysters. The Marine Resources Commission is responsible for
several activities relating to oyster grounds including: repletion of
the pub 1i c grounds, collection of oyster taxes, and 1eas i ng of unassigned grounds outside of the Baylor Survey.
Effective management of Virginia's oyster grounds i~ vital to
the mai ntenance and growth of the State I soyster industry. Several
problems, however, have been identified with VMRC's repletion and
oyster ground leasing programs. Many of the problems were also identified in JLARC's 1977 study. Although some corrective action has been
taken, the problems have not been fully addressed.
Public Repletion Program
The goal of the State's oyster repletion program is to maintain or increase the production of oysters from Virginia's public
growi ng areas. Rep 1et i on of the grounds is carri ed out by VMRC and
consists of planting shells on oyster bottoms to provide a clean surface where young oysters can attach themselves and grow. Small seed
oysters, harvested most heavi ly in the James Ri ver, are also transplanted to areas that are poor for spawning oysters
for
ing them.

8

ni
concerns
the extent to
ment
may be used
than sped fi
method to evaluate the program's effectiveness,
Sources of Funds.
The repletion program receives
funds from three sources: general funds, federal
Special Public Oyster Rocks Replenishment Fund. Fundi
source has fluctuated dramatically (Figure 13).
oVlno,-.r;.,
transplanting seed and planting shells from each source
are shown in Table 10.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Tabl e 10 - - - - - - - - - - - - EXPENDITURES FOR REPLETION
FY 1981-82
Funding Source

Expenditure

Percent of
Total Expenditures

General Funds
Specfal Funds
Federal Funds

$367,554
381,910
49,065

46%
48

Total
Source:

$798,529

100%

VMRC Annual Report 1981-82.

Special fund revenues from three different sources flow into
the Special Public· Oyster Rock Replenishment Fund. These revenue
sources are:
(1)

fees from permits and easements for encroachment upon
State-owned bottoms;

(2)

a tax levied on all oysters harvested from the public
ground; and

(3)

an export tax on all oysters harvested from the public
grounds and exported.

Special fund revenues are variable. Taxes are only collected
during the public oyster season, which runs from October to March.
Additional revenues collected from harvesting seed oysters in the James
River continue to accrue through June. Revenues from easement and
permit fees, while often substantial, are unpredictable. In FY 1982,
for example, these fees contri buted $605,188, or 68
of the
$890,
sped
revenues. In
conbuted
y $45,918, or
percent, to a
$393,
For
1982-83,
82
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repletion programs.
deci s i on to absorb much of the
letion was possible because the
s
had a balance of
not
1 costs incurred for replepa i d.
The balance accrued,
1 C1
s, because rep 1et ion is done in the spri ng
funds are available, which must be used or
ral fund.
A J LARC revi ew of sped a 1 fund revenues, expenditures, and
fund balances from January 1979 to October 1982 revealed that a sizable
balance existed in the Special Public Oyster Rock Replenishment Fund
throughout this period. During these 46 months, the Special Fund had
an average monthly
ance of $602,460.
Ouri ng the past ten fi sca 1 years, total State expenditures
for repletion far exceeded yearly special fund revenues except in 1975
and 1982. However, the 1arge spec i a 1 fund balance i ndi cates that, at
1east in recent years, general funds for rep 1et i on have been used to
both supplement and substitute for special funds.
The apparent substitution of general for special funds and
the accrual of a large balance in the Special Public Oyster Rock
Rep 1eni shment Fund appear to run counter to 1egi slat i ve intent. Section 28.1-94, Code of Virginia, requires that the Special Public Oyster
Rocks Replenishment Fund be used exclusively for funding repletion
activities.
Further, the Appropriations Act specifies that general
funds be used to "supplement" special revenues collected for specific
purposes.

It appears that greater use of the fund for rep 1et i ng the
public oyster grounds was possible during this time period.
VMRC
should improve its fiscal planning and allocation practices to allow
full use of the speci a 1 rep 1et i on funds for the purposes intended and
to ensure that the State's oyster industry receives full benefit of the
revenues collected and appropriated for repletion purposes.
Expenditures Related to Repletion.
Repletion expenditures
for FY 1981-82 (the most recent year for which total figures are available) were examined to determine the actual use of the funds. There
appears to be a need for better accounting practices and a clear interpretation of what activities comprise "administration ll of the program.
According to language in Section 28.1-94 of the Code of Virginia, the
Special Public Oyster Rock Replenishment Fund is to be used only for
admi istration of
, and for
lenishment purposes.
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Several special fund expenditures were made for purposes not
clearly related to the repletion program (Table 11). VMRC officials
were unaware that many of these expenditures were accounted for in this
way until questions were raised by JLARC staff. They later explained
that expenditure patterns were established many years ago, without the
benefit of cost accounti ng methods, as "reimbursements for servi ces
rendered ll to the rep 1eti on program by the enforcement and engi neeri ng
divisions. However, current services rendered do not match the fees
directly paid.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Table 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - SPECIAL FUND EXPENDITURES
NOT DIRECTLY TIED TO REPLETION
(FY 1981-82)
Expenditure

Amount Paid by
Repletion Fund

Salaries and Benefits for Two Enforcement
Personnel

$37,176

Salary and Benefits for One Clerical
Position in the Engineering and Surveying
Division

12,804

Expense Accounts for Eight Enforcement
Officers

4,761

Phone Services and Electricity for Tax
Collection Station at Deep Creek

674

Maintenance of Operations Station at Boat
Harbor
Total
Source:

3,558
$58,973

VMRC Repletion Ledger.

VMRC enforcement offi cers throughout the State assi st the
rep 1et i on program by marki ng and supervi sing planting on the pub 1i c
grounds. In addi t ion, the offi cers enforce oyster 1aws and collect
oyster taxes. These latter activities are part of their overall enforcement functions, which also include unreimbursed services for
several other VMRC divisions. Two officers are paid from the special
repletion fund. Although these particular officers may not actually do
repletion work during the year, their salaries and benefits are viewed
by VMRC officials as payment for all repletion-related work performed
by the enforcement division. During 1981-82, the enforcement division
reported a total of 2,619 hours for repletion-related work. The salary
85

range of a11 offi cers who worked in rep1etion in the past year was
$12,731-$19,011. Assuming the standard 260 eight-hour working days in
a year, special fund reimbursement to the enforcement division for
repletion activities, if appropriate, should have been between $19,223
and $28,730. Thus, the enforcement division received a possible overpayment of between $8,446 and $17,953 for salaries (Table 12).
- - - - - - - - - - - - - Table 12 - - - - - - - - - - - - REIMBURSEMENT SCHEDULE FOR ENFORCEMENT SALARIES
(FY 1981-82)

Salary

+

High $19,011
Ave. 15,871
Low 12,731

Source:

20%
Benefits
$3,802
3,174
2,546

=

Total

$22,813
19,045
15,277

Hourly Wage
260 days
Eight Hours
$10.97
9.16
7.34

Expected
Reimbursement
(Hourly Wage
X 2619 Hours)

Potential
Overpayment
($37,176
Less Expected
Reimbursement)

$28,730
23,990
19,223

$ 8,446
13,186
17,953

VMRC data and JLARC analysis.

Monthly expenses for eight enforcement officers are also
reimbursed through the Special Public Oyster Rock Replenishment Fund.
There is, however, no apparent connection between the amount of money
charged by the agency to the repletion fund and the number of hours the
officers spent on repletion-related work (Table 13). These accounts
are also described by VMRC officials as "reimbursements" for enforcement services.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - Table 13 - - - - - - - - - - - - ENFORCEMENT EXPENSE ACCOUNTS/HOURS WORKED
(FY 1982)
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Officer

12 Month
Reimbursement

Officer 1
Officer 2
Officer 3
Officer 4
Officer 5
Officer 6
Officer 7
Officer 8
Total

$ 609.30
354.24
431. 20
374.50
874.45
893.65
588.74
634.67
$4,760.

Source:

Ledger and Enforcement

VMRC Special

Hours Worked in
FY 82 Repletion

o

233

3
2

61
45
6

14
364

vi

Reports.

Other charges to
al
purposes include all operating expenses for the
Creek Station,
used during oyster season for tax collection and year-round
sale of
licenses, and the Boat Harbor Operations Station, used for purchase and
supp ly for the entire agency. A di spatcher system for all VMRC cars
and boats also operates out of the station. Both stations are located
in Newport News. The $3,558 used for Boat Harbor represents a sizable
portion of the operating expenses of the station, which is little used
for repletion purposes.
The salary and benefits paid for the engineering clerical
position are also described as a reimbursement for the services proHowever, VMRC
vided to the repletion program by that section.
engineering officials indicate that although at one time surveyors
assisted the repletion program by making surveys of repleted oyster
grounds, thi s servi ce has not been used for many years. There is
apparently no justification for the repletion program to have continued
funding a position in the engineering department.
The General Assembly may wish to clarify whether the use of
Special Oyster Repletion Fund monies to pay enforcement salaries and
benefits, expense accounts, and maintenance of tax and operations
stations is appropriate and in accordance with Section 28.1-94 of the
Code of Virginia.
In the interim, VMRC should establish a more precise
cost accounting procedure to assure that no speci a 1 fund moni es are
expended for unrelated purposes. The accounting procedure should
provide clear documentation of the service performed and the rate of
reimbursement per unit of service. Unrelated payments for engineering
salaries should be stopped.
Evaluation of Program Effectiveness.
The rep 1et i on program
lacks a method to evaluate the effectiveness of the program's shell and
seed planting activities. The success of the program is largely dependent upon the expertise of the current conservation and rep 1etion
officer, who has been involved in repletion work for many years. To
assure a successful repletion program in the future, VMRC needs to
establish a scientific evaluation approach that reduces the program's
reliance upon anyone person.

According to VMRC repletion officials, factors currently
cons i dered in deci di ng how to a11 ocate rep 1et i on funds inc 1 ude the
amount of funds available, the condition of the grounds, and the historical productivity of the grounds. Evaluation of the effectiveness
of past and current funding decisions is based largely on the observat i on of mari ne enforcement personnel, the expertise of the rep 1et ion
officer, and the participation of an advisory committee of industry
representatives. Only limited use is made of statistical information,
because it is not useful in its present form.
Current statistical information identifies
from which
were harvested,
does not
several productive
growing areas the
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to
i
on
t i on efforts on the p
vi
any si
Agency offi ci s doubt
it waul d be pass
productivity
speci c harvesting areas
reporting system because of watermen's reluctance
harvesting areas.

tax
good

Although the repletion officer, assisted by repletion assistants and VMRC enforcement personnel, samples the oyster beds
out the year to determine their condition and productivi ,this i
mat ion is neither systematica lly co 11 ected nor recorded. Development
of a consistent method of sampling and recording results would greatly
improve VMRC's ability to evaluate the effectiveness of its repletion
efforts over a period of several years. Further, this strategy would
allow VMRC to collect information on oyster availability without having
to depend upon the current tax reporting system. Fisheries officials
from Maryland, North Carolina, and the Potomac River Fisheries Commission indicate they employ a system similar to the one recommended.
VMRC should improve its evaluation of the effectiveness of
Virginia's public repletion program. Consideration should be given to
developing a routine sampling method. Statistics should be collected
in a" more useful form, and computer capability should be developed to
record and evaluate the effectiveness of past and current rep 1et ion
activities.
Evasion of Ogster Tax Payments.
Although estimates of its
magnitude vary, the evasion of oyster tax payments has been recognized
as a significant problem by VMRC repletion personnel, watermen, and
seafood buyers. Oyster tax evas i on may have reduced the amount of
funds available to finance the oyster repletion program, because tax
funds are used to fund repletion efforts. Effective October 1982, VMRC
implemented a new procedure to combat the problem.

Tax evasion does not appear to be a problem in the seed
oyster areas, since payments and reports are made in the presence of
VMRC enforcement personnel. However, outside of the seed oyster areas,
buyers of market oysters are responsible for completing a tax form for
each transaction, indicating the quantity purchased and the amount of
tax due. A similar form must be completed when buyers import oysters
from out-of-state, or when one buyer sells unshucked oysters to another
buyer. Buyers summarize all transactions monthly and indicate on a
single form the amount of tax to be paid.
Duri ng the pub 1 i c tongi ng season (October 1 - March 31),
district inspectors make monthly trips to approximately 200 buyers to
collect the tax report, supporting documentation (forms 53s and 55s),
and the tax payment. VMRC personnel feel that there are numerous
opportunities to evade taxes through non-reporting or under-reporting
of transactions.
issui
ensure
88

tax coll
transaction
"""'Cl<>,;,,,-, ions are

payments are collected. In addi on, a new tracking system has been
implemented. VMRC enforcement officers stationed on land randomly stop
and check i
viduals transporting their own catch over land to seafood
buyers. In a cooperative effort between the enforcement and statistics
units, information gathered by enforcement personnel on the seller, the
buyer, and the amount of purchase will be cross-checked with monthly
buyers' reports to veri fy both the sale and tax payment. The new
tracking system is currently being implemented by VMRC district inspectors and two repletion officers.
In order to further increase the tax revenues available for
financing the State's oyster repletion program, VMRC should also consider several other methods. These methods include: having buyers
mail reporting forms and payments to VMRC for systematic cross-checking
by central office staff; random auditing of the oyster buyers' books to
verify accuracy of tax payments; and adopting a system used on the
Potomac Ri ver, where mari ne enforcement personnel record oyster harvesting activities while on patrols to identify instances where oysters
are harvested but no taxes are paid.
Oyster Ground Leasing
VMRC's Engineering and Surveying Division is responsible for
leasing lands outside the Baylor Survey to private individuals and
firms for the purpose of oyster propagation. Some grounds are also
leased for clam production. Currently, 7,390 people hold these leases.
In 1977, JLARC found several problems, including a large backlog of
lease applications, inadequate surveying methods, inefficient processing of applications, and inappropriate use of leased lands.
Although VMRC has recently taken steps to implement one of JLARC's 1977
recommendations regarding automating the billing and collecting of
lease rentals, other problems continue to exist.
Backlog of Lease Applications. The backlog of oyster 1ease
applications grew from 474 in 1977 to 678 as of March 1982, and subsequently was somewhat reduced (Table 14). Over 75 of the outstanding
applications were received ten or more years ago. VMRC engineering
officials indicate that the backlog represents a total of 23,552 potentially productive acres.

In 1977, VMRC explained that the backlog was primarily a
result of unreliable base maps, which are used to locate existing
1eases, and the 1ack of personnel to update these maps. Agency surveyors recently completed a federally-funded project to improve the
mapping system. According to VMRC officials, this effort involved much
of the surveyors' time and, therefore, they could not keep up with
lease applications.
Although the accuracy of VMRC's base maps has been improved
is
, significant problems continue to exist.
as a result
Many of the early surveys were based on a reference poi nt such as a
exi sts. Without the exact reference
house or tree that no 1
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le
APPLICATIONS FOR SHELLFISH P
(as of March 1982)
Calendar Year
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
TOTALS

Application Received
143
154
168
120
124
184
146
171
134
139
155
626*
217
187
113
64

Pending
Riparian**
Regular
1
1
2

6
5

9
14
11
12
16
22
27
36
40
78
54
71
75
41
517

5

5
4
10
12
13

23
28
17
16
6
7

161

*Backlog of grounds of deceased persons cleared from the books
in 1978.
**Riparian leases are granted to individuals whose land borders an
oyster producing body of water. The individual may lease no more
than one-half acre.
Source:

VMRC 1982 Report to Secretary of Commerce and Resources.

poi nt, the survey cannot be preci se lY located. Surveyi ng in areas
where several old leases have yet to be relocated is a time-consuming
process. In a March 1982 report to the Secretary of Commerce and
Resources, VMRC officials indicated that 80 percent of the then pending
applications fell in areas where existing leases must be relocated
before new leases can be assigned.
VMRC officials feel that the agency does not have scient
personne 1 to conduct survey and boundary work. The Eng; neeri ng
vis i on has four regi stered surveyors stati ooed throughout the Ti dewater
area. Each surveyor has an assistant. However,
es to
relieve the backlog, s
as inc
use
vate s
s
d
be explored before addi
are consin~,~~n
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Private vs. MRC Survegors.
J LARC
in
VMRC should consider requiring applicants to provide their own Sll~l.l~\f~
as occurs in North Carolina. VMRC currently accepts private
in
order to facilitate application processing. However, the agency
lieves that deficiencies in the base maps, and difficulties in shari
base information, make private surveys of less reliable quali
those conducted by VMRC surveyors.

In March 1982, VMRC developed a report entitled, IISurveyi
of Oyster Planting Grounds ll in response to a request by the
of Commerce and
A VMRC opinion poll of 24 private
located near the coastal region found:
.79 percent of the respondents were equipped to do oyster
ground surveys;
• 88 percent had experi ence in thi s type of work; and
.83 percent would like to survey oyster grounds.

Nevertheless, in this report VMRC expressed the 0plnl0n that
private surveyors who are now interested in oyster ground surveying
woul d not be interested in thi s work under improved economi c conditions.
This does not appear to be relevant, since use of private
surveyors for a relatively short period could make substantial progress
toward the comp 1et i on of the exi st i ng backlog. Once the backlog is
removed, existing VMRC personnel would likely be sufficient to handle
the influx of new applications.
VMRC should consider requiring new applicants to provide
their own survey. The Commission could establish a list of private
surveyors willing to conduct these activities or put the work out for
bi d. VMRC I S own surveyors coul d then concentrate on reduci ng the
backlog.
Non-Compliance With the Code. VMRC's current procedures for
processing lease applications appear not to comply with statutory
requirements in two areas. Section 28.1-109(3) of the Code states that
lIapplications shall be given priority in the order in which they are
received. II According to agency officials, however, surveying priorities are determined on the basis of II need,1I which is frequently defined
as an app 1i cant IS pers i stence in contacting agency staff about
application. When VMRC staff survey an area, all backlogged applications in the area are surveyed at the same time. Therefore, a survey
for an application filed in 1982 could be conducted at the same
me as
one received in 1967. Although this system may be an efficient use
engineering staff, it appears to ignore the procedure mandated in
Code and may have resulted in unequal treatment under
law.

Section 28.1-109(8) of the Code states
as s i gnment has not been made
n six months

if

9

appli
tended by
Commission,
try to comply
is
contacts the app 1 i cant
conducting the
in
obtaining the lease.

,
rement.
survey is
to
fy

d unless exby the
iSlon does not
,
agency surveyor
to
performed before
interest still exists in

VMRC should
ly
all Code requirements
related to
processi
1 cations. Consideration should
be given to notifying
1 applicants of the agency1s intent to void all
lease applications. Only renewed applications should be considered
for survey, in the order received.
Appropriate Use of Leased Grounds.
Oespi te recent 1egi s 1ative changes, concerns still exist about the number of leased grounds
that are not being used for shellfish production.

Oyster researchers at the Virginia Institute of Marine
Science estimate that between 80 and 90 percent of all leases are not
in use today.
In a recent study, VIMS researchers outlined four
reasons for holding oyster leases without making them productive:
1)

Leases may be held to eli mi nate compet it i on by preventing others from planting and harvesting in the area.

2)

Grounds are inherited and leases are maintained for
sentimental reasons.

3)

Companies or individuals seek economic gain as a result
of loss of leasee rights when projects such as bridge or
pier construction or channel dredging are undertaken in
the area.

4)

Industrial companies may hold title to large tracts of
land to protect themselves from law suits resulting from
damages to adjacent lease holders.

In its 1977 report JLARC recommended that the renewal period
for leased grounds be shortened and that the leaseholder be required to
give proof of using the grounds for oyster production. In 1980, the
legislature amended Section 28.1-109(12) to shorten the duration of new
or initial leases from 20 to ten years. The legislature also added the
following statutory language relating to proof-of-use:
... the [Marine Resources] Commission shall not
renew or extend an assignment where there has been
neither significant production of shellfish nor
ngs of shellfish or cultch during
reasonable
portion
the ten-year peri
immediately
or to
appli
on for renewal, unless the
5S i on
was
cause for the
1ure to
s
or
or
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assi
is
rectly related to
to the production of oyster planting
ately adjacent to such assignment.
Although evidence of oyster ground use will not apply until
the first set of leases expires in about eight years, VMRC has yet to
begin developing a system for verifying that leased oyster grounds are
being made productive. This is true even though Commission officials
have expressed concern that even one oyster harvested from the leased
ground could satisfy the current proof-of-use requirements.
VMRC should develop and implement a strategy for identifying
inappropriately used leased oyster grounds. In addition, the General
Assembly may wish to consider raising the rent on oyster leases to
discourage improper holding of grounds and requiring more frequent
evidence of appropriate use.
MARINE LAW ENFORCEMENT
VMRC's law enforcement division is responsible for enforcing
laws and regulations governing fishing activity within the marine
waters of the State. The di vi sian has also been delegated respons ibility for enforcing small boat safety in conjunction with the Commission of Game and Inland Fisheries, posting and patrolling condemned
shellfish growing areas, carrying out portions of the National Shellfish Sanitation Program, and patrolling the Potomac River in cooperation with Maryland enforcement staff. In addition, law enforcement
personnel assist other VMRC divisions with oyster ground repletion, tax
collections, licensing, and oyster ground leasing.
Marine law enforcement is the agency's largest activity.
Ouri ng the 1980-82 bi enni um, 51 percent of VMRC IS total bUdget and 63
percent of its manpower, or 87 of 138 agency positions, were allocated
to the law enforcement function. Field officers are divided into four
enforcement supervisory areas (Figure 14).
Several deficiences within the VMRC ' s law enforcement division were cited in JLARC's 1977 report on marine resources. Many
deficiencies continue to exist in the role of district inspectors,
personnel classification, and patrolling activity.
Authority of VMRC Enforcement Staff
VMRC's enforcement has developed from that of lI oyster inspectors" to more broadly defined responsibility for all species of fish
and seafood within the State's geographic jurisdiction. The agency is
responsible, however, only for enforcement of the laws specifically
del
to
ssion,
the enforcement staff are generally
referred to as
ne patrol II rather than "marine police," whi
refl
ir i
authority. The agency does not have fu 11 pol ice
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"

power to deal with all violations
law that occur on
water, S
as homicide, assault, or smuggling. These powers and
es are
handled by local law enforcement agents or the Coast Guard. Moreover,
the VMRC marine patrol is unarmed. Although some agency staff feel
that the limits on their role and methods of carrying out their current
duties are not generally recognized, a 1979 Legislative Commission
supported continuance of that role. The General Assembly subsequently
provided state subsidies for local patrols to carry out activities not
assigned to VMRC.
Differences in Authority.
Comparisons of the amounts of
authority granted to enforcement units reveal that VMRC' s powers are
more narrowly defi ned than its counterparts. In contrast to VMRC IS
limited authority, both the game wardens of the Commission of Game and
Inland Fisheries and Maryland's natural resources police have been
granted full or IIgeneralll police powers, which authorize them to enforce all civil and criminal laws in addition to their specific
charges.

Although general and limited police powers are the same with
regard to enforci ng mi sdemeanors, they di ffer s i gni fi cant ly in the
officer's ability to act on a felony. Under both general and limited
police powers, a misdemeanor offense must be committed in the presence
of a law enforcement officer before the violation can be acted upon.
In the case of a felony, general powers allow the enforcement
officer to make a physical arrest or have a warrant issued by a magistrate in response to a felony charge as long as IIreasonable grounds ll or
II probable cause ll exists. In contrast, under limited authority a VMRC
officer may only make a physical arrest or have a warrant issued for a
felonious act that is committed in the officer's presence. Otherwise,
VMRC agents are instructed to refer an alleged felony charge to the
nearest local police authority or Coast Guard unit for investigation
and possible issuance of a warrant.
VMRC currently enforces only a few laws which would be designated as felonies if violated. These include larceny of value over
$200 and larceny involving oysters.
The limitations on VMRC's enforcement authority are not fully
appreciated by the seafood industry members or other agencies. Several
industry members expressed concerns to JLARC about the i nabil ity or
perceived unwillingness of the VMRC officers to handle certain situations, such as the stealing of crab pots. Other agencies expressed
concerns about the reluctance of VMRC enforcement staff to enforce
laws. These complaints appear to be partly based on misperceptions of
VMRC's limited grant of authority.
Differences in Enforcement Capabilities.
VMRC is also limited in its ability to carry out its existing enforcement authority.
Unlike the Virginia Commission of Game and Inland Fisheries
Maryland natural resources police, VMRC officers do not
fi rearms for enforcement purposes. As a res t, VMRC' s

chief advises his
cers not to attempt to apprehend violators of
fi sheri es 1aws suspected of beari ng fi rearms and not to take undue
ri sks.
Issuance of a summons, for example, can jeopardize Commission
officers if the offender is uncooperative or in possession of a gun.
If the offender refuses to sign the summons, enforcement agents are
required by law to make a physical arrest. However, VMRC officers have
been instructed not to attempt the arrest because they do not have guns
to enforce their authority. Instead, the VMRC will contact the local
police to issue a warrant. A problem occurs though, when the offender's identity is unknown to the enforcement officer. In such a case,
the offender may go without penalty, and the reputation of VMRC officers' ability to enforce the law is damaged. This problem has the
potential to increase due to the changing residency law requirements.
VMRC officers were disarmed in 1976, after several years in
which agency officials were dissatisfied with the inappropriate use of
arms by enforcement staff. Key concerns involved the lack of adequate
training and the qualifications of personnel employed at the time.
.
Should the General Assembly grant VMRC additional enforcement
authority in the future, the agency would have to considerably upgrade
the enforcement unit through hi ri ng and recrui tment procedures and a
rigorous training program. Personnel would req~ire training in such
areas as investigative techniques, provisions of other laws, the use of
firearms, and protection of constitutional rights.
Role of the District Inspector
The duties of the position of district inspector are varied
and important for the proper functioning of many VMRC activities. In
addition to their primary duty to enforce fishery laws and regulations,
most of VMRC's 24 district inspectors have responsibility for issuing
and collecting oyster ground rents, issuing licenses and permits, and
collecting oyster taxes. These additional administrative tasks, however, tend to involve large amounts of paperwork, thereby reducing and
in some cases eliminating time for actual law enforcement. Moreover,
present job classifications do not recognize the differences in responsibility and risk in the performance of administrative versus patrol
activities.
Inappropriate Administrative Responsibility. Several studies
conducted by 1egi slat i ve and execut i ve commi t tees, i nc1ud i ng J lARC' s
1977 study on marine resources, have cited administrative tasks undertaken by di stri ct inspectors as i nappropri ate and unnecessarily time
consumi ng. Many of these study recommendations have resulted in actions taken by the General Assembly. For example, the Code was amended
to relieve district inspectors from several responsibilities, including
the collection
oyster
rents, and oyster taxes. As mentioned
previ ous ly, VMRC has
y made preparations to remove di stri ct
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inspectors from the collection of oyster ground
thi s function, but inspectors wi 11 continue to be i nvo 1
ing oyster taxes and license fees.

in

co 11 ect-

Pri or to 1977, VMRC took several steps to re 1i eve di stri ct
inspectors of licensing duty. These steps included the consolidation
of several districts for the purposes of issuing licenses and permits
and limited use of agents. Very little progress has been made since
that time, however, and VMRC continues to use district inspectors as
the major source for licenses and permits.
There are several alternatives that would free more time for
district inspectors to pursue enforcement activities:
• Automate 1i censes and permi ts to provi de for di rect bi 11 i ng
and payment through the central office. This function could
be modeled after the system currently used by the Division of
Motor Vehicles in issuing annual vehicle licenses. An automated system would eliminate the need for district inspectors
to perform this function and allow the central office to
maintain a permanent file of licenses and permits, adding and
deleting entries only as new applicants appear or previous
license and permit holders fail to reapply. This function
could be handled by the central billing and collections unit,
the creation of which JLARC recommended.
• Field offices within each supervisory area could be opened on
alternate days of the week to issue 1i censes and permi ts.
More days could be added during peak licensing times. This
option would significantly reduce the time spent by district
inspectors performing administrative tasks and increase the
time available for law enforcement activities with only minor
inconvenience to water users.
• Licensing agents (such as grocery, hardware and sporting
stores) also could be used to reduce marine enforcement staff
involvement in administrative tasks. This option is currently employed by the Commission of Game and Inland Fisheri es and the State of North Carol ina. To avoi d confl i cts,
licensing of fixed fishing devices such as staked pound nets
should, however, be coordinated through the central office.
In light of recent budget constraints and the inadequacy of
VMRC patrol activities, administrative tasks and paperwork conducted by
the law enforcement division should be eliminated or significantly
reduced to allow district inspectors more time for patrol and other
enforcement activities. The elimination of these tasks should substantially increase the amount of time available for enforcement duties,
allowing wider coverage of marine waters and improved night and weekend
patrols.

Personnel Classification. Although some changes have occurred, VMRC's classification system remains limited in providing performance incentives and recognition of the variations in responsibility
and risk.

Although all district inspectors are eligible for the same
pay scale ($12,731-$19,011), four distinct areas of work responsibilit i es for di stri ct inspectors have been in exi stence for a number of
years:
1)

agents for the sale of licenses and permits;

2)

agents for the sale of 1i censes and permits who also
conduct law enforcement patrol;

3)

shore patrol; and

4)

administrative functions including manning tax stations
and handling communications and supplies.

Review of the agencyl s current monthly activity reports for
enforcement staff revealed wide variation between supervisory areas in
the utilization of district inspectors. In the North area, district
inspectors are almost exclusively used for administrative tasks, spending much of their time staffing field offices and dealing with paperwork related to licensing and the collection of oyster taxes and leased
ground rents (Table 15).
By contrast, Eastern Shore district inspectors conduct significantly less paperwork and spend over twice the time patrolling,
partially because many licenses are issued in the field while on
- - - - - - - - - - - - - Table 15 - - - - - - - - - - - - - USE OF DISTRICT INSPECTORS ACROSS REGIONS
(FY 1981-82)
North

Administrative
Paperwork

62%

25%

18%

Patrol

30

59

69

74

Other

8

16

13

18

Total

100%

100%

100%

100%

Source:
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Supervisory Areas
Middle
South

Work Activity

JLARC review of VMRC monthly enforcement reports.

Eastern Shore
8%

i n;;:ru'r.t.m~<:;
exampl e, i
supervisors are
trative tasks.

i
across areas,
area
area's
r

While
analysis may, in
reg; ona1 management, ita1so i nd; cates
classification system fails to recognize
ity and responsibility and the extent of time
in
activities.
In addition to reducing administrative workload, VMRC
should update and reclassify enforcement positions in order to provide
work i ncent i ves for personne 1 and to recogni ze different 1eve1s
responsibility and experience.
Patrol Activity
Shore and water patrol activities of VMRC's law enforcement
division have remained. relatively unchanged since 1977. At that time,
JLARC noted a lack of systematic procedures for deployment of personnel
and equipment and for assessment of overall law enforcement needs.
JLARC recommended that VMRC begin to systematically assess its law
enforcement responsibilities and needs, and establish
teria
determi ni ng placement of personne 1 and equi pment needed to support
field operations. However, VMRC continues to rely on the traditional
patrol patterns and deployment of personnel and equipment as establishedover 20 years ago. As a reSUlt::, geographic districts and patrol
patterns may no longer be appropriate or efficient.
The traditional deployment and location of personnel and
equipment, combined with changing enforcement needs, has resulted in
inadequate patrol coverage of several actively fi shed bodi es. of water.
For example, the creation of the management area in the Pocomoke and
Tangi er Sounds in 1978 and the 1ift i ng of residency requi rements for
the crab fishery in October 1982 diverted much fishing activity
the
upper Chesapeake Bay. VMRC responded by reassigning a major vessel
from the Hampton area to Tangier Island. VMRC was able to deploy
equipment and personnel to the upper Bay area only at the expense of
patrolling activities in the Back Bay and Eastern Shore areas. Figure
15 shows other areas whi ch VMRC enforcement offi ci a1s i ndi cate currently receive little or no patrol.
Further, night and weekend patrols apparently
increased.
Law enforcement officials indicate that presently
patro1 is conducted sporadi ca lly when ill ega1
vi ty,
spread fishing of crab pots dud
night-time hours,
Weekend patrol is also virtually nonexistent, except
1
pleasure boaters
to

Figure 15

AREAS IN NEED OF
INCREASED ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITY
Key:
•

Vessel ports
Areas needing increased enforcement
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additional personnel should be met to the greatest extent possible
reducing the administrative activities of existing enforcement
and using them for more patrolling duties.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
As the State1s chief fisheries agency, VMRCls management
enforcement activities have a significant impact on the Commonweal
seafood industry. The agency1s current management framework is,
ever, inadequate to carry out many important agency functions. VMRC
shoul d develop a focus on fi sheri es management, central i ze fragmented
responsibilities, and implement support systems that would
agency1s capability to fulfill its fisheries management role.
addition, overdue improvements in oyster ground management and Qnrn,nrc,ment should be made.
Recommendations
Recommendation (5). VMRC should take steps to reorganize its
organi zati ona1 structure in order to place proper emphas is of agency
resources on fi sheri es management issues by creating a new fi s
es
management unit, to include the statistics section, liaison
cer
repletion department, and engineering and survey division. The unit
should be headed by an individual with strong organizational s 115
a background in fisheries management.
Recommendation (6). The General Assembly may wish to
sider repealing Sections 28.1-19 and 28.1-20 of the Code rel
the appointment of the repletion officer and chief engineer so
Commissioner of MRC would have exclusive authority to appoint
sion employees.
Recommendation (7).
VMRC should centralize
co11 ect i on activities by estab1i shi ng a collection and
within the agency1s finance and administration division.
central revenue collection unit would greatly
forcement personnel for administrative
cleri
the number of VMRC staff
i ng co 11 ected

shery-specific
assess the re 1e-

yancy

d take steps to improve the
cal information by methods such
staff; allowing for mail-in of
ng sampling techniques for data
with standardi zed reporting
ve y wi
VIMS in an effort to proevel
effort statistics. To the extent
funds or provi de personne 1 to match
iJnl1r;lnp fisheries information.
In addition,
reporting of statistics mandatory.
1).

General Assembly may wish to con-

.1, Code of Virginia, in order to provide broad

control by regulation of details related to
season, enforcement methods, or licensure fees.
are determined to be inappropriate for regulation
law. Consideration might also be given to grantprocedures for promulgating regulations that
Commission of Game and Inland
Recommendation (12).
VMRC should improve its fiscal planni ng , all
on and accounting processes to ensure that speci a1
repletion funds are used for the purposes intended. In addition, the
Genera1 As
y
wi sh to clarify how the fund may be used for
ll
lI administration
program and for repletion purposes.
Recommendation (13). VMRC should improve evaluation of the
effectiveness of the oyster repletion program through such means as a
regular sampling program and computerization of data.
Recommendation (14).

VMRC should consider instituting sevwou 1d reduce the i nvo 1vement of enforcement
effecti veness of tax co11 ect i on efforts.
include having buyers mail reporting forms and
c cross-checki
by the central offi ce;
I
books to ver fy accuracy of tax payon the Potomac River, where marine
oyster
ng activities whil e on
are
but no taxes
in
to VMRC's new
1
nand ng the

lO2

Recommendation (15).
VMRC should consider requiring new
applicants for leased ground to provide their own surveys. The Commiss ion coul d estab 1ish ali st of pri vate surveyors wi 11 i ng to conduct
these surveys or put the work out for bid. VMRC1s own surveyors could
then concentrate on reducing the backlog of applications.
Recommendation (16). VMRC shoul d immedi ate ly take steps to
ensure that procedures for handl i ng the process i ng of 1ease app 1 i cations are in compliance with Code requirements.
Recommendation (17). The General Assembly may wish to consider raising the rent on oyster leases and requiring more frequent
evi dence of appropri ate use to di scourage non-productive ho 1di ng of
private leases.
Recommendation (18). VMRC shoul d take steps to update and
reclassify enforcement positions in order to provide work incentives
for personnel and to recognize different levels of responsibility.
Recommendation (19). VMRC should reassess current practices
for the deployment of personnel and equipment to ensure that the best
use of resources is made. Development of a deployment plan would
enab 1e the agency to conduct a systematic revi ew on a regul ar bas is.
Current needs for additional personnel should be met, to the greatest
extent possible, by reducing the administrative activities of existing
enforcement staff and using them more for patrolling duties.
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IV. PROMOTION, ADVISORY SERVICES,
INSPECTIONS
The previous chapter focused on management and regulation by
Virginia's lead fisheries agency, the Virginia Marine Resources Commission. Besides VMRC, several other agencies also support the State's
seafood industry through promotion, research and advisory services, and
inspection of processing plants. This chapter will focus on the carryi ng out of these functions and servi ces by the agenc i es that provi de
them.
Promotion is the primary goal of the Marine Products Commission, and research and advisory services are the mission of the
Virginia Institute of Marine Science.
Other agencies conduct
fisheries-related activities as part of their broader missions. For
example, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, as well
as other State uni vers it i es, provi de advi sory and research servi ces.
The State Department of Health and the Department of Agriculture and
Consumer Affairs inspect shellfish and finfish processing plants and
retail outlets.
Generally, these agencies operate independently and with
little formal coordination, which can hamper the setting of priorities
and lead to duplication of efforts. To a limited extent, these weaknesses are offset by the variety of resources brought to bear on
fisheries problems. This chapter will focus primarily on the processes
estab1i shed by each agency to carry out its uni que functions, and on
opportuniti es to enhance these act i vi ties through better coordi nat ion
and cooperation among the agencies and the seafood industry.
PROMOTION OF VIRGINIA'S SEAFOOD INDUSTRY
Advertising and pUblic relations techniques can be used to
improve Virginia's image as a seafood producing state, increase public
awareness of finfish and shellfish as desirable foods, and expand
markets through consumer and commercial sales. In 1979, the General
Assembly created the Marine Products Commission to serve as the major
promotional agency for the seafood industry and to overcome negative
publicity reSUlting from a major water pollution problem in the James
River. Other promotional activities are carried out by VPI&SU, VIMS,
and the Department of Agri cul ture and Consumer Servi ces. The effectiveness of these activities, however, has been limited, in part, due
to shortcomings in the programs and to the inabili
or reluctance
Virginia's processors to make use of State promoti

The Mari ne Products Commi ss i on has engaged in many promotional activities and is considered by several regional marketing
experts to be among the best seafood promot i ona 1 agenci es in the
nation. Despite its reputation however, only a small percentage of the
State's seafood processors have used the Commission's activities to
increase their business. Moreover, the indirect results of promotional
strategies are difficult to measure, and the Commission is a relatively
new agency.
Organization and Background. The Commi ss i on cons i sts of 11
members who represent the seafood industry in Virginia. One member is
required to represent the menhaden industry, and the remaining members
must be predomi nant ly dependent on the seafood industry for thei r
1i ve 1i hood. All members are appoi nted by the Governor for three-year
terms.
Current membership includes representatives of the oyster
packers, fi nfi sh i ndustri es, and oyster growers. The Mari ne Products
Commission presently employs two staff persons: an executive secretary
and an assistant.

.
Pri or to 1979, The Vi rgi ni a Seafood Counci 1, an associ at ion
of seafood processors, conducted promotional activities funded through
a grant of approximately $30,000 annually from the Marine Resources
Commission and $10,000 in State general funds. In 1979, seafood promotion was expanded by special revenues received from a settlement with a
pri vate corporation for damages to State waters. The Vi rgi ni a Mari ne
Resources Commi ss i on was allocated $781,993 of these funds; approximately $500,000 was earmarked for promotion of Virginia seafood.
Over a three-year peri od, the funds were used by VMRC, and
later by the Marine Products Commission, for a study by a private
advertising agency and for the publishing of a seafood brochure on
Virginia seafood products. The study revealed that Virginia lacked the
image of a seafood producing state, even though the Chesapeake Bay was
widely recognized by consumers as a seafood area.
The Marine Products Commission is regularly funded through a
special dedicated fund known as the "Virginia Marine Products Fund."
The fund is supported by recent increases in twelve categori es of
existing license and permit fees levied on the seafood industry (Table
16). Most of these fees were either doubled or tripled to support the
fund.
As reported by the Commi ss i on, major acti vi ties duri ng its
three years of operation include:
.. developing an award-winning poster kit for retailers that
i ncl uded a seafood operations manual for meat departments,
"Virginia Seafood" theme posters, and other materials;
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- - - - - - - - - - - - Table 16 - - - - - - - - - - - - - TAXES AND FEES DEDICATED TO THE IIVIRGINIA MARINE PRODUCTS FUND II

License Fees and Permits

Subjects of Tax

1)

license tax on fishing in tidal
waters (§28.1-48)

every resident catching or
taking fish from tidal waters

2)

license fee for commercial
fishing piers (§28.1-52.2)

every commercial fishing pier
located over or upon subaqueous
beds

3)

license tax on catching menhaden
with purse nets (§28.1-59)

any person, firm, or corporation
using purse net methods

4)

license fee on use of trawl nets
(§28.1-70)

residents and non-residents
using trawl nets within
three-mile limit

5)

license tax on handling bivalves
(§28.1-119)

any person, firm, or corporation
in business of shucking and
packing oysters

6)

business and vehicle tax on
seafood purchasers
(§28.1-119.1)

any person, firm, or corporation
purchasing seafood from a
catcher

7)

license fee for use of hands or
tongs for harvesting clams or
oysters (§28.1-120)

any resident in the State using
such methods

8)

license tax to dredge or scrape
(§28.1-133)

.any app 1i cant

9)

license tax to dredge or scrape
on private grounds (§28.1-134)

lessees of such grounds

10)

license tax to harvest scallops
(§28.1-163)

any applicant

11)

license tax to harvest crabs for
market or profit (§28.1-165)

any resident of the State

12)

permit fee for removing shellfish
from condemned areas and relaying
them to non-condemned areas
(§28.1-179)

any person, firm, or corporation
desiring to do so

Source:

Code of Virginia.
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current list
culture and
rginia indiwere not receiving the
lesale distrion the list
ssion activif; rms are aware

segments and some persons not
y engaged in
JLARC ' s further analysis focused on the 37 respondents
rently engaged in wholesaling or distributing seafood
these fi rms are in the best pos it i on to use Commi ss on
expand their business.
Twenty-eight percent of the processors and handlers
ing to the survey indicated that they had followed up on a lead 1
in the Commission's IITrade Opportunity Bulletin. 1I Because results are
based on a small number of respondants, sample results are not s
ciently precise to be projected to the entire processing sector.
In comparison to firms which specialized in shellfish or
crabs, a much higher percentage of processors specializing in edible
finfish products attempted to increase business by contacting a 1
This difference seems to reflect the Commission's initial emphasis on
promoting the State's finfish products.
Five out of the eight processors who followed up on 1
made at least one sale. Some processors were more successful than
others. One oyster processor, for example, told JLARC staff that
had contacted over 40 1eads 1i sted in the IITrades Opportuni ty
Bulletin,1I resulting in approximately 35 new sales.
In contrast,
another processor who contacted 15 different leads made only one sale.
Industry members unable to make a sale indicated to JLARC that p lems
such as transportation costs and the quantity of product des;
a
lead prohibited them from doing so.
For various reasons, many industry members do not make use
State promotional activities to expand their business.
Industry
members who are not engaged in promoting their own business are less
inclined to take advantage of promotional activities and leads generated by the Marine Products Commission. Survey results show that over
half of the processors contacted by JLARC had neither promoted their
own product nor attended a trade show or industry seminar sponsored
the Marine Products Commission. In addition, 48 percent of the
sors contacted had neither promoted their own product nor followed
on a lead listed in the Trades Opportunity Bulletin.
Many owners of seafood processi ng or handl i ng bus i nesses
indicated to JLARC staff that they were reluctant to contact Stateidentified sales opportunities because they had long-established buyers
for their product, were operating at full capacity, preferred to
t
for orders to come to them, faced financial constraints, or felt the
quantity of product desired would be unprofitable or impossible for
them to handle. Industry members gave such responses as:
IIWe get our orders when we deli ver to our
customers. They tell us what they want next week. II
"We are a sma11 company
the capital to risk losing. 1I

It

IIWe're just about at capacity now and are
careful where we ace our merchandi se. II
Commi ss ion offi ci s i ndi cate that at 1east four processors
and some major retai 1 grocery chai ns have taken greater advantage of
promotional assistance than the rest of the industry. These firms were
aggressively attempting to develop new business. Representatives of
these firms often attended trade shows and followed up on a number of
Commission-generated leads. Recent Commission policies have set limits
on participation of individual processors in trade activities in order
to encourage the involvement of more industry members.
The Marine Products Commission is a relatively new agency
that is servicing an industry with long-established patterns of business. Therefore, the aggressive pursuit of new markets and marketing
strategies needs to be balanced by promotions that benefit smaller
firms with primarily local markets and which highlight the shellfish
products traditionally associated with Virginia.
However, to the
extent poss i b1e, the industry shoul d continue to be encouraged and
supported in deve 1opi ng its capaci ty to use expanded markets. The
Commission staff strongly emphasize that there is significant potential
for the State to expand its process i ng and di stri but ion capaci ty and
take advantage of its uni que pos iti on on an outstandi ng harbor with
good access to rail and highway systems. New programs should be developed and evaluated regularly in cooperation with the industry.
The Marine Products Commission should institute a systematic
method for evaluating the effectiveness of its promotional activities.
Thi s may requi re the Commi ss i on to peri odi ca lly survey the State's
seafood processors and distributors in order to determine the level of
use of promotional activities by the industry and to assess the capabilities of the industry to respond to new promotional ideas. Adjustments to the Commission's activities should be made accordingly.
Coordination of Promotional Activities
The Mari ne Products Commi ss ion is the only agency specifically established by the General Assembly to conduct seafood promotional efforts. The Commission has, however, attempted to use the
expert i se and staff of the other agenci es that conduct promoti onrelated activities to extend the efforts of its two-person staff. The
Commission has also funded several of the activities carried out by the
other agencies as they have met the Commission1s needs (Table 17).
Domestic and export product promotion involves a variety of
funding sources and four State agencies - Virginia Institute of Marine
Science (VIMS), The Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services
(DACS), Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University (VPI&SU),
and the Marine Products
ssion. VIMS Advisory Service staff have
participated in export
ssions to Egypt, Nigeria, and Venezuela
nat i ona 1 sources. Accordi ng to
sponsored and funded
VIMS personnel,
resulted in approximately 900,
J

0

- - - - - - - - - - - - - Table 17 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

PROMOTIONAL ACTIVITIES FUNDED
BY THE MARINE PRODUCTS COMMISSION

Project

FY

Amount

Brochure, "How to Enjoy
Seafood in the Old
Dominion Tradition"

80/81

DACS

Marketing Seminars for
Seafood Industry (3)

80/81

VPI&SU

900

Train D.C. Extension
Agents

81/82

VPI&SU

348

National Food Distributors Trade Show

81/82

VPI&SU

366

Fresh Seafood Retail
Seminar, Norfolk

81/82

VPI&SU

1,543

Ohio Retail Food Dealers
Trade Show

81/82

VPI&SU

450

Virginia State Fair

81/82

VMRC

Fresh Seafood Retail
Seminars, (3) Wisconsin

81/82

VPI&SU

Photo Exhibit

81/82

Virginia Waterman's
Museum, Yorktown

130

Financing the Seafood
Industry Seminar

81/82

VIMS and Virginia
Banker's Assoc.

373

PA Food Merchant's
Trade Show

81/82

VPI&SU

386

Brochure-Flavorful Tour

81/82

DACS

200

Fisherman's Forum,
Seminar

81/82

VIMS

694

Recipe Brochures

81/82

VIMS

2,500

NARGUS - Trade Show

81/82

DACS

1,646

Pasteurization of Oysters

82/83

VPI&SU and
Steeltyn Corp.

16,000

Criteria for Quality
Control

82/83

TOTALS

Source:

Recipient Agency

Marine Products Commission.

VPI&SU

$

725

91
1,213

. 4,500
$32,055

of
ni a
nfi sh be; ng exported, mostly
a reg; ona1
to those countries in 1981. In addi on, VIMS conducts export
ng seminars for industry members.
The Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services is
involved in seafood promotion as it relates to its broader export trade
responsibilities.
DACS foreign trade offices in Japan and Europe
di stri bute Vi rgi ni a seafood materi a1s abroad and act as the State IS
representatives in these efforts.
VPI&SU's Sea Grant and Mari ne Extens i on programs have been
using State, federal, and private funding to carry out several seafood
promotional activities. Since 1979, VPI&SU staff have been conducting
seminars for retail grocery store personnel across the country on how
to operate in-store seafood counters. This effort has been very well
received by retail representatives and has been utilized in conjunction
wi th the Mari ne Products Commi ss i on the past few years to encourage
retailers to sell Virginia seafood. Other VPI&SU activities include
consumer services, such as seafood recipe development, in-store demon
strations, and media appearances, as well as assisting high-school home
education classes with seafood cooking instruction and conducting
research to benefit the processing sector.
The activities of each agency appear to be useful for supporting the seafood industry.
No formal planning or coordinating
exi sts, however, between the Mari ne Products Commi ss i on and the other
agenci es.
In addition, no attempt has been made to i nvo1ve other
agency representatives with the development process for the Commission's annual plans.
While flexibility is needed for agencies to pursue avenues of
interest and expertise, more coordination is necessary in order to
ensure that staff and fundi ng resources are avail ab1e to meet the
State's promot i ona1 goals. The Mari ne Products Commi ss i on has 1ead
responsibility for obtaining these goals and, therefore, should work
with representatives of VPI&SU, VIMS, and DACS to establish more formal
coordination and planning of the State's seafood promotional
activities.
MARINE RESEARCH AND ADVISORY SERVICES
Mad ne research and advi sory servi ces are carri ed out by
several State agencies and educational institutions. VIMS is the
State's primary marine research agency. Other institutions which
provide valuable research and assistance to Virginia marine resource
users include VPI&SU, Old Dominion University, and the University of
Virginia. Staff from VIMS and the State's universities provide information on a variety of subjects in the fields
marine biology,
resource economics, commercial gear development, and seafood utilization and processing.
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no
research
other
me interests existed.
n addition,
vi ces offered
VIMS and VPI&SU were found not
resulting in unnecessary competition for federal
these areas, JLARC recommended:

• the development of an agency-wi de research plan
I)

estab 1i shment of an advi sory group for
priori es; and

researc

.closer coordination of advisory services through the development of a Sea Grant Consortium.
Follow-up on these recommendations reveals that VIMS is in
the process of establishing an agency-wide research plan and that a Sea
Grant Consortium was established by the General Assembly in 1979.
Development of a formal mechanism for involving industry members and
marine agencies in the VIMS research planning process, however, has not
occurred. The need continues for this advisory group, as possi e cuts
in federal fundi ng wi 11 requi re the targeting of research efforts on
the areas most important to State marine agencies, legislators,
seafood industry members.
Coordination of Advisory Services
The provision of marine advisory services is an important
aspect of meeting industry needs. Two advisory programs exist in
Virginia, at VIMS and VPI&SU. Coordination of these programs has been
strengthened since 1979 through the development of a Sea Grant
Consortium.
The advisory service program at VIMS provides information to
fisheries managers and to industry members. Specific projects
included a series of seminars and workshops on industry-related problems, newsletters containing articles on VIMS' research findings, daily
contact with industry members, and research efforts by field staff.
VPI&SU currently provi des mari ne advi sory servi ces
three seafood extension agents, an experimental seafood nrll~~IS
laboratory in the Tidewater region, and staff at the Blacksburg
Staff address specific individual and Statewide seafood process;
needs through projects to increase product shel 1i
and i
processing plant design.
JLARC's 1977 study found that the
programs were not coordi nated and
another for
At that
opment of a
urn to
advi

ience
um was
VPI&SU, as
VIMS
the programs
Old
versity and the University of
Virginia.
The consortium, located at
University of Virginia,
employed its first director in June, 1981.
The Consortium has provi ded coordi nat ion in several areas.
During the summer of 1982, for example, the Consortium took steps to
develop closer cooperation between the marine extension agents of
VPI&SU and the mari ne fi sheri es speci ali sts at VIMS by des i gnat i ng a
VIMS official as coordinator over this activity.
VIMS Research Planning Process
VIMS' research activities should address the most urgent
needs of fisheries resource managers, principally the Virginia Marine
Resources Commission and various segments of the industry. A follow-up
on JLARC's 1977 study found that VIMS has recently re-emphasized its
commitment to concentrate research on the problems of the Virginia
seafood industry. An i nst itute-wi de, ten-year research plan is currently being developed to identify and prioritize related research
projects. Upon completion, the Institute intends to expose the plan
for scrutiny by other mari ne resource re 1ated agenci es , interested
industry representatives, and the General Assembly.
VIMS does not have, however, an on-going mechanism to secure
industry appraisal of its efforts or to identify top priority industry
needs for research or advi sory servi ces. Nei ther have the Institute
and VMRC developed a systematic approach to meet VMRC I S need for
research.
Coincident with the merger of VIMS and the College of William
and Mary in 1979, a VIMS advisory committee composed of representatives
from the seafood industry and other mari time segments was created to
advise on matters related to the Institute. The advisory committee was
authori zed but not requi red by Section 28-197.1, Code of Virginia.
VIMS officials indicate that the Governor has not reappointed the
committee.
VIMS is, however, establishing a "Marine Science Development
Counci 1," whi ch wi 11 i ncl ude members of the seafood industry as well as
representatives of the business community, such as the shipbuilding,
railroad, and chemical industries. The Council will provide limited
input into the planning process for research and advisory services and
will coordinate fund raising. While the Council can be used as a forum
for obtaining the full spectrum of industry and business opinion on
VIMS research activities, it appears that the unique needs of the
seafood industry may require special attention.
advice of
process.
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However, the problem could also be addressed in a way that
would increase coordination of all marine research activities and
provi de cons i stent assessment of the industry I s research needs. Currently both VPI&SU and the Sea Grant Consortium have advisory committees to assist in identifying industry problems. However, creation of
separate advisory bodies for the same purpose fragments industry input
and can result in inconsistent direction and fragmented efforts among
the various research agencies. As discussed in Chapter V, the General
Assembly may wish to create one advisory committee representative of
all major segments of the industry to advise and comment on the
research activities of Sea Grant, VPI&SU, and VIMS.
SEAFOOD PLANT INSPECTIONS
The State inspects shell fi sh and fi nfi sh process i ng fad 1ities for compliance with sanitary and processing standards. These
inspections are important to protect the public health and the economic
Vitality of the industry. An outbreak of disease related to contaminated products, even if traceable to a limited source, can, according
to State and federal regulators, lead to a decrease in seafood consumption nationwide and to major economic losses.
Responsibility for inspecting facility conditions and analyzing seafood products for contamination is divided between two agencies.
The Bureau of Shellfish Sanitation within the State Department of
Health (SOH) is responsible for monitoring shellfish and crabmeat
plants, while the Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services
(DACS) carries out siml1iar functions for finfish plants and further
processed shellfish (e.g., deviled crabs) operations. Sound inspection
procedures and adequate follow-up and enforcement mechanisms are necessary to ensure compliance with standards. SOH and DACS appear to visit
plants regularly to monitor correction of cited violations. Nevertheless, there are administrative deficiencies in both programs and some
over1ap and dup1i cati on between the two agenci es. Since di fferent
contaminants are being introduced into the State I s waters and new
seafood processing procedures are being developed periodically, it is
important that Virginia continue to ensure the adequacy of its seafood
regulatory function.
Shellfish and Crabmeat Plant Inspections
The State Health Department's Bureau of Shellfish Sanitation
toring shellfish and crabmeat processing
operates a program for
plants. The program, for the most part, is adequate to effectively
monitor the sanitary and operating conditions in
facil; es.
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llfish faciling out-of-state,
es monthly, exceed
requirements of the National Shell sh San tation Program. The agency
a 1so has wri tten standards which address specifi c sanitary needs for
each type of operation, and plant evaluation forms designed to ensure
that sanitarians observe all standards during inspections.
nrl1(lY'rlm,

S

These efforts are commendable. JLARC found, however, that
improvement of some administrative and management practices could
strengthen the program. Current certification procedures allow facilities to receive certificates of operation prior to the correction of
physical plant and equipment deficiencies. In some cases these procedures result in the continued violation of SOH standards throughout the
operating year. In addition, the State1s shellfish sanitation program
has few formalized policies and procedures to ensure uniform administration and enforcement by field personnel. Despite recent actions
begun by SOH in September 1982 to address these problems, addi tiona 1
improvements are needed.
Bureau of Operations.
The Bureau employed 36 staff in FY
1982, with operations financed through a general fund appropriation of
$717,700. During fiscal year 1981-82, the Bureau issued 324 shellfish
and 61 crabmeat certifi cates of ope rat ion. A total of 2,768 and 928
monthly inspections were conducted, respectively.

Survei 11 ance of sanitary and operating conditions of these
plants consumes approximately one-third of the Bureau l s manpower and
resources. Other activities conducted by Bureau staff include:
• sani tary shore 1i ne surveys to determi ne potential and actual
pollution sources of shellfish growing waters;
• bacteriological
growi ng waters;
• eva 1uat i on
areas; and

and

hydrographic

sampling

of

shellfish

and condemnation of po 11 uted she 11 fi sh growi ng

• assistance to VMRC, VIMS, and the State Water Control Board
on items of joint responsibility with respect to shellfish
growi ng waters.
SDH employs 28 fi d personnel to conduct these activities.
Si x of thi rteen sanitari ans have major respons i bil i ty for conducting
shellfish plant inspections.
Approximately 35 to 40 plants are
assigned to each of the six sanitarians, and workloads are rotated
every two to three years. The remaining sanitarians assist in inspections but have primary responsibili es in either shoreline surveying
or water samp 1 i
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sanitary and operating standards for Virginiais shell sh
are those developed by the National Shellfish Sanitation
These
were developed through a cooperative effort
onal, State, and industry officials throughout the shelln~'~rliiri
areas in the U.S. In keeping with the provisions of the
"' ....",.,.'::>m,
a has adopted these standards for its own shell fi sh
sanitation program. Crabmeat plant sanitation does not fall under the
requi rements of NSSP. Therefore, sanitary requi rements specifi cally
des i gned for crabmeat plants were adopted by SOH ,i n 1965. Sample
requirements representative of these standards are provided in Exhibit
plants

B.

While conducting monthly inspections, SOH sanitarians are
provided with a rated checklist to evaluate facility conditions. The
evaluation checklist is a summary of all required sanitary and operating standards. Values are assigned to each standard and are subtracted
from a base of 100 when found in violation. Facilities are required to
meet a minimum value of 80. This evaluation method ensures that SOH
standards are fully reviewed and provides a minimum requirement to
evaluate overall facility conditions. Furthermore, the standards on
which these evaluations are based are designed to address the specific
sanitary needs of shellfish and crabmeat operations. In addition, the
National Shellfish Sanitation Program considers a plant to have met
basic standards when the same sanitation item is not violated
repeatedly.
Deficiencies in Certification Procedures. Under SOH's certification program for shellfish and crabmeat plants, all facilities are
required to be certified annually prior to beginning seasonal operation. Prior to certification, SOH sanitarians review the condition of
processing equipment and the physical plant. If the plant is in compliance, SOH then issues a certificate of operation to the facility.
In some cases, however, SOH has allowed facilities to be certified and
operate with sanitary or construction deficiencies over extended
peri ods of time.

To assist facilities in complying with certification standards, SOH sani tari ans conduct pre-certi fi cat ion inspections several
weeks prior to issuance or renewal of certification. According to SOH
officials, if minor deficiencies are found during the formal certification inspection, the sanitarian will typically indicate on the certification evaluation form that an agreement was reached with the facility
operator to correct the deficiencies. Central office officials review
these cert ifi cat i on reports and generally grant cert ifi cat i on to a
facili
i
ficiencies as long as an agreement has been made wi
to correct deficiencies
thin a reasonable
me
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EXAMPLES OF SOH STANDARDS
FOR THE SHUCKING AND PACKING OF SHELLFISH
Cooling and Refigeration
- shucked shellfish cooled to an internal temperature of 45°
within two hours
- stored at 40° or less
- frozen at 0° or less
- ice not contaminated by handling or storage
Health and Cleanliness of Employees
• infected persons excluded from plant
- clean aprons or coats worn by employee$ and stored properly
- finger cots, gloves, or Shield$ sanitized at least twice
daily
- no evidence of spitting, tobacco, Or food and drink in
shucking or packing areas
- proper handWashing by employee$
Construction of Shucking Benches and Eguipment
- constructed of smooth, corrosion-resistent material, free from
cracks and self draining
- shucking blocks of one piece construction, easily cleanable, and
non-toxic
- stands and stools easily cleanable and painted
- tanks, tubs, and storage containers top rim at least tWQ feet
above the floor
Shucking Shellfish
-

separate rooms for shucking and packing
approved refrigeration
shellstock free of mud
only shuck live shellfish from approved sources
containers rinsed after each use
shells removed promptly from shUCking room
EXAMPLES OF SOH STANDARDS
FOR CRABMEAT PROCESSING

Plant Arrangements
- separate rooms or arrangements for picking, packing, cooking,
cooling, and backing or bobbing of crabs
- adequate protection from flies, insects, rodents, and dust
- protected storage rooms for packing containers
- partitioned area for costumers away from packing room
Equipment Construction
- equipment constructed of approved material with smooth surfaces
and joints, and easily cleanable
- lap boards, knives, claw breakers, and crab and ice shovels
constructed of one piece corrosion--resistant metal, easily
cleanable, and maintained in good repair
Cleanliness
- premises clean, free from litter and rubbish, and only used
for crabmeat processing
- no animals, fowl, or unauthorized persons on the premises
- plant and equipment properly cleaned within two hours after
each day's operation
- utensils and equipment sanitized after cleaning within
three hours after each day's operation
- approved bactericidal treatment and storage of utensils and
equipment
Packing Crabmeat
- picked crabmeat packed and cooled to 40° within four hours
- food contact surfaces adequately sanitized prior to day's
operation and every two hours thereafter
- no repacking of picked or processed crabmeat from another plant
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JlARC found
tari an
the facility operator do not
ensure
y correction of facility deficiencies. The following examples
a review of
randomlyselected plant inspection records illustrate how some facilities have
continued in violation of standards found
ng certification
inspections.

Facility A
A certification inspection of an oyster shucking plant in Westmoreland County during August 1981
found that the facility was in violation of a
standard requiring shucking equipment to be constructed of smooth and impervious material in order
to guard against contamination. SDH's precertification inspection the previous month had cited the
same violation. Despite the continued existence of
the violation, the facility was certified for a
period extending to May 1982.
During the certification period, the facility
was cited twice for the same violation and received
a warning letter from the White stone area office.
The monthly inspection form for the February 1982
inspection indicated that the sanitarian threatened
to close the plant down unless the violation was
corrected.
Although the problem persisted,
seasonal
certification was again awarded to the facility in
May 1982. At that time, the same violation for
inadequate shucking equipment was cited.
All
monthly inspections since then have noted the same
violation.
During the August 1982 certification
inspection, this condition, which was first cited
during the certification inspection twelve months
previously, was finally corrected.

* * *
Facility B
At the time an oyster shucking plant in
Middlesex County was certified in August 1980, it
was found to have inadequate vermin controls in the
packing container storage area. Indications in the
plant's inspection file show that the facility
owner agreed to correct the deficiencies in a
timely manner.
six consecutive months fol1o~l1in:a
the facil
continued to be found
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in violation of the same standard. A letter of
warning was issued by SDH in February 1981 after
citing the facility for rodent droppings in the
storage area.
The facility was certified twice following the
August 1980 certification, during JLARC's review
period.
Each certification inspection found the
same violation. In six of the twelve months during
these certification periods the facility was cited
for inadequate rodent controls.

It appears that the agreements with owners are not sufficient
to ensure timely correction of violations. SOH should take steps to
formalize agreements with owners if certification is awarded when
substandard conditions exist. A required time frame should be establi shed for correcting the defi ci enci es. If requi rements are not met
within the stated period, SOH should take action to either temporarily
decertify the plant or issue a cease and desist order to stop operations until deficiencies are corrected. The department should also
standardize procedures for issuing a provisional or temporary certificate to facilities in violation of standards at the time of
cert'ifi cat ion.
Inconsistency in Program Administration.
Although SOH
inspect i on procedures appear to be reasonab 1e and thorough, several
practices have created the potential for inconsistent implementation of
program requirements within and between regions. The lack of an
inspection manual for field personnel and few formalized written
policies have given area offices wide discretion in implementing SOH
administrative requirements. In addition, central office officials do
not regularly monitor field activities.

Central office officials, in some cases, have appeared reluctant to formalize new policies, claiming that field personnel should
have discretion to handle individual cases as they deem appropriate.
Although some flexibility is needed, the lack of formalized practices
can result in inconsistent application of standards and enforcement
practices.
Although other Bureau functions, such as the shoreline survey
program, have manuals specifyi ng program procedures and enforcement
requirements, an approved manual for the plant inspection program does
not exist. SOH officials indicate a draft of an inspection manual for
the shellfish and crabmeat plant inspection program was developed
several years ago, outlining departmental policies and procedures.
However, the document never underwent organizational review and therefore has not been implemented. New pol i ci es and procedures are cury communicated informally through such methods as meetings with
area supervisors and interoffice memos.
Without policy manuals, area supervisors and sanitarians must
prescribed practices. In addition, the Bureau is without

thou~

years
de 1i nes that
es found repeating
same
two consecutive months or for any
processing season (September through August).
to assist in the trac ng of facilseason.
ce
d
forma 1i ze these procedures,
to exercise their own discretion in determining
deficiencies were sufficient to warrant a written
warning. The following examples taken from JLARCls review of a sample
of
shellfish and crabmeat plant inspection records show instances
where repeat violations of SOH standards were not dealt with
consistently.
A SDa standard, considered by state and
national health officials to be one of the most
important, requires that shellfish products be
cooled to a temperature of 45 degrees farenheit
within two hours after shucking.
During the
1981-82 processing season, two oyster plants which
were repeatedly cited for violating the timetemperature standard by the White Stone office were
handled differently.
In the case of a Westmoreland County facility,
warning letter was sent by the area office
requesting correction after the violation was found
for the third time during the year. The deficiencies were apparently corrected, since no indication
of v.iolation was cited for the remainder of the
season.
a

***
In a similar situation concerning a facility
in Lancaster County, there is no evidence of a
letter of warning being sent, even though the same
violation occurred four out of the first seven
months of the season. Apparently the deficiency
was corrected, however, since no violations of this
nature were cited for the remainder of the season.
In this case, field sanitarians apparently chose to
informally counsel the facility owner rather than
issue a warning letter.
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Department of Agri culture and Consumer Servi ces (DACS)
monitors the sanitary conditions of food processing facilities to
assure that products manufactured for human consumption are wholesome,
of adulteration, and properly labeled. Finfish processing facilies are one type of facility inspected.
In contrast to the State Health Department I s program for
sh sanitation, the DACS program for finfish facilities has
programmatic deficiencies. The agency does not require notifion of
ant operations; no specific standards exist for finfish
plants' an
facility evaluation form is used; and intermediate
ons such as suspension of certification or an administrative
are not available.
Operations.
During fiscal year 1981-82, DACS was
for monitoring the sanitary conditions of 156 facilities
handle finfish and reprocessed shellfish.
These facilities
rprlr~<:prlT approximately three percent of the total 5,509 establishments
required to inspect annually. Other types of establishments
by DACS include retail and wholesale grocery and meat
, flavor/spice and condiment processors, nut and vegetable
nl",,,,r~'<:sors, commerci a1 and community canneri es, wheat and cornmi 11 s,
ce p1
, and vari ous other food processors.
DACS

rp'~n(ln<:ible

employs 16 field inspectors in its Food Inspection
work out of their homes and are responsible for all food
facilities within their geographic districts (Figure 16).
one
nfi
processing facility is located in each district,
concentration located in districts bordering the tidal
Chesapeake Bay, its tributaries, and the Atlantic Ocean.
Requirements.
Vi rgi ni a Food Laws as admi ni snot require registration or certification of finfish
nn'~~='+ions,
though the cold storage warehouse portion of a
ly. Most processors have small facilities
i d, so
not have cold storage warenew
ili es are
i
to inform

Figure 16

DACS INSPECTION DISTRICTS

Source: Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services.

DACS when they begin operations, and unidentified facilities can
operate without being inspected to ensure sanitary conditions.
Mandatory notification requirements could be achieved through
either a registration or certification program administered by DACS on
an annual bas is. Annua1 regi strat i on of new and conti nui ng fi nfi sh
processing operations would require processors to inform DACS of the
intent to conduct business. A registration program, however, would not
require facilities to be in compliance with Virginia Food laws prior to
beginning operation. New facilities would simply register when beginning operations. This would reduce the time such facilities could
operate without DACS knowledge and assist in maintaining up-to-date
listings of processors throughout the State. Registration information
on the seasonal operat i on of processors woul d also ass i st DACS in
adjusting workloads of inspectors. Currently, DACS maintains no such
i nformation, resulting in some unnecessary inspection vi sits to nonoperating facilities.
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ish processi
facilities
~1I.~r1-'ons.
First, it would requ re that new
serve
ili es
DACS before starting operation. This would
ensure
new establishments are in compliance with Virginia Food
Laws
or
receiving a license to conduct business. Second, certifi
on would provide GACS with some alternatives to current enforcement sanctions, such as decertification, to deal with facilities found
ng in unsanitary conditions.
ope
To ensure protection of the public health, the General
As
ly may
sh to amend current statutes to requi re not ifi cat i on of
pending annual operation of finfish processing facilities. Notificaon could be accomplished through either a registration or certificat i on program.
Inspection Standards and Procedures. Although general sanitation requirements exist for food processing facilities, no specific
sanitary standards exist for finfish processing facilities, and inspect ions are not conducted with uniform frequency. Once ina faci 1i ty ,
DACS inspectors use an open-ended evaluation form which does not
provide guidelines for a systematic and comprehensive review of the
plant's operating and sanitary conditions.

GACS relies primarily on on-the-job training to provide new
inspectors with the knowledge and guidelines to perform sanitary
inspections of fi nfi sh process i ng facil it i es. A manual is also provided which outlines the mechanics of conducting inspections such as
sampling procedures, workload planning, and preparing for court.
However, no specifi c written sani tary standards exi st on
which inspectors can evaluate finfish facility conditions. Rather, the
broad requirements -of Virginia Food Laws serve as an official guide
(Exhibit C). In addition, the State Board of Agriculture and Consumer
Services has adopted certain parts of the federal regulations pertaining to all plants where food for human consumption is processed or
handled. Although similar to the approach in many other states,
federal experts indicate that some states have adopted specific written
sanitary standards for finfish plants as appropriate.
GACS should consider developing, as appropriate, written
sani tary standards for fi nfi sh process i ng faci 1it i es to serve as a
gui de for inspectors in eva 1uat i ng facil i ty conditions and to ensure
that the Virginia Food Laws and general facility requirements are
interpreted ina uniform and cons i stent manner. If developed, these
standards should include provisions on plant facilities, equipment,
is ion, and requi red processing controls. SOH stanpersonne 1,
dards for s
sh and crabmeat processing establishments could be
used as a
to better ensure that agency
ili 's condi ons. Preto document faci 1 i ty
onab 1e condi124

bit C- - - - - - - - - - - SUMMARY
Physical Plant
• Every building, room, basement, or cellar shall be properly
lighted, drained, plumbed, and ventilated
• Floors, sidewalls, ceilings, furniture, receptacles,
implements and machinery shall at all times be kept in a
clean, healthful, and sanitary condition
-Every building, room, basement, or cellar shall have an
impermeable floor which can be flushed and washed clean with
water
-Sleeping places for employees shall be separate from rooms
where food is manufactured or stored
-A convenient washroom and toilet of sanitary construction
shall be provided and separate from rooms where food is
manufactured or stored
Sanitary Requirements
- Food must be securely protected from flies, dust, dirt and
all other foreign or injurious contamination
-Refuse, dirt, and waste products subject to decomposition and
fermentation must be removed from the premises daily
-All trucks, equipment and utensils must be thoroughly cleaned
dai ly
- Personnel clothing must be clean
-No domestic animals, except cats, are permitted in rooms
where food is manufactured or stored
-No employer shall permit any person to work with any
contagious of infectious disease, or skin disease
-Cuspidors shall be provided and no person shall expectorate
on the floors or sidewalls
-Smoking in workrooms is prohibited
Prohibited Acts
-Manufacture, sale, or delivery of food that is adulterated or
misbranded
- Adulterat i on or mi sbrandi ng food
- Receive food that is adulterated or
sbranded
- False advertisement
-Refuse entry or inspection by authorized agents of the
-Commissioner of OACS
-Food guarantee without signiture, name, address of the seller
"Forging,
i ng, simulati ,or falsely representing
food i
cation
Source:
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ides space for the date of inspection, owner's
facility dentification. The remainder of the sheet is blank
can enter written comments on conditions found in the
This type of form allows for documenting objectionable
ons but does not ensure that the facility is systematically and
rnnnnrAh,pncively reviewed.
1976 plant sanitation report conducted by the Loui s i ana
iversity Cooperative Extensive Service for the National Oceanic
AtlTIos;pheric Administration concludes that a checklist type observaon 5
"i s useful as a bas is for a good sani tat i on program and is
o'f"f'ar-+i ve because it requi res the ana lys is of certai n situati ons or
ions." Currently, the State Health Department uses the checklist
format for their inspection sheet. In addition, DACS has chosen to
employ a checklist when agency personnel inspect facilities as part of
a contract with the Federal Food and Drug Administration.

The benefi t to DACS of a checkl i st format woul d be threeld. First, if properly developed, it would help to ensure that
ish facilities are comprehensively and systematically reviewed and
that products are safe to market. Second, it would allow DACS to
devel
statistics and information to evaluate conditions of facilities
and
i de other i ndi cators of performance based on a standardi zed
Third, it could be used as an orientation tool for new agency
indicating areas to emphasize during sanitary inspections.
DACS should develop a comprehensive checkl ist of conditions
conducting finfish plant inspections. The checklist should be
on standards to be developed for these facilities. If desired,
extra space could still be included for further explanation of observed
conditions.
Over the past two years, DACS has
increased its effort and frequency of inspections.
ng
1980, 82 inspections were conducted on 145 finfish processing
i it i es. By FY 1982, the number of inspect ions had increased by
almost 300 percent, while the number of facilities had increased by
eight percent. JLARC's analysis of DACS ' plant inspection records
revea 1s, however, that the agency's admi ni strati ve goal of conducting
sani
inspections every six months is inconsistently applied.
Infrequent Inspections.

cantly

A randomly-selected sample of 47 finfish plant inspection
were revi ewed by JLARC staff for the peri od January 1979
July 1982. Analysis of the two most recent inspections for
ility found that almost 75 percent of the sampled facilities
inspected within DACS' six month goal (Table 18).
On the average, over eight months elapsed between inspections
ility. Nine facilities received inspections greater than
and seven of these ranged from 13 to 18 months between
other two facilities had received only one inspection
review period and, as of July 1982, had not been
and 21 months, respectively.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - Tabl e 18 - - - - - - - - - - - - - TIME ELAPSED BETWEEN THE LAST TWO
SANITARY INSPECTIONS CONDUCTED ON SAMPLED FACILITIES
Months

Number of
of Facilities*

0-3
4-6

2
7

7-9
10-12
12+

13
4
9

5.7%
20.0
37.1
11.4
25.8

35

100.0%

Total

Percent
of Faciliti

*excludes new facilities
Source:

JLARC review of DACS inspection records.

DACS should continue to improve the frequency of inspection
of each seafood processing facility under its jurisdiction in order to
ensure that the public health is protected by frequent observations of
plant operations and conditions. At a minimum t the agency's six-month
goal should be adhered to.
Ineffective Enforcement sanctions. DACS has few intermediate
enforcement sanctions with which to handle flagrant and repeat violators of Virginia Food Laws. Because existing sanctions either require
a court proceedi ng or are severe in nature DACS inspectors i ndi cate
that they are rarely used. Rather t the inspectors frequently attempt
to obtain compliance by counseling the facility owner. In addition no
agency guidelines exist as to when supervisors should initiate enforcement actions designed to bring facilities into compliance with the law.
t

t

To stop finfish processors who flagrantly or repeatedly
violate Virginia Food Laws for example DACS must obtain a conviction
in a court of law t which may require the compilation of extensive and
detailed biological evidence. DACS officials indicate that the burden
of proof through biological testing is difficult and time-consuming and
that test results may not correl ate with the unsanitary conditions
observed in the facility. At times unsanitary equipment may not contaminate products to the extent that would violate testing standards;
however t if allowed to continue t conditions could worsen t resulting in
contaminated food products.
t

t

Rather than taking court action DACS has developed administrat i ve procedures to bri ng facil it i es into voluntary comp 1 i ance with
Vi rgi ni a Food Laws. These procedures are in accordance with Section
3.1-406, Code of Virginia t which states that if filthy or unsanitary
t
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ciencies.
are listed

low:

1)

If a
ility is found to be unsanitary, all violations
are
scussed
th the owner and a follow-up inspection
is schedul ed for 30, 60, or 90 days dependi ng on the
co"",,,.·,ty of violations.

2)

viol
ons after the follow-up inspection
result in a letter to the owner of the facility listing
violations cited and stating that the facility is operating illegally. A follow-up inspection~is again scheduled for either 3D, 60, or 90 days.

3)

Further continuation of violations after the follow-up
inspection results in an informal field hearing with
DACS officials to discuss violations with the owner and
develop guidelines for correction of the deficiencies.
If violations persist, an administrative hearing is
ca11 ed to determi ne whether evi dence in the case is
s
ci
to take it to court if the owner wi 11 not
to correct violations.

Under these procedures, a facility in violation could continue to
over 180 days pendi ng the fi na 1 outcome, although DACS offic als indicate that the sequence of procedures may be changed if condions are severe enough to warrant it.
DACS has used field hearings (Step 3) and administrative
hearings (Step 4) only a few times for finfish processors. Over the
past ten years, one case has ended with a fi e 1d heari ng whil e three
have resulted in an administrative hearing. Most of these
ons were related to products contaminated by industrial pollutants.
At any time during the administrative process or otherwise,
has two powerful enforcement sanctions which can effectively stop
lterated finfish from entering the marketplace. DACS has the statutory authority to seek a permanent or temporary i nj unct ion requi ri ng
ility cease operations, and the authority to seize adulterfood products. Seizure powers have been used on several occasions
are essential to prevent suspected adulterated products from enteri
the
lace. Injunctions are used rarely and only after a
conviction
rendered by the courts.
of seizure has been used to effectively
consumers OACS has no interim
on
plant conditions.
ve
ly effective

in ensuring that unsanitary conditions are corrected and that facilities remain free of violations over extended periods of time. The
following examples illustrate how facilities can operate in violation
of Virginia Food Laws despite attempts by the agency to bring the
facility into compliance on a voluntary basis.
Facility A
Sanitary inspection of a retail seafood market
in Hanover County on July 3, 1979, revealed ten
objectionable sanitary conditions, including evidence of rodent activity and unsanitary equipment.
Upon review of facility conditions, DACS determined
the market was in violation of Virginia Food Laws
and was scheduled for reinspection in 90 days. The
follow-up inspection noted much improved conditions.
Only two objectionable conditions
inadequate protection against insect entry and
improper disposal of garbage -- were found.
The next regularly scheduled inspection on
February 1, 1980, found the facility to be in
violation again due to unsanitary conditions
similar to those found the previous summer. The
follow-up inspection again cited much improved
conditions.
This pattern of the violations continued for
over 18 months until the facility went out of
business in January 1981.

* * *
Facility B
Repeated objectionable conditions were cited
in a wholesale/retail seafood outlet in Hampton for
over two years without any action taken. During
this period, the facility was cited for no less
than five objectionable conditions during any
inspection -- ranging from the observation of 250
mouse droppings to an employee smoking while cutting fish.
Despite continued dialogue with the owner, as
provided in DACS administrative procedures, the
owner continually failed to repair a 1~ foot hole
in the ceiling in the processing room and to shield
fluorescent lights above processing tables. As of
August 1982, these conditions continued to exist.

Without effective interim sanctions to deal with flagrant and
repeated violations of Virginia Food Laws, OACS must rely on voluntary
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liance
ensure
san;
tained. Voluntary compliance has, however,
to continue operating under
tary condi ons.
A DACS inspector told JLARC staff that it is extremely frustrating not to be able to get repeated violations corrected. In a
plant visited by JLARC, numerous violations were observed, which the
inspector sai d he had di scussed with the plant manager on numerous
occasions. During an employee lunch break, fish ready for processing
were left at room temperature for over an hour. In addition, there was
evidence of decomposition. There were no screens in the windows, soda
cans were on the floor, and an uncovered drain and 1arge crack in the
floor allowed debris to run out of the facility into the open water.
In addition, conveyor belts were rusted and there were wood chips in
the ice used to pack fish. Incontrast,sol1le facilities visited by
JLARC were clean and well maintained. Fish were appropriately handled,
and products for sale were attractively displayed.
DACS should develop and propose to the General Assembly
intermediate enforcement sanctions to ensure continued compliance with
Vi rgi ni a Food Laws and to. reduce the potential harm to the pub1i c.
Introduction of a facility certification program, for example, could
provide the agency with intermediate administrative sanctions for
dealing with repeat violations through certificate revocation, suspension, or probation. Another possible sanction is an administrative
cease and desist order similar to that of SDH.
Lack of Guidelines for Taking Official Action. No guidelines
exi st at DACS to determi ne under what condi t ions II offi ci a1 act i on ll
(sanctions provided for in DACS administrative procedures or in law) is
to be taken. Rather, it is left to the discretion of the regional
supervisor to determine what conditions are significant enough to
warrant such actions. This situation has resulted in facilities operating with a wide range of conditions.

Several examples selected from JLARC's record
that the numbe.r of vi 01 at ions or the type of condi t ions
facility do not appear to be a factor in the supervisor's
classify facilities for official action. Facilities with
fering conditions are often treated in similiar fashion.

review show
found ina
decision to
widely dif-

In the following examples, neither facility had a history of
repeat or flagrant violations. Though similar conditions were found,
the two facilities were classified differently.
Official Action Indicated
A seafood market in Arlington was cited for
the following objectionable conditions on Mag 29,
1981:
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1.

25 1
roaches found
crevices under and
a
table and on the walls adjacent to

2.

An accumulation of old fish bodg scales on
the floor under the processing table.

***
No Action Indicated
An inspection of seafood market in Petersburg
on Julg 30, 1980, revealed the following objectionable conditions:
1.

20 live flies in the air and on fish being
processed.

2.

An accumulation of old fish bodg scales in
fish displag case and on equipment.

When questioned, DACS central office officials indicated that evidence
or actual observation of roaches and flies, especially near processing
areas, are key indicators of unsanitary conditions, and that official
action should also have been taken in the Petersburg facility.
It appears that the absence of guidelines for facility classification has resulted in the the inconsistent use of official actions
and unequal treatment of facilities. DACS should develop guidelines
for use by regional supervisors in classifying facilities for official
action in order to ensure that Virginia Food Laws are equally and
fairly enforced statewide.
JLARC's review of the DACS food inspection function only
addressed the activities as they relate to finfish processors. However, some findings may be applicable to procedures used for other food
processing facilities, since all establishments under DACS jurisdiction
are subject to the requirements outlined in the Virginia Food Laws
(Sections 3.1-361 et. seq.).
Coordination of Processing Plant Inspections
The sharing of inspection responsibilities between the State
Health Department and the Department of Agriculture and Consumer
Services has led to duplication and overlap. This duplication is a
result of both agencies inspecting some of the same processing facilities and a lack of clarity in the Code.
Areas of Duplication. Inspectors from both SOH and DACS are
responsible for conducting inspections of 31 wholesale processing
plants and approximately 100 seafood retail markets which handle both
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e processi
plants may have both types
same
i 1di ng or in separate structures. One
nalnOl;on, for example, processes clams, oysters, and several
nfi sh. Cl am and oyster processi ng are conducted ina
from the area where fi nfi sh are processed, but both
operations are located in the same plant. When SOH sanitarians conduct
their inspection, they observe and evaluate only the conditions present
in the room where cl ams and oysters are processed. Simi 1i arly, OACS
inspects only that portion of the facility which is involved in processing fi
sh. Officials of each department indicate that their inspectors would notify the other agency of problems observed while working
in
facil ity.
In seafood retail markets, SDH and DACS monitor the same
products for separate purposes.
DACS is currenty responsible for
conducting sanitary inspections of these markets and sampling products,
regardless of whether they are shellfish or finfish, for analysis of
potential contamination. As part of its monitoring of illegal operations, SDH personnel periodically check shellfish in seafood retail
markets to ensure that the products were purchased from a dealer certifi ed by the agency rather than from either contami nated waters or a
bootleg operation.
Under current arrangements, a single stock of
shellfish could be inspected once by DACS to check for contamination,
and a second time by SDH to ensure the product is from a cert i fi ed
source. In addition, seafood retail markets in some localities, including Norfolk and Virginia Beach, are also periodically inspected by
local health officials in compliance with local ordinances.
Code Authority. Statutory language regarding agency responsibility for inspecting seafood processing facilities is unclear.
Processing plant inspections for both shellfish and finfish currently
appear to be under the jurisdiction of the State Health Department.
Section 28.1-175, Code of Virginia, states:

For the purpose of protecting the fish and shellfish industries of the State, as well as the public
hea1th of the country, and preventing the sale of
fish and shellfish which are deemed unfit for
market, the State Health Commissioner is hereby
directed in his discretion or at the request of the
Governor or the Commission or Commissioner of
Fisheries (VMRC) to make an examination or analysis
of fish and shellfish, whether on planting grounds,
in packing houses or any other place or places in
this State from which fish and shellfish are to be
taken or sold for food purposes. In making such an
examination the Health Commissioner shall examine
the packinghouses and plants wherein fish and
shellfish are handled and the sanitary conditions
the packinghouse and plant. [Emphasis

.]
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Sect ion 3.
Agriculture the
lishment in which
(
animals) are manufactured,
into commerce. II
These sections appear to
authori ty to conduct i
ons of
the clear and specific responsibility for
inspections while DACS has broad authori
decades, however, OACS has been
ng
finfish processing facilities.

agencies have
es. SOH is gi ven
shellfish plant
the past several
i
ons of

No formal agreements are known to exi
outlining the present
division of responsibility between the two agencies. Furthermore, the
laws remain unclear as to which agency has statutory responsibility for
conducting sanitary inspections of seafood processing plants.
The General Assembly may wish to clarify the statutory
authority for conducting seafood plant inspections. Centralization of
this function into one of the agencies is an option the Assembly may
wish to consider. Alternative organizations include:
1.

Centralizing seafood plant regulation in SDH -- Benefits

to this approach are that SOH sanitarians currently
assigned to shellfish plant sanitation have expertise in
plant inspections, have a smaller number of facilities
assigned to them than DACS inspectors, are responsible
for several plants which close during the summer months;
and have laboratory testing facili es in the area
offices. SHD also currently conducts other shellfish
related functions.
A problem with this arrangement is how to inspect the
approximately 30 finfish facilities located outside the
area where SOH shellfish sanitarians are assigned. One
possibility would be to require inspections of these
facilities by local health departments or by shellfish
sanitarians located in Richmond.
2.

This
approach would serve to canso 1i date another aspect of
food regulation in DACS. Since the agency already has a
statewi de network of food inspectors, the 1ocat i on of
shellfish and crabmeat plants would not be a problem.
However, OACS inspectors
y have a 1arge number
of facilities for whi
they are responsible, and the
added burden
monthly s 11 sh plant inspections
could be si ificant
to
ire
itional staff.
The
on
woul d a so
to meet

Centralizing seafood plant regulation in DACS

f 5

P
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Several improvements are needed in the State I s activities
to seafood promotion, research and advi sory servi ces, and
nspections. Specific improvements include the need for improved
veness in seafood promotion, increased industry input into the
research planning process, and better administration of inspection
programs.
In addition, agency coordination is needed to eliminate
sti
and potential overlap in the areas of promotion and
ons.

re 1
plant

Recommendations
Recommendation (20). The Marine Products Commission should
update its mailing lists by periodically cross-checking them against
heal
department and FDA lists to ensure that all seafood processing
rms are afforded the opportunity to take advantage of Commi ssi on
services.
Recommendation (21). The Marine Products Commission should
aggressively pursue new markets and marketing strategies. At the same
time, the Commission should develop promotions which benefit smaller
rms with primarily local markets and which highlight the shellfish
products traditionally associated with Virginia.
In addition, new
programs should be developed and evaluated regularly in cooperation
th the industry.
Recommendation (22). The Marine Products Commission should
work with representatives of VPI&SU, VIMS, and DACS to establish more
formal coordination and planning of the State l s seafood promotional
activities.
Recommendation (23). VIMS should establish a formal mechanism for soliciting industry and marine agencies advice as part of its
research planning process. This could be achieved through the reestablishment of the VIMS advisory committee for this specific purpose or by
broadeni ng the mi ss i on of the IIMari ne Sci ence Development Counci 111 •
Recommendation (24). The General Assembly may wish to create
one advi sory committee representative of all major segments of the
industry to advise and comment on the research activities of Sea Grant,
VPI&SU, and VIMS.
Recommendation (25).
The Bureau of Shellfish Sanitation
s
1d take steps to formal i ze agreements with owners incases where
cert; cation is awarded when substandard conditions exist. A required
me frame should be established for correcting the deficiencies. If
irements are not met within the stated period, SDH should take
on to either temporarily decertify the plant or issue a cease and
ist order to stop operations until deficiencies are corrected. In
on,
department shaul d standardi ze procedures for i ssui ng a
5i
or temporary cert ifi cate to faci 1it i es in vi 0 1at i on of
at the
me of certi cation.

Recommendation (26).
The Bureau of Shellfish Sanitation
should take steps to ensure that departmental policies are uniformly
applied across area offices. Formalizing policies such as those dealing with repeat violations and the development of a written manual for
plant inspection procedures would result in more uniform program
administration.
Recommendation (27).
To ensure protection of the public
health, the General Assembly may wish to amend current statutes to
require notification of the pending annual operation of finfish processing facilities. This could be accomplished through either a registration or certification program.
Recommendation (28). DACS should develop, where applicable,
more specific written sanitary standards and a checklist for inspecting
fi nfi sh process i ng facil it i es to serve as a gui de for inspectors in
evaluating facility conditions and to ensure that the Virginia Food
Laws are interpreted in a uniform and consistent manner.
Recommendation (29). DACS should develop guidelines for use
by regional supervisors in classifying facilities for official action
in order to ensure that Virginia Food Laws are equally and fairly
enforced statewi de, and shoul d inspect facil it i es in accordance with
the agency1s six-month goal.
Recommendation (30).
The General Assembly may wish to
clarify the statutory authority for conducting seafood plant inspections. Centralization of this function into one of the agencies is an
option the Assembly may wish to consider.
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v.

POLICY AND MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK

House Joint Resolution 59 required JLARC to review and recommend policy options regarding the economic potential and management of
Virginia's fishing and seafood industries. Chapter II of this report
suggests options to enhance the economic potential of several important
Virginia fisheries. Some of these options will require significant
improvement and expans ion inState management respons i bil it i es. Improvements in current State agency activities relating to fisheries
management, enforcement, promotion, advisory services, and inspections
are recommended in Chapters III and IV.
Broader actions are also available for improving the context
and framework within which the State's fisheries-related activities are
carried out. Potential actions by the State include development of a
comprehensive State policy for the fisheries and changes to the State's
existing organizational framework for fisheries-related agencies.
Developing a Comprehensive State Fisheries Policy
The Commonwealth does not have an explicit policy towards the
comprehensive management of its marine resources. Rather, State policy
towards the fisheries is scattered throughout the Code and is stated in
terms such as "promote the general welfare of the seafood industry and
conserve and promote the seafood and mari ne resources of the State."
As a result, fi sheri es management efforts appear to be based upon an
implicit policy of balancing a variety of often divergent goals. These
goals include:
conserving the resource, enhancing the industry's
efficiency, and maintaining traditional lifestyles.
Conflicts frequently arise during discussions on management
issues whi ch place one goal at odds with others. The ba 1anci ng of
these goals often occurs during "crisis situations" and requires the
subjugation of some goals to others. Resolution of issues frequently
favors competing goals at different times and results in little consistency in the State' s management approach or in the cons i derat i on of
long-term goals. An explicit policy towards the use of Virginia's
marine and seafood resources would greatly strengthen the State's
management efforts in thi s area by provi di ng fi sheri es managers with
the long-term goals upon whi ch to base present and future fi sheri es
decisions.
National goals for fishery conservation and management as
defined in the federal Fishery Conservation and Management Act of 1976
i ncl ude:
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overfishing while achieving on
optimum yield from each fishery;

• measures
nui
• management
avail abl e;

based

upon

the

best

scientific

a

information

• management of an entire species as a unit;
• promotion of
resources;

efficiency in the utilization of fishery

• allowances for variations and contingencies in fisheries;
and
• avoidance of unnecessary duplication and cost.
Also, in its fisheries management primer, To Stem The Tide,
the Counci 1 of State Governments suggests the fo 11 OWl ng1anguage for
articulating state management objectives (emphasis added):
1.

2.

The conservation of the fi sheri es resources and thei r
habitat to ensure their continued existence.
The maintenance and enhancement of fisheries resources to
support a recreational use where a species is the object

of recreational fishing.
3.

The maintenance and enhancement of fi sheri es resources,
to support commercial use consistent with aesthetic,
educat i ona 1, sci ent ifi c, and recreat i ona 1 uses of such
fi sheri es resources and the uti 1i zat i on of unused
resources.

4.

The management, on a basis of scientific information, of
the fisheries resources under the State's jurisdiction,
and the participation in the management of other fisheries in which [State] fishermen are engaged, with the
objective of optimum utilization.

Virginia could adopt language similar to the national standards or that used by the Council of State Governments to form a specie fisheries policy for the Commonwealth.
A specific fisheries
licy, stated in the Code, would provide a guide to resource managers
n their decision-making and facilitate a management approach consistent with long-term State objectives.
Changes in the Management Framework
rel
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mu It i p 1i ci ty
es
on

agencies which carry out fisheriesbroad governmental framework

n

organizational
for coordination between
new

1

resource

mutually exclusive and others may exist. HowThese options are
ever, they do
s problems whi ch have been i dent i fi ed dud ng the
course of
review.
Option 1: Improve Management Deficiencies
Within The Current Organizational Framework.
As previously mentioned, several State agencies have responsibilities for
sheries-related programs. Recommendations to improve
many
are contained in Chapter III and IV of this
report. These nc
developing a
sheries management orientation
at the Virginia Marine Resources Commission; improving fisheries statistics upon whi
to
management decisions; strengthening State
seafood promotional
vities by encouraging the participation of more
industry members; i ncreas i ng industry input into the setting of the
research pri orit i es of VIMS; and provj di ng more un; formity in the
inspections of seafood processing facilities. Implementation of these
recommendations would substantially improve current fisheries programs.
Option 2: Strengthen Coordinative Mechanisms
Within the Current Organizational Framework.
agencies carry out activities relating to the
State1s seafood i
es, coordinative mechanisms are necessary to
ensure that agency activities do not duplicate or conflict with one
another. Mechanisms currently exist to carry out this role. However,
as i dent i fi ed in thi s report, the need for greater coordi nat ion is
evident in at least
areas, seafood promotion and inspections.
At least
coordinative
nating committee
resources
i

strengthening existing
es management coordisecretary for natural
LOlnmE;rc:e and Resources.
de variety

i
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Figure 17

EXISTING STATE FISHERIES MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES

Involved Agencies

Fisheries Management
Responsibilities

Involved Agencies

Management
Virginia Marine
Resources Commission
(VMRC)
Mq.rine Products
Commission
(MPC)
State Department
of Health
(SOH)

Promotions

Advisory Services

Research

Marine Education

Plant Inspections
Department of
Agriculture and
Consumer Services
(DACS)

Water Quality
Monitoring
Bi-State Coordination

State Water
Control Board
(SWCB)
JLARC staff illustration.
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Virginia Institute
of Marine Sciences
(VIMS)

Regional Fisheries
Management

Old Dominion
University
(ODU)

Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State
University
(VPI&.SU)

University of
Virginia
(UVA)

is a

In
to ensure consistency in
among the agencies) eliminate areas
, and assure that broad fi
es
management needs are
, a coordinating committee for
s
es
management could
committee could bring together representatives of
ies and selected industries. Although the
agencies
d mai
r respective commissions or
cies would
expected
comp
with and implement pri
upon by the fi sheri es management committee in order to
effectiveness of this approach.
This group could be used to assist the Secretary of Commerce
and Resources in coord; nat; ng agency acti vi ties re1at i ve to fi sheri es
management. The committee members would also be expected to communicate to their agencies an understanding of their roles in carrying out
broader State fisheries goals. Since fisheries matters are part of a
larger context of natural resources, the committee could be expanded to
include all agencies with responsibilities for managing Virginia's
natural resources.
Establishing an Assistant Secretary for Natural Resources.

The establishment of an Assistant Secretary for Natural Resources under
the Secretary of Commerce and Resources coul d also provi de greater
coordination of fisheries matters within the broader context of natural
resources. An assistant secretary caul d prov; de a natural resources
focus within the span of responsibility assigned to the Secretary of
Commerce and Resources.
Currently) the Secretary of Commerce and Resources is responsible for overseeing and coordinating a greater number of agencies and
boards than any other secretari at. Several past 1egi slati ve studi es
have proposed that this arrangement be remedied by splitting the responsibility into two secretarial areas: Commerce and Natural Resources.
While this could be done, a similar outcome could be achieved
within the current organizational structure by establishing an assistant secretary for natural resources. The precedent for such an action
occurred in 1978 with the designation of an Assistant Secretary of
Financial Policy under the Secretary of Administration and Finance.
The assistant secretary could be charged with overseeing all
agency activities with natural resources to ensure consistency in goals
and efficiencies in approach. The assistant secretary might also be
involved in the development of the proposed Fisheries Management Coordinating Committee.
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Si nce fi sheri es matters are di rect ly 1inked to broader conn the area of natural resources, the State could choose to
cerns wi
strengthen coordination of this area by combining all resource-related
agencies i
a single Department of Natural Resources. The creation
of a single agency in this area has been suggested in previous legislave studies and would be similar to the organizational structure used
in
Carolina and Maryland.
study by the VALC Committee on Environmental Management. The
1972 General Assembly directed the Virginia Advisory Legislative Council (VALC) to continue a comprehensive study of the State's environmental problems begun in 1971. The committee's charge included a study of
all aspects of governmental management of environmental problems,
identification and review of unregulated environmental problems, and
proposals for management changes, including agency reorganization.

The Committee's report identified several major problems
confronting Virginia's environmental agencies. These included:
• duplication of environmental functions;
e fragmentation of properly unified environmental functions
among several different agencies;
., increased i nvo 1vement of boards and commi ss ions in the
day-to-day management of agencies, largely due to the
insufficient delineation of responsibilities;
• neglect of certain critical regulatory functions because of
an absence of coordinating supervision; and
• increased steps and delays
in permit application
processing.
As a result, the committee recommended that Virginia's environmental agency management structure should be "substantially reorganized. 1I The committee felt that reorganization should fulfill several
objectives, including: ensuring accessibility, increasing coordination, unifying policy-making and management, resolving conflicts and
balancing competing environmental uses, improving permit processing,
and ensuring that environmental values are pursued and protected by all
State agencies.
Specifically, the Council proposed that all environmental
agenci es be under the juri sdi ct i on of the Secretary of Commerce and
Resources and centrally located within the Department of Conservation
and Economi c Development. The agency woul d be renamed the Department
of Conservation, Development and Natural Resources and reorganized into
nctive visions:
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1.

Quality (presently the State
Water
, the Air Po 11 ut i on Board, and the
Bureau of Solid Wastes and Vector Control);

2.

Division of Natural Resources (presently the Department
of Conservation and Economic Development);

3.

Division of Game and Inland Fisheries (presently the
Commission on Game and Inland Fisheries);

4.

Division of Marine Resources
Resources Commission).

(presently

the Marine

Figure 18 shows the proposed reorganization chart.
Figure 18

1973 PROPOSED REORGANIZATION FOR
STATE RESOURCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL AGENCIES

Governor

I
Secretary of
Commerce &
Resources

Environmental
Appeals Board

I
Department of
Conservation,
Development,
& Natural
Resources
(Headed by
Commissioner)

I
Board of
Environmental
Quality

.......

Division of
Environmental
Quality
(Includes Bureaus
of Air, Water,
& Solid Wastes)

I

I

Board of
Natural
'"
Resources

I

Division of
Natural
Resources

I
Board of
Game &
Inland
Fisheries

I
'"

Division of
Game &
Inland
Fisheries

(Includes Bureaus
of Forestry, Minerals,
Parks, Mined Land,

(Includes all
Game and

Reclamation, &

Programs)

State Travel Service}

Fisheries

I

I

Division of
Board of
,.,
Marine
Marine
Resources
Resources
(Includes all
Shellfish,
Dredge and Fill,
and Wetlands
Functions)

Source: Virginia Advisory Legislative Council.
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that consolidation was necessary in
The committee concl
on in Virginia which can evaluate proposed
order to Il create an i nst i
projects and programs in terms of their full-scale impact on the
environment. II
Under the committee IS proposal, mari ne resource management
would be divided between a policy-making citizen board and a department
di vi s ion respons i b1e for mari ne resources. AMari ne Resources Board
would be responsible for making regulations and formulating policy for
the proposed Division.
The Division of Marine Resources would continue to carry out
administrative and enforcement activities. The Division would be
headed by a director and would be administratively linked with the
other three divisions in order to facilitate planning, communication,
and collaboration in areas of mutual involvement.
The VALC hoped that the proposed deli neat i on between mari ne
resource administrative and policy making functions would lead to a
more efficient use of governmental resources. In addition, the Council
hoped that the reorganization would permit "more intensive focus upon
the problems relating to the development and conservation of Virginia's
seafood industry. II
In reaction to the VALC ' s report the 1973 General Assembly
passed the Environmental Coordination Act. The Act effectively encompassed all the recommendations of the Council with only minor alterations.
Five divisions were to be created under the newly formed
Department of Conservation, Development and Natural Resources instead
of four divisions as proposed by the Council. A fifth division was the
result of dividing VALC's proposed Division of Environmental Quality
into two separate divisions: 1) The Division of Solid Wastes and Air
Pollution and 2) The Division of Water Resources. Marine resource
management was designed by the Act as proposed in the VALe report.
The Act was to go into effect July 1, 1974. However, the
1974 General Assembly repealed the legislation prior to enactment.
North Carolina and Maryland's Organization.
North Carol ina
and Maryland, Virginia's coastal neighbors, manage their marine and
seafood resources within a wider natural resources context. In both of
these states, marine resource management is one of several components
within a Department of Natural Resources. Although the framework for
resource management is similar in these states, important differences
between the two agencies exist.

North Carolina's Division of Marine Fisheries, within the
Department of Natural Resources and Community Development, has a Marine
Fisheries Commission responsible for regulating the resource to "maintain a viable commercial fishing industry," and to "manage for optimum
utilization for all citizens." Totalling fifteen members, the Commission is comprised of a representative from both the commercial and
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recreati
industries, a Ph.D. marine biologist, and representatives
from both the processing sector and coastal land development interests.
The North Carol ina Mari ne Fi sheri es Commi ss i on has broad regul atory
authority with few management provi s ions speci ed in the Code. The
Department of Natural Resources and Community Development sets general
policy for each of its subunits including the Division of Marine
Fisheries.
Although the Commission and Division of Marine Fisheries are
not physically located along with other divisions within the Department
of Natural Resources and Community Development, coordination of fisheries management within the broader natural resources context is achieved
through an Assistant Secretary for Natural Resources, who meets weekly
with all division heads. In addition, the Secretary is advised by a
Commercial and Marine Sport Fisheries Advisory Committee, which also
works closely with the Marine Fisheries Division.
Maryland's Tidewater Administration, within the Department of
Natural Resources, is responsible for managing Maryland's marine and
seafood resources. In contrast with both Virginia and North Carolina,
Maryland's Division of Tidewater Administration has advisory, not
policy-making commissions. The most active of these advisory commissions are the Sport Fish Advisory Commission and the Tidewater Advisory
Commission. In addition, the Secretary of the Department of Natural
Resources has an advisory board to assist in developing policy for the
entire department. These advisory commissions and boards are comprised
of citizens nominated by Maryland's Secretary of Natural Resources and
appointed by the Governor.
The authority to manage and regul ate the mari ne and seafood
resources is vested by the Secretary in the head of the Di vi s i on of
Tidewater Administration. The extent to which this authority is constrained by management provisions specified in Code, such as season,
size, and limit, varies widely from fishery to fishery. Virginia and
Maryland appear to be similar in this respect.
Both the North Carolina and Maryland departments have mechanisms for coordinating with other agencies that have related functions,
such as plant inspections and promotions.
The framework employed by both North Carol i na and Maryl and
for managi ng mari ne resources withi n the broader context of natural
resource management has the advantage of provi di ng structural mechani sms for reso 1vi ng user confl i cts and for coordi nat i ng the pol i ci es
and activities of each division. Such a framework addresses resource
needs ina comprehens i ve manner and reduces the 1i ke 1i hood of one
natura 1 resource segment deve 1opi ng objectives and strategi es in conflict with the goals of other natural resource segments.
The development of such a department, which would comprehensively address natural resource management needs, is an option always
available to the Commonwealth. This option would provide structural
correct ions and meet coordi nat i on needs in both fi sheri es management
and natural resources management.
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Several options are available to improve the framework within
which State fisheries management decisions are made. These options
include developing a specific State policy for the fisheries and instituting changes to the present management framework. Changes along
these lines would better prepare the State for the future challenges it
must meet as it strives to enhance the full potential of the industry.
Recommendation (31). The Secretary of Commerce and Resources
should be requested to draft for consideration by the 1984 General
Assembly a statement of a specific fisheries policy, as outlined in
Chapter V of thi s report, whi ch can serve as a gui de to resource
managers in their decision-making and facilitate a management approach
consistent with long-term State goals and objectives.
Recommendation (32). The Governor and the General Assembly
may wish to consider structural changes to enhance coordination among
marine resource agencies and to place marine resources within a broader
natural resource context.
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A

HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION NO. 59
Requesting the Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission
to study and review the seafood industry and the economic
potential of the seafood industry.

the Atlantic Coast of Virginia and the Chesapeake Bay and
butaries are among the greatest natural fisheries in the world;

WMltKt:~~,

its
and

WHEREAS, the people of the Commonwealth of Virginia derive great
benefit from the use of the waters of the Atlantic Ocean and the Chesapeake Bay and its tri butari es for commerci a 1 and sport fi shi ng and
recreational and other uses; and
WHEREAS, Virginians also derive substantial economic benefits due
to the existence of a large fishing and seafood industry in the Commonwealth; and
WHEREAS, in recent years the fi shi ng and seafood i ndustri es in
Virginia have suffered from a variety of problems resulting in certain
of Virginia l s seafood catches becoming a smaller portion of total
national catches; and
WHEREAS, the Commonwealth needs to further articulate a policy for
the management and conservation of these great natural resources which
has the goals of fosteri ng the long-term development, growth, and
efficiency of the fishing and seafood industries compatible with the
socio-economic well-being of those whose livelihood depends on these
industries; the conservation and full repletion of fish and shellfish
stocks; and maximizing the social and economic benefits of a prosperous
seafood industry to all citizens of the Commonwealth; now, therefore,
be it
RESOLVED by the House of Delegates, the Senate concurring, That
the Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission study the nature and
scope of the regulation of the fishing and seafood industries, and the
economic potential of these industries. The Commission shall make its
recommendations on the advisability of formulation and implementation
of state policy alternatives to manage and regulate the fishing and
seafood industries, and to foster Virginia's competitive position
within the national fishing and seafood industries, to the 1983 Session
of the General Assembly.
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alternatives in the
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requires sensitivity to the State's
ro 1e in the industry. The role that the State takes determi nes the
type of policy options that can be assessed with the model. The State
does not participate in the commercial harvesting or processing of
oysters; this is a private sector activity. The State manages and
regulates the industry through a number of activities. Specifically,
the State regul ates gear used to harvest market and seed oysters,
restricts property rights in the naturally productive oyster grounds
(Baylor), limits the oyster harvesting, and repletes the public oyster
beds. Other ancillary activities are undertaken by the State, but the
regulations and restrictions mentioned here produce major impacts on
the industry.
The State undertakes these act i vi ties to balance many concerns raised about the oyster industry:
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Cl early, it is in the interest of the State to reduce the
uncertainty about the impacts of policy options. If the uncertainty is
reduced, the beneficial and detrimental impacts of any policy can be
better understood and policy-makers can make the value judgements that
direct the industry's management. Econometric models can help reduce
the uncertainty.
Developing the Oyster Industry Model
For any model to aid policy making, it must focus on issues
that are of interest to policy-makers. In addition, the model must
attempt to shed light on areas where the greatest uncertainties exist.
By dealing 'with issues salient to policy-makers and controversial
areas, the model's results may be a focal point for debate.
In Virginia, the oyster industry has shown significant decl ine in production over the past 20 years. Reversing this trend is
important to the State, as the oyster industry plays a major role in
the economy of the region. In addition to the overall production
levels, the distribution of revenue between the two harvesting groups
is sal i ent. Adverse effects on the watermen who work on the pub 1i c
grounds or planters who cultivate leased grounds affect the livelihood
of the individuals involved and the economic base of the region. These
are specific areas where the model can reduce some uncertainty.
Other impacts must be considered when policy-makers contemplate changing management practices. The State has a long-standing
commitment to protect the resource. Much research has al ready been
conducted that demonstrates the impact to the oyster grounds from
various harvesting practices. Thus, many questions about the biological impacts of policy options may be answered from previous research.
The lore surrounding the Virginia oyster industry, especially
the watermen, surely has a special value to the Commonwealth. The
independent watermen exercise their right to pursue a livelihood from
the State's waterways, using techniques similar to those of the 19th
century. Thei r pers i stence and 1i festyl e offer ins i ghts about the
traditions of Virginia and the unique culture of the area. The impact
of any change to the oyster industry on the area's cultural pattern is
difficult to ascertain, even through a sophisticated model. But consideration of these values can be included in an intuitive fashion.
The econometric model of the oyster industry focused on:
o
o
o

oyster production on the private grounds
oyster production on the public grounds
oyster pri ces recei ved by the watermen

for other values must be added from other research or jUdgments about the impacts.
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Furthermore,
proportionately more than the public grounds production. Thus, the
decline in Virginia's production has been for the most part a decline
in pri vate grounds production, and under the current structure the
private grounds are the most probable focus of production expansion.
Three factors seem to indicate that production on
grounds will not rejuvenate by itself. The first is MSX,
which destroyed much of the young oyster crop for the first
sixties. Two effects seem to have lasted from that era.
lethal impact on the oysters in certain areas. Another
ceived risk by the planters, which affects seed planting.

the private
the disease
time in the
One is the
is the per-

The second factor whi
slows the growth
the
private grounds is the lack of unleased ground suitable for cultivating
oysters. The third factor is the market return on oysters. Cultivation of barren grounds depends largely on the return available from
planting seed oysters. The return is currently too small, according to
planters, to encourage more planting.
Private ground production depends on two processes, seed
planting and market harvesting.
Seed planting. Seed is planted based upon biological factors
and economi c factors. The amount of seed planted on the pri vate
grounds is the amount of seed harvested in Vi rgi ni a 1ess the amount
planted by the Marine Resources Commission. The amount of seed planted
depends on the avail abil ity of seed and the economi c return from the
seed planting in that year.

The seed planting was modeled by VPI&SU faculty members in
thei r study of the oyster industry funded through Sea Grant. The
quantity of seed planted was taken to be a function of the biological
productivity of the seed and the real difference between the price for
seed oysters and market oysters.

lSI

seasons
i

and
planting

s s
impact
ich was due to biologone, because the three-year lag between seed plantings
ng of marketable oysters controls for changes in seed
isions due to MSX.

The economic factor selected for the VPI&SU model is a
measure of the profitability of planting seed oysters. The profit of
planting oysters is the difference in the price of market oysters and
the price of seed oysters, controlling for the cost of capital.
The seed planting model was estimated by VPI&SU researchers
us i ng data from 1949-1950 through 1975-1976 (26 data poi nts). An
ordinary least squares technique was used to estimate the equation and
the results are as follows:
-1556636 + 925718.4EF + 195.2BF
QSP =
304646
STD. ERROR
259943.4
19.3
.0001
.0001
.0016
SIGN.
R2 = .8231
F test SIGN.
F Ratio = 55.82
Durbin-Watson D = 2.16

= .0001

Where:
QSP
EF

= quantity of seed planted, measured
= economic factor, measured by (price
1 bushel seed)

in Virginia bushels.

of lb. oyster meat - price of
interest rate index.

BF = biological factor, measured by the average productivity of 19571958 and 1958-1959 seasons before 1959 and average productivity of
1959-1960 and 1960-1961 seasons after 1960.
The equation for predi cti ng the quantity of seed planted
shows strong relationships. Both coefficients are significant at the
.05; therefore they can be assumed to be greater than zero. The signs
are positive as expected. The decreased biological productivity of
seed reduces seed planting by 1. 2 mill ion bushels [(19037-12688.5) x
195.2].
In addition, each dollar increase in the price of market
oysters when seed prices are held constant increases planting by nearly
one million bushels. The same effect is present for reducing the price
of seed while maintaining the price of market oyster2' The statistical
tests show that the equation is strong. Only the R , which shows that
nearly 18% of the variance in seed planting is unexplained, indicates a
slight weakness. However, in the case of seed planting the behavior of
d be expected to have a random element. Therefore,
is not considered a serious problem,
nT7"~O,~
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Because the privately leased grounds are
ve, the harvest of oysters depends on the amount

Harvesting.

of seed planted. But seed has an average maturation peri ad of three
years to reach marketable size. Thus, some lag structure between
planting and harvesting must be used.
Theoretically, the oysters
harvested in one year could have been planted during the previous 5-10
years. However, the market forces would push the private planter to
harvest as quickly as possible. Thus, the three-year delay would be
most likely.
In addition, the least squares technique loses a data point
and a degree of freedom for each year the lag is increased. For example, if the lag is assumed to be seven years, the seed plantings for
1950-1957 would have to be known before the first estimate of seed
available for harvest could be calculated. In this case, seven data
points and seven degrees of freedom are lost. To minimize these problems and incorporate the knowledge of an average three-year maturation
peri od,
the fo 11 owi ng 1ag structure was developed by VPI&SU
researchers:
WQSP

t

= .25QSP t _2 +

.50QSP _ + .25QSP _
t 3
t 4

Where:

= the marketable seed available for harvest in year
QSP t - 2 = total seed plantings two years before year t
QSP t - 3 = total seed plantings three years before year t
QSAH

QSP t - 4

= total

t

seed plantings four years before year t

The 1ag structure used here imp 1i es that in any year, one
quarter of the harvestable oysters on the private grounds comes from
seed planted two years before; another quarter comes from seed planted
four years before; and one half comes from the seed planted three years
before. The quantity of seed available for harvesting CQSAH) is one
independent variable used to explain private grounds oyster production.
A second factor must also be taken into account. If MSX
reduced the productivity of seed, then fewer pounds of oyster meat
woul d be harvested in the post-MSX peri od for each bushel of seed
oysters. This possibility made it necessary that the effect of MSX be
tested. A dichotomous variable with a value of 0 before MSX and 1
after MSX multiplied by the quantity of seed was used to measure the
MSX effect. The coeffi ci ent coul d be interpreted as a slope shifter
for the coefficient on seed quantity after MSX struck.
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on was tested

ni
in the

QOPR

=

STD. ERROR
SIGN.
2
R = .9484

1010906 + 8. 532QSAH t ' - 1. 969PS
.416
.443
621713
.0002
.0002
.1170

F Ratio = 220.34
Durbin-Watson 0 = 1.3449

F test SIGN.

= .0001

Where:
QOPR
QSAH t
PS

= quantity

of oyster produced from private grounds, measured
in lbs. of oyster meat.

= quantity

of seed available for harvest in year t (described

above) .

= productivity

of seed, measured as a slopeshifter, a dichotomous
variable
(0 for 1949 - 1950 season through 1959-1960 and 1 for 1960-1961
season through 1976) multiplied by QSAH t .

The results of the equation show that prior to 1960, one
bushel of seed oysters produces 8.5 lbs. of oyster meat. However,
since 1960 the productivity has been reduced by 1.969 lbs. per bushel.
All of the signs are in the expected direction and the other tests,
substantive and statistical, show strong results. One possible except ion is Durbi n Watson D, whi ch is in the i ndetermi nate range and may
inflate the significance of the coefficients. Given this as a caution,
we can conclude that the private sector oyster production can be explained with a high degree of confidence.
Oyster Production on Public Grounds
Publ i c grounds are generally the best areas for oyster production in the Commonwealth. Approximately 243,000 acres are designated as public grounds, most of which were assigned as a result of the
Baylor Survey of 1892. While these grounds represent the premier
oyster growing areas and all areas which receive natural set, there is
a substantial variation in their productive capacity. A recent VIMS
study divides the Saylors into five categories based upon their productivity capacity. Much of the Baylor ground is labeled non-productive.
The State manages the public grounds to avoid depleting the
resource while maximizing the yield, maintaining the livelihood of
watermen, and preserving the region l s culture and economy.
accom54

of seed planted. But seed has an average maturation peri ad of three
years to reach marketable size. Thus, some lag structure between
planting and harvesting must be used. Theoretically, the oysters
harvested in one year could have been planted during the previous 5-10
years. However, the market forces would push the private planter to
harvest as quickly as possible. Thus, the three-year delay would be
most likely.
In addition, the least squares technique loses a data point
and a degree of freedom for each year the lag is increased. For example, if the lag is assumed to be seven years, the seed plantings for
1950-1957 woul d have to be known before the fi rst estimate of seed
available for harvest could be calculated. In this case, seven data
points and seven degrees of freedom are lost. To minimize these problems and incorporate the knowledge of an average three-year maturation
peri od, the fo 11 owi ng 1ag structure was developed by VPI&SU
researchers:
WQSP t

= .25QSPt_2

+ .50QSP _

t 3 + .25QSP t _4

Where:

= the marketable seed available for harvest in year
QSP t - 2 = total seed plantings two years before year t
QSP t - 3 = total seed plantings three years before year t
QSP t - 4 = total seed plantings four years before year t
QSAH

t

The lag structure used here implies that in any year, one
quarter of the harvestab 1e oysters on the pri vate grounds comes from
seed planted two years before; another quarter comes from seed planted
four years before; and one half comes from the seed planted three years
before. The quantity of seed available for harvesting CQSAH ) is one
independent variable used to explain private grounds oyster production.
A second factor must also be taken into account. If MSX
reduced the productivity of seed, then fewer pounds of oyster meat
would be harvested in the post-MSX period for each bushel of seed
oysters. This possibility made it necessary that the effect of MSX be
tested. A dichotomous variable with a value of 0 before MSX and 1
after MSX multiplied by the quantity of seed was used to measure the
MSX effect. The coefficient could be interpreted as a slope shifter
for the coefficient on seed quantity after MSX struck.
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Where:
QOPR
QSAH t
PS

= quantity

of oyster produced from private grounds, measured
in lbs. of oyster meat.

= quantity

of seed available for harvest in year t (described

above) .

= productivity

of seed, measured as a slopeshifter, a dichotomous
variable
(0 for 1949 - 1950 season through 1959-1960 and 1 for 1960-1961
season through 1976) multiplied by QSAH t .

The results of the equation show that pri or to 1960, one
bushe1 of seed oysters produces 8.5 1bs. of oyster meat. However,
since 1960 the productivity has been reduced by 1.969 lbs. per bushel.
All of the signs are in the expected direction and the other tests,
substantive and statistical, show strong results. One possible exception is Durbin Watson D, which is in the indeterminate range and may
inflate the significance of the coefficients. Given this as a caution,
we can conclude that the private sector oyster production can be explained with a high degree of confidence.
Oyster Production on Public Grounds
Pub 1i c grounds are generally the best areas for oyster production in the Commonwealth. Approximately 243,000 acres are designated as public grounds, most of which were assigned as a result of the
Baylor Survey of 1892. Whi 1e these grounds represent the premi er
oyster growing areas and all areas which receive natural set, there is
a substantial variation in their productive capacity. A recent VIMS
study divides the Baylors into five categories based upon their productivity capacity. Much of the Baylor ground is labeled non-productive.
The State manages the public grounds to avoid depleting the
resource while maxi zing the yield, mai
ng the livelihood of
watermen, and preservi ng the regi on IS cul ture and economy. To accom154
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The
i nves ts in the pub 1 i c grounds through a rep 1 on program
that is similar to the activities of the lease holders on p vate
grounds.
Researchers at VPI&SU proposed three factors which were
expected to influence the quantity of mature oysters harvested from the
pub 1 i c grounds. The fi rst factor is the re 1at i ve productivity of the
grounds. This variable is an index of grab samples taken by VIMS
scientists which were then standardized statistically by VPI&SU
economists.
The second factor measures the State I s effort to increase
productivity through repletion. Repletion is financed through a tax
paid by watermen for harvesting oysters. In addition, the maturation
cycle for oysters implies that no return will be garnered for the
watermen from investment for at least two years. Thus, a structure had
to be devi sed whi ch woul d test for a depress i ng effect on the oyster
harvest immediately after repletion and an enhancing effect on productivity after the oysters mature for harvest. To do this a second order
polynomial lag was estimated with the following results:
REt

= -.49511

R + .05501R t _ + .51688R t _ + .89049R t _ + 1.175844R t _4
t
1
2
3

Where:
REt

= the

weighted repletion effect for year t

Rt ... Rt - 4

= the

repletion effort, measured in real dollars for one
year from the present to 4 years in the past.

The results show that the repletion expenditure is a drag on
harvesting in the year it is actually spent. The second year it is
nearly zero. And in each subsequent year the repletion effort improves
the harvest.
In addition, the economics of harvesting is a factor in the
quantity of oysters produced from the public grounds. For this model,
the price of oysters received by watermen has been used as the determinant of the level of effort. Changes in the price of oystei's, however, take a number of years to have an effect on the industry. The
public sector laborers are mostly self-employed watermen, and their
entry or exit from the occupation is not immediately affected by price
changes. A lagged structure similar to the repletion effect calculation was used to estimate the impact of price changes on harvest:

-1695328Pt_l -1051680P t _2 + 1683854P t _3 + 6511284P t _
4

=

Where:
PE
P

t

= effect of price on harvest.
- P - = the price of market oyster
t 4

for each year between the
present and 4 years in the past.

The results indicate that the increase in prices takes three
years to show a positive effect on harvest. Overall, a dollar increase
in price is estimated to increase production by 5.2 million lbs.
When these factors are incorporated into a least squares
equation, the results are:
QOPUB

=

4373397

STD. ERROR
SIGN.
R2 = .6227
F Ratio

+

1.0RE

1341974

.498

.0036.0569

= 12.10

+

1.0PE

+

5434464PI

.215

1103040

.0001

.0001

F test SIGN = .0001

Durbin Watson 0 = 1.4394
Where:
QOPUB
RE
PE
PI

= quantity

of oysters produced on public grounds, measured in
pounds of marketable oysters.

= repletion effect (coefficient constrained to 1).
= price effect (coefficient constrained to 1).
= productivity index, developed from measures of productivity

of

location on public grounds.

The coefficients of the repletion effect, price effect, and
productivity index all indicate a positive relationship with public
ground harvest. The repletion effect is statistically the weakest and
cannot be considered different than 0 with 95% confidence. The R2 i~
also somewhat low with only 62% of the variance explained. The low R
can be interpreted as a function of the inclusion and exclusion of
certain harvesting methods by the State, the effect of the shifts in
the work force, and the limitation of range of values through the study
period.

Oyster Prices
The price paid to watermen and planters for oysters
tuated since 1950. In recent years the pri ce in nomi
terms
increased, but the increase was not as high as the inflation rate.
Many factors seem to affect the pri ce rece; ved for
Prices in the fall season, when demand is peaking, are higher
prices in the spring. Private grounds oysters bring a higher
than public grounds oysters. This is partially a function of
private grounds harvest peaking when the public grounds are closed
MRC. Prices are highest in Northern Neck and South Rappahannock, less
from the Northern York to North Carolina, and lowest on the Eastern
Shore.
In addition, several standard economic relationships are
expected to affect the price of oysters. In general, an increase in
the quantity of oysters supplied will be expected to decrease the
price. For this model, it is important to disaggregate the Chesapeake
Bay's total oyster production into a Virginia component and a Maryland
component. Although the Bay constitutes the supply area for the Virginia oyster processors, the model was designed to be sensitive to
changes in Virginia oyster harvests resulting from changes in management practices in Virginia.
Another economic relationship which is expected is a relationship between retail price and price paid to watermen. As
retail price increases, the price to watermen should increase. However, it is not expected that the entire increase would be passed on to
the watermen -- only a share.
These relationships were tested by agricultural economists at
VPI&SU. The data used for these estimates differed from the data used
in the previous equations. The price model was estimated using pooled,
cross-sectional data from each county in Virginia by type of grounds
(public/private) and season (fall/spring). The county data were aggregated into the regions shown in Exhibit D, maintaining the grounds and
season distinctions. The data was collected from 1972 to 1979 by the
MRC. A total of 96 data points were used to estimate the equation in
Exhi bit D.
The results of the estimation point out several problems with
the equation.
One of the substantively most important variables,
quantity of oysters produced in Virginia, shows a relationship
price that cannot be distinguished from zero. This appears to be
result of high multicollinearity between the quantity produced in
rginia and the quantity produced in Maryland. The quanti es are
both negatively correlated to the price (in -.016QMD and -.012QVA) as
is the total Bay quantity (-.015). However, none of the relations ps
are statistically significant. The researcher must deci
on
ative value of two approaches. On the one hand, s
ve interests in testing impacts of Virginia supply on the
ce
it
i
able to include the quantity for
rginia
Maryl
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= .010

+

.448RP

STD. ERROR

.038

.017

SIGN.

.7868

.0001

R2 = .6386
F Ratio = 118.899
Durbin Watson D = 1.431

+

3.522 x 10- 8QMD - 1.587 x 10- 8QVA
2.687 x 10

-8

.1906

F test SIGN

5.342 x 10

+

.0224SEASON

-8

.7665

= .0001

Where:
P = price paid to watermen, measured in dollars per pound units
RP = retail price of oysters, measured in dollar per pound units
QMD = oyster harvest in Maryland, measured in pounds
QVA = oyster harvest in Virginia measured in pounds
SEASON = summer season effect, measured as a dichotomous variable
(0 = Fall; 1 = Spring)
GNDS = grounds effect, measured as a dichotomous variable
(0 = Public; 1 = Private)
REG1 = regional effect for Eastern Shore
REG1 = regional effect for lower Bay

+

116GNDS - .161 REG1 - .106 REG2

.016

.015

.014

.017

.1508

.0001

.0001

.0001
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The season dummy variable is not statistically
ificant,
was "included because of its theoretical importance.
rmo
some concern with omitted variables is evidenced by the somewhat low
value. Only 64% of the variance in prices is explained by
on, indicating that other inf1~ences are operating on
ice
in the oyster industry. The R is fairly strong when the pooled
cross-sectional nature of the data is considered.

AN ECONOMETRIC MODEL OF VIRGINIA'S HARD CLAM INDUSTRY
Virginia's hard clam industry has shown considerable decline
since the mid-seventies. Total catch, consistently above a million
pounds per year prior to 1975, has only edged over that mark twice in
subsequent years. The drop in landings stands in contradiction to the
increase in prices evidenced since 1975. Two explanations are plausible: the fishing effort has declined despite the increase in prices,
or the hard clam stocks are being reduced. While definite conclusions
cannot be reached, recent research results from VIMS indicate that they
suspect the decline in effort is principally responsible for declini
catch. However, the fall-off in fishing effort may be due to a decline
in hard clam availability.
Given the circumstances of an industry in decline, it is
logical to examine the potential for reviving the fishery and to assess
alternatives for the State to encourage the revival. Currently, the
State has little involvement in the hard clam fishery. The most si
nificant intervention is the licensing of clammers and restrictions on
type of gear used to harvest clams. Certain grounds that are protected
by the Baylor Survey Grounds statutes are good growing areas for clams
and are harvested by clammers. The State also monitors relaying activities, which are carried out to remove harmful chemicals from clams
harvested in polluted waters.
Through the years many proposals to remove the restri ct ions
on gear or to alter management act i vii i es have been suggested to enTo evaluate some of the propos
hance the economic potential.
changes, it is useful to look at the economi c impact of the Ch",-,n~,c
In order to estimate the impacts of policy alternatives, an econometric
model summarizing the relationships that have existed in
fis
to be deve loped. The mode 1 was des i gned to focus on several
as
of the industry:

.the price of clams;
• clam landings;
• tota 1 docks i de revenues;
.. catch per uni t fi shi ng effort.
In addition, some assessments of the stock availability and effects on
the 1i ve 1i hood of patent tong operators can be inferred, although no
definitive statements can be made. Other areas of legislative interest, such as total employment, the traditional ways of life in the
shore areas, and the net revenues to various gear type operators, could
not be estimated.
THE HARD CLAM INDUSTRY
The hard clam industt'y in Virginia can be divided into two
separate parts. The fi rst part is a representation of the future
harvest of hard clams. The objective of this part of the model is to
determine the amount of landings to be expected from a specified level
of fi shi ng effort. The second part is a summary of the way in whi ch
prices are formulated. Essentially, the price formation model tests
the various factors which are expected to influence the price for hard
cl ams.
Hard Clams Supply
Hard clam supply in Virginia has dropped since 1975. While
the Atlantic seaboard harvest has dropped slightly from 1970 to 1980,
Virginia1s share of the Atlantic seaboard production has dropped more
rapidly, from approximately 10% to 5% of the total. During the seventies, the trend of declining patent tong licenses has been reversed,
with the last four years posting nearly a 70% increase.
The drop in landings while licenses are increasing indicates
a possible decline in catch per license. As mentioned previously, this
trend indicates that either the licensed patent tongers are not spending as much time harvesting clams or their efforts produce fewer clams.
The first hypothesis is reasonable given that demand for hard
clams peaks in the summer while the public oyster g,~ounds are closed
and some part-time laborers may be attracted to the fishery during the
summer. Also, increased prices have made clamming attractive in comparison to finfishing and trapping blue crabs. This hypothesis has some
support in the findings of a recent VIMS research effort.
However, the decline in catch due to reduction in stock
hypothes is is also supported by the clam experts at VIMS. Duri ng
interviews with JLARC staff, the hard clam experts reported that the
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decline in effort was related to the decline in hard clam stock. A
third conjecture that the data are not reliable does not seem
persuasive.
The cause of the decline in supply cannot be precisely determined. In order to give adequate credence to the stock decline hypothesis, an equation was estimated to test the relationship between
catch per 1 i cense and effort. The catch per 1 i cense is expected to
decline by the effort exerted during the same time period. Also, the
catch in previ ous years is expected to reduce the catch per 1i cense,
because of the overall reduction in stock. Specifically, the effort
four years prior to the year in which the catch-per-license is being
examined was thought to be relevant, because of the maturation cycle of
clams.
Finally, since 1972 a number of factors which cannot be
measured preci sely are expected to reduce the catch-per-unit effort.
The increase in licenses points up the increase in part-time tongers.
Secondly, mechanical dredging of the grounds was also occurring.
Thi rdly, hurri cane Agnes struck, di srupt i ng some of the cl am beds.
Lastly, the pollution in the Bay may have reduced the stock.
A1though these factors cannot be measured di rect ly, thei r
impacts have been tested by the use of a dichotomous (dummy) variable.
The dummy variable's coefficient must be interpreted with extreme
caution, because of the hodge-podge of effects it represents. The sign
on the coefficient is expected to be negative, as it is for the other
two coefficients.
The equation testing this specification was estimated with
ordinary least squares regression. The results were as follows:
CPL

= 55.66

STD. ERROR
t STATISTIC
F Ratio
=

4.50
12.37
27.13

2
R

.23 EFFORT - .11 EFFORTLAG4 - 12. 47DV
.04
2.94
.03
-4.24
-5.16
-3.35
F test SIGN = .0001

= .83

Durbin Watson D = 2.07
Where:
CPL = catch in pounds per license
EFFORT = number of license
EFFORTLAG4 = number of licenses 4 years prior
DV = dummy variable - 0 = 1955 - 1971
1 = 1972 - 1978
The data utilized was annual data from 1955 through 1978.
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The
ion are good. The R2
shows that a 1arge amount
n catch per 1i cense is
explained. The coeffici
,
the signs are all
negative, as expected. No serial correlation is diagnosed and no
severe multicollinearity problems were detected.
The main problem with the equation is the interpretation of
the coefficient on the dummy variable. Clearly something caused a
decl i ne in effort as of 1972, but no i nterpretat ion is preci se. Another problem is the effort measure -- the number of patent tong 1icenses. However, it is the only data available on effort, and an
esti mated 95% of the catch is by patent tongers. Other formul at ions
were attempted, using catch and other variables, but the results of
this equation were the most sound.
.
The catch-per-license equations can be used for two purposes.
First, their use promotes an understanding of the industry. The model
shows that the catch-per-effort unit is declining as effort increases.
This indicates that the value of current clam harvest is less than it
would be because of the level of harvesting taking place.
In addition, the equation may be used to calculate the probable'catch for various levels of effort exerted in the hard clam industry. By multiplying through by effort the equation becomes:
CPL

= A(EFFORT)

+ B (EFFORT)2 + 8 (EFFORTLAG4)
2
1

(EFFORT) + B3(EFFORT)(DV)
Thus, for a specifi ed 1eve 1 of effort, catch can be estimated. However, due to the effort bei ng measured in terms of 1i censes and the
impact of possible decline in effort by licenses, the result of this
calculation should be taken as a lower bound on the catch. The effect
of decreased catch-per-unit effort would be assumed to result entirely
from a decline in stock. While the assumption is not empirically
testable, it is useful to examine the most drastic possible result of
an increase in clamming effort.
Hard Clam Prices
Prices for hard clams have been extremely volatile both in
Virginia and along the Atlantic seaboard in recent years. The price
trend shows annual increases in both cases since 1975. However, the
monthly prices per pound show 50% increases within one year. Because
of the concern for the effects of any change in the supply of hard
clams on the price, it is important to ascertain the factors which
contribute to the fluctuation in the price paid to the watermen.
To begin to analyze price formation, it is necessary to
determine the relevant market area for the hard clam price. Of course,
the price paid to Virginia watermen is relevant, but the relationship
of that pri ce to other market area pr; ces ; s important. If other
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market area pri ces are re 1
to
ni a pri ces, then the
re
market supply will affect the
ce, and the impact of Vi rgi ni a s
supply of hard clams will be reduced because of the relatively small
proportion of Virginia's production in the total hard clam supply.
An analysis of variance was conducted to determine the relationship of hard clam prices in various eastern seaboard states to
Virginia's price. The strongest relationship was between New York
prices and Virginia prices. New York is the largest producer of hard
clams. In fact, prices in several other states on the eastern seaboard
were related to Virginia prices, indicating a large market area probably dominated by New York and to a lesser extent by Rhode Island.
This finding creates an expectation that Virginia prices will be nearly
inflexible with respect to the Virginia hard clam harvest size.
When the model of hard clam price formation was developed
both the quantity of hard clams produced in Virginia and the total hard
clams produced on the eastern seaboard were tested for their relationship to Virginia prices. Both were expected to be negatively related
to prices, but neither was expected to have a strong impact.
Three other variables were expected to influence price.
First, consumer demand is expected to be positively related to the
price paid to watermen. In this case, consumer demand is measured by
the wholesale price of hard clams, specifically little neck prices. An
adjustment period is necessary between the increase in wholesale prices
and the expected increase in exvesse 1 pri ces. Because of the fai rly
long shelf life of hard clams, a period of one to two months was hypothesized to be an appropriate lag.
Pri ces were also expected to be i nfl uenced by an effect of
the seasonal supply changes. Rival hypotheses were suggested for the
direction of this relationship. One was developed from received economic theory: in the summer when supply is great the price of hard
clams will decrease, even after controlling for the normal price response to supply. The second was based on knowledge of the competition
in the fishing industry and general economic theory: the price paid to
tongers wi 11 increase in the summer months to recruit 1abor into the
fishery when consumer demand is peaking. The hypotheses were tested by
estimating the relationship between a season-supply interaction term
and the price of hard clams, while controlling for supply and consumer
demand.
The fi na1 factor tested in the model was the supply of a
substitute, surf clams. Normally, the quantity of a substitute commodity is expected to be negatively related to the price. In the case of
hard clams and surf clams, the relationship is somewhat more complex.
Surf clams are direct substitutes for chowder grade hard clams only.
Chowders are the least expensive hard clams and are used only for
soups. Thus, if surf clams displace chowders in the soup market,
overall price for hard clams may increase due to the culling of
ders before the sale is made.
, if the chowders are not culled,
an increase in surf clam s
ly
d reduce the price paid
ungraded hard clams.
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The relationships were estimated using ordinary least square
techniques. The data series was monthly observations from January 1973
through June 1982. The results are shown in Exhibit E.
The equation exhibited reasonably tolid statistical properties with three possible exceptions. The R was high and the signs
were all interpretable. Three of the coefficients were not significantly different from 0 with 90% assurity. However, their substantive
importance overrode their lack of statistical significance. The decision to retain these variables is reinforced by the presence of moderate degrees of multicollinerity. The multicollinearity represents the
second problem, but explains to some extent the lack of significance of
some of the coefficients due to variance inflation. A third problem
exists with the indication of some positive serial correlation. Overall, the equation performs reasonably well.
The most striking result of this analysis is the relative
lack of impact of quantity of hard clams on price. In winter months
the production of an additional 10,000 lbs. of hard clams would be
expected to dri ve pri ces down by 1ess than 5 cents. An increase of
10, 000 1bs. is equi va 1ent to an increase of between 20 percent and 50
perce,nt in monthly production during the winter.
Even 1ess effect of Vi rgi ni a production is evi dent in the
summer. Prices from April to August show almost no response (perfectly
inflexible) with respect to changes in Virginia quantity. An increase
in Virginia hard clam production in the summer has no appreciable
effect on the prices paid to Virginia watermen, since the production of
other states is at a maximum at that time. The only effect is transmitted through the overall increase in hard clam production on the
eastern seaboard.
By far the most significant relationship was with the consumer demand variable, the retail price of littlenecks in the previous
month. This indicates the strength of consumer demand in price sett i ng. The strength is further i ndi cated by the pos iti ve sign on the
season-quantity interaction. Even though the quantity is highest in
the summer, the strength of the consumer demand shows an increase in
price during that period. The sign on the surf clam coefficient seems
to indicate that increases in surf clam supply depress the price of the
chowder hard clams, and thus the entire hard clam price.
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Exhibit E - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

PRICE =
STD. ERROR

-.16 - 6.00(x10- 8 ) SURFQ -1.48(x10- 7) TOTALCL-4.79(x10- 6) VACL .06NECKPR1 +.0026 NECKPR2 + 4.45(X10- 6) SEAINT
.28 3.43x10- 8
1. 36x10- 7
2. 21x10- 6
.0039
.0025
1.60x10- 6

t STATISTIC -.59
F Ra ti 0
2
R

-1. 75

= 27.13

-1. 09

-2.16

15.24

F test SIGN =.0001

= 89

Durbin-Watson D= 1.18

Where:
PRICE

= price paid to Virginia clammers

SURFQ

= pounds of surf clams sold in Virginia

TOTALCL = pounds of hard cl ams sold on the eastern seaboard
VACL

= pounds of hard clams sold in Virginia

NECKPRI = retail price of littleneck grade hard clams in previous month
NECKPR2 = retail price of littleneck grade hard clams two months prior
SEAINT = season-quantity interaction term for med using 0 for Jan.-March
and Sept.-Dec.; 1 for April-August and multiplying by the quantity
of hard clams supplied (VACL)

-

G\
:'1'1

1. 04

2.78

APPENDIX C
AGENCY RESPONSES
As part of an extensive data validation process, each State
agency involved in JLARC' s review and evaluation effort is given the
opportunity to comment on an exposure draft of the report.
Appropriate technical corrections resulting from the written
comments have been made in the final report. Page references in the
agency response relate to the exposure draft and may not correspond to
page numbers in the final report.
Included in this appendix are responses from the following:
- Offi ce of the Governor
- Vi rgi ni a Seafood Counci 1
- Vi rgi ni a Mari ne Resources Commi ssion
-Virginia Institute of

~·1arine

Science

- Marine Products Commission
- Department of Heal th
- Department of Agri cul ture and Consumer Servi ces
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COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
Office of the Governor
Betty J. Diener
Seuetary ot Commerce and Resources

Richmond 23219
December 27, 1982

Philip A. Leone
Deputy Director
Joint Legislative Audit and
Review Commission
910 Capitol Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219

~r.

Dear Hr. Leone:
Thank you for the exposure draft of your report on the
Economic Potential and Management of Virginia's Seafood Industry.
The !larine Resources Commission will be reVie\"ing the draft
for accuracy.
In the meantime, I would like to indicate my
appreciation for the completeness of the study and my general
support for its contents.
I would also like to request that copies of the draft be
made available to the members of the Search Committee for the
new Virginia Harine Resources Commission Commissioner. Even
in draft form, it would be extremely helpful to them during
the remainder of their search period.
I've asked the search
consultant, Maya Hasegawa, to work with you on the distribution
details.

BJD/sew
cc:

Bob Craft
Maya Hasegawa
Peck Humphreys
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January 3, 1983

Mr. Ray D. Pethtel, Director
Joint Legislative Audit and
Review Commission
Suite 1100
910 Capitol Street
Richm~nd, Virginia
23219
Dear Mr. Pethtel:
The Virginia Seafood Council sincerely appreciates the opportunity to review the December 16, 1982 JLARC Exposure Draft
entitled "The Economic Potential and Management of Virginia's
Seafood Industry".
I know that those members of the JLARC staff
which worked on this study put forth a great deal of time and
effort, and we feel that the results are highly commendable.
Hopefully, the study will serve as a working tool for State and
industry efforts over the coming years to improve the viability
of the industry.
In our judgment, this would be a proper use of
the study, and the study itself provides a solid basis for muchneeded change.
With regard to the recommendations made in the study, we have
some specific comments.
Recommendation (1) concerns implementation of a pilot program to permit evaluation of the effects of
implementation of one or more of the policy options for management of the oyster and hard clam industries. We endorse this
approach to implementation of policy options; however, in our
view, the implications for the oyster industry of Option No. (1),
maintenance of the status quo, would have dire consequences for
all segments of the industry. The study clearly shows that this
option should not be adopted. Likewise, the discussion of maintenance of the status quo in the hard clam industry dictates
selection of another option, in order that this industry not be
allowed to decline.
Since implementation of option (2) for the
hard clam industry would result in maintenance of present product
levels only through the imposition of substantial limitations
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Mr. Ray D. Pethtel, Director
January 3, 1983
Page 2

upon the number of harvestors, and consequent hardship to those
who do not receive licenses, we cannot support adoption of that
option. We believe that the additional policy options set forth
for both the oyster and hard clam industries show great
se,
and urge that a carefully planned combination of these
be
implemented.
We endorse Recommendation Nos. (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (8 ) ,
(II), (12), (13), (14), (15), (16), (19), (20), (21), (22), and
(23). \.vith regard to recommendation (3), we feel that a
of
the downward trend in clam production will show that the trend
due to a decrease in clam harvesting efforts. We suggest
Chincoteague Bay as one possible site for such a study.
Recommendation No. (7) is that VMRC establish a centralized
collection and billing unit. We agree that implementation of
such a step might result in economies of operation, but on
if
such a step can be taken without an increase in personnel.
Because of the significance of special funds in the operating
budget of VMRC, we urge that this step be closely examined to
make certain that no cost increases would result.
Recommendation No. (9) would require VMRC to develop
shery~
specific management plans for species within the Bay.
Because
some species migrate in and out of the Bay on a frequent basis, a
management plan for every species found within the Bay may be
unnecessary, and costly to administer.
Specific consideration
should be given, however, to adoption of a management plan for
those species which spawn in the Bay and its tributaries.
Therefore, we urge that careful consideration be given to the
subject, and that management plans be developed only for those
species for which plans are necessary or would be effective.
Recommentation No. (10) concerns data collection by VMRC.
Standardized reporting forms are recommended, as is General
Assembly consideration of mandatory reporting for commercial
buyers. We believe that complete, accurate, and timely data
would greatly add to the management capabilities of VMRCj
however, we believe that the industry should be given a
voice in the manner in which any mandatory reporting requirement
is implemented.

Mr.
D. Pethtel, Director
January 3, 1983
Page 3

We believe that the question of encouragement of productive
holding of leased bottom (Recommendation 17) is extremely
complex. Raising the rent for oyster leases will certainly
discourage non-productive holding of these leases; however, it
will also increase costs of producing oysters from productive
beds. There are many reasons for holding leases in a nonproductive state, some of them valid, and we feel that any
efforts to remedy this problem should be carefully tailored to
take into account valid reasons for holding leased bottoms in
an unproductive state.
We strongly support the upgrading of the VMRC enforcement
unit.
(Recommendation 18). We see the need for additional comprehensive training of personnel in fisheries laws. We do not
support, however, a grant of general police power to VMRC enforcement personnel.
We feel that Recommendation (25), which would create an advisory committee of all major segments of the seafood industry to
advise and comment on the research activities of Sea Grant, VPI,
and VIMS would be a desirable step. Creation of such a committee
would make implementation of Recommendation (24) unnecessary.
That Recommendation would establish a formal mechanism for soliciting industry and agency advice for VIMS. We heartily endorse
the concept of industry input into the research and research
planning processes followed by each of the research agencies.
Recommendations (26) through (31) deal with inspection and
enforcement procedures of the Bureau of Shellfish Sanitation and
the Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services. The Virginia Seafood Council strongly supports inspection and enforcement procedures designed to assure the pUblic of the quality of
their seafood purchases on a consistent basis.
Moreover, we support the concepts of uniformity in implementation of policies,
procedures, and enforcement techniques.
Finally, we feel that
responsibility for inspection of seafood processing plants should
be centralized under the responsibility of one agency; however,
in this area, we feel that the General Assembly should be fully
aware of the importance of comprehensive and reliable inspections
to the marketing of the product, and to interstate commerce,
since each state and the federal government presently maintain
standards for seafood products. Prior to implementation of any
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Mr. Ray D. Pethtel, Director
January 3, 1983
Page 4

of the seafood inspection recommendations, we feel that Virginia
should give specific consideration to participation in the
Interstate Shellfish Sanitation Conference, and adoption of the
standards and policies promulgated by the Conference.
Recommendation No. (32) provides that the General Assembly
may wish to adopt statutory policy goals. We strongly endorse
this concept; however, Virginia shares many of its coastal and
marine resources with Maryland. Consideration should be given to
the adoption of bi-state goals consistent with those statutory
goals which may be adopted by the General Assembly.
Recommendation No. (33) provides that the Governor and the
General Assembly may wish to consider structural changes in the
overall regulatory framework of the seafood industry, in order to
enhance coordination of these efforts. We agree, and particularly
endorse the Assistant Secretary for Natural Resources concept, as
expressed in Part V of the Exposure Draft.
As reflected above, the Virginia Seafood Council is in substantial agreement with the vast majority of the recommendations.
We feel that these recommendations, if adopted and implemented,
will greatly enhance the position of Virginia's seafood industry.
Thank you for the opportunity of commenting upon your reco~nenda
tions.
If we may be of assistance in the future, please do not
hesitate to call upon us.
Sincerely,

V.."

I

. .,l__ .- ' -

Keith Porter
Executive Director
Virginia Seafood Council
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COMM,ONWEALTH

JAMES E. DOUGLAS, JR.
Commissioner

of VIRGINIA

Marine Resources Commission

ASSISTANT COMMiSSIONERS

P.

ROBERT D CRAFT

n.

Box 7)6

rclcpho{)('~

Law Enforcement

Davis Wharf, Virginia

lottsburg, Virginia

Newport Non, VirHinia 23607 -0756

ROBERT J. MARKLAND

R. WAYNE BROWNING

S LAKE COWART. SR.

240/ We\( .t l'I'IlUI'

Administration and Finance

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

ROYAL C INSLEY JR.

(804) 247-2200

NORMAN E. LARSEN

POQuoson, Virginia

GORDON W JONES

Environment

Suffolk. Virginia

S. M. ROGERS

December 29, 1982

Engineering

IVAN D. MAPP
Virgmia Beach Virginia

JOHN M PHILLIPS
Hampton, Virginia

Mr. Philip A. Leone

Deputy Director
Joint legislative Audit and Review Carmission
Suite 1100, 910 capitol Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
Dear Mr. Leone:
I am providing carments on portions of the Joint Legislative Audit and
Review Carmission report "The Econanic Potential and Managerrent of Virginia's
Seafood IndustJ::y", which relate to the Virginia Marine Resources Ccmnission.
You will find my ccmnents grouped in the follONing categories:
I.
II.
III.

Ccmnents relating to fisheries managerrent.
CCIrIrents relating to legislative policy.
Ccmnents relating to VMRC Law Enforcerrent, patrol,

inspection, and licensing.
IV.

V.
VI.

Ccmnents relating to public oyster ground managerrent.
Ccrro:rents relating to oyster grolIDd leasing.
Ccmnents relating to autanated data processing at VMRC.

Please note that I am ccmnenting in the capacity of Acting Ccmni.ssioner.
Mr. James E. Ibuglas, Jr., who served as Carmissioner for eleven years, resigned
November 1, 1982. Appoin1:n:Ent of a permanent carmissioner has not been made.
Thank you for sharing the draft report with me.

)i7:;71'I~
Robert D. Craft
Acting Carmissioner

RDC:pal
Enclosure
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I

JLARC Recarrnendations Pertaining to v:MR.C Fisheries Management
5.

(p. XVIII) Create a Fisheries Management unit; consolidate units for fisheries
statistics, public oyster repletion, surveying and leasing.

6.

(p. XVIII) Amend Code of Virginia to delete provisions for appointrrent of
"Repletion Officer" and "Chief Engineer" by the Corrrnission.

9.

(p. XVIII)
Bay.

VMRC should develop fishery management plans for species within the

10.

(p. XVIII)

Improve the quality and completeness of statistics.

Camnents Of Acting Commissioner, VMRC
The above recom:rendations are among the most important that JLARC has made
relating to the Marine Resources Ccmnission.
I concur that there is need for greater emphasis on
fisheries managernent, and that the development and use
of fisheries managernent plans for species in Virginia
waters is an excellent approach.
I concur, and have proposed in VMRC Program Budget
Proposals, that fisheries statistics (harvest and
landing data, employment data, etc.) is an important
tool for fishery management and needs to be strengthened.
The State does not provide general fund support for
fisheries statistics. VMRC has a small capability in
this area which is supported by Federal funds obtained
under Federal grants fran the Canmercial Fishery Research
and Development Act. This source of Federal funds has
been reduced, and has been questionable for continuance
in the past two Federal fiscal years.
I concur, and have proposed in
that a position be established
ranagement wi thin the agency.
f'1.mction has been performed as
Cnr lf1issioner.

Program Budget Requests,
to oversee fisheries
The fishery management
a personal duty by the
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2.

I concur

so that
's
Repletion Officer and Chief Engineer are clearly vested
with the Carrmissioner. These sections are
conflict
with Section 28.1-12, which errrpowers the Carrnissioner to
apPOint and control employees of the agency. This is a
constructive recarmendation.
'VMRC: Biennium BUdget Proposals for 1980-82, and for 1982-84 contained
recarmendations and requests for improved fishery managerrent - a staff to form
a fisheries managerrent unit - and improverrents in fisheries statistics. None
of these proposals have :been funded (copies of the agency's requests are
attached) .

JLARC mentioned that 'VMRC: has 138 positions.
levels for 'VMRC: are:

The authorized manpower

138 FTE in the 1980-82 Biennium
136 FTE in the 1982-84 Biennium
128 FTE under executive branch employrrent ceilings
122 FTE 5% projected employrrent reduction, executive
branch objective for July, 1984.
The agency will have reduced its employrrent level by approximately 12%
fran the 1980-82 Biennium by the end of the 1982-84 Biennium. These reductions
reflect Statewide conditions and restrict the agency I s ability to increase its
services.
JLARC recarmendatbns on increased fishery managerrent caPability, increased
fisheries statistics, and establishIrent of a fishery managerrent unit are repeats
of proposals that 'VMRC: has :been making in budget proposals for the past four years.
Financial support is needed to accarrplish these advances in fishery rnanagerrent.

At the present level of staffing, the Ccmnissioner personally must perform
much of the fisheries managerrent work.

The above recannendations are key to the agency having caPability to pursue
many of the other JLARC rea:::mrendations including:
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1.

Pilot projects to test and rronitor the
results of dredging for seed.

2.

Pilot projects to test new methods of oyster
ground leasing (such as bidding).

3.

Pilot projects to test different methods of
harvesting.

I

Page 3.

4•

Use of econaretric rncx:1eling as a fisheries
managerre:nt tool.

5.

Scientific assessment of the resources.

6.

Evaluations of the effectiveness of
oyster repletion efforts.

17.::;

One additional patrol vessel and its crew ((1) ~~rine Resources
Inspector and Captain A. (1) ~~rine Resources Ins ector and Mate A)
were r~uested. This vessel \vas to e statlone 1ll t e Cape arIes
area an serve a dual purpose. It would provide fishery patrol and
enforcement in the Southern Chesapeake Bay area, Bayside lower Eastern
Shore, and Seaside lower Eastern Shore. In addition, it would have been
used for general recreational boating patrol in these open water areas
during the summer recreational boating season. However, this vessel
and crew cannot be established within the assigned target.
Three new sitions were requested with which to establish a
Fishery ~funagement DIvIsIon.
ey were to tunctlon as DIVIsion Head,
ASsistant Division Head, and Clerk-Stenographer. Existing positions
in the oyster repletion department, sport fishing reef unit, statistics
unit, and a grant funded Marine Scientist B position \vere to be combined
into this new Division.
The Cormnissioner, VMRC, functions as the chief professional employee
in developing fishery management plans, developing fishery management
regulations, and maintaining liaison with the Virginia cormnercial fishery.
~ffiC program responsibilities and staff have been added during the last
four bienniums in environmental management, in wetlands management and
bottomlands management. With the addition of environmental program
responsibilities, and the continuation of fishery management and regulation responsibilities, professional staff is needed to provide organizational capability for fishery management. However, these positions
cannot be established within the assigned targets.
Private oyster planting and harvesting is an important component
of the seafood industry in Virginia. The State has designated certain
bottom grounds for use by the public for oyster harvesting (Baylor
Survey) . The Engineering/Surveying Division is responsible for surveying
all oyster grounds, and for leasing bottomlands not in the Baylor
areas for private oyster propagation and harvesting. Thus, Virginia
provides for use of its oyster resources by the public, as well as
by private planters. Fees and taxes are paid to the State for leased
bottomland, and for harvested oysters. The original Baylor Survey
dates from 1894. Since then, continuous records have been kept on
surveys. A major problem
surveying oyster ground
the reestablishment
maintenance of
base stations. Changing
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(2) Fiscal and AccoWlting (3) Fishery
Inventory and (5) Environmental Permit Tracking. A
Audit and Review Commission Report, dated March
ADP capabilities at VMRC as the means for improved
management (P.46 of that report). A detailed
at ~ffiC has been prepared, and funds a~e were requested
implementation in the 1982-84 Bienniwn Program Proposal.
There is a need for analytical based fishery management
capability. Fishery management decisions (as published
regulations and orders) are developed on Commission init
and also in response to citizen and industry proposals. There
need to evaluate altelnative resource management plans, and
conflicting interests that arise bet\veen segments of the
The decision making process takes place at open public
where there is need to demonstrate the rationale of decis
data, analysis, and findings. Ie-ls-plaflRecl-iftai-the-tlse-e
F~cls-will-Be-iRe~easecl-iR-the-fi~st-BieRRiBffi-tlRdeF-this-sHI~Bl~8€'Fam
feF-fisReFy-iRcltlstFY-statisties,-Fe~eFtiRg-aRcl-aRalysis.

gTaRt-ftlRclecl-pesiti6Rs-will-ae-tTaRsfeFFecl-iRte-this-stlBpF8gFaffi
frem-the-MaFiRe-bife-MaRagemeRt-PF8gFaffl-te-w6Fk-iR-stailstles. The
continued status of Federal assistance to States for Commercial
Fisheries

Stat~stics

has not been decided at the Federal level.

Federal Funds have been included in the financial exhibit to
continue grant supported statistical sel'vices on the asswrrp
that SUppOl't will continue.

Included are 3.75 Federally funded

posi t'iU;iJ.

--""'"TWO new positions are w';1:'e requested for the Fishery Management
Division, as Assistant Division Head and Secretary.
as ~hrine Scientist C, and Clerk-Stenographer D aTe were
development of resource management regulations
presenting them for adoption by
Commiss
The-€emmissiefler;-VMR€;
8ver-tfie-years-aatiflg-fr8ffi-a-tiffie-whefl

10

aet:ivities
-ffi8Hages,-and-it-is-iflappYepYiate
to-remaifl-depefldent
-persenal-skill-ana-tiffie-te-write
aRd-staff-fisfieyY-Yegtllatiens-fer-ptlblie-heaYing-and-adeptieR.
IReYe-is-an-iReYeasing-tYena-feY-aaveYsely-affeeted-parties-te
eftaHenge-and-test-ptlblie-YegtllaHens-and-aeeisiefl-making:---IRe
laek-ef-stlffieieRt-Y8tisnale-te-aernenstFate-the-setlfldRess-ef
deeisiefls-will-Yestllt-in-ineYeased-litigatien,-eetlft-adjl::ldieated
deeisieR;-inereasea-eest-te-gevefflffieRt,-aRd-less-effeetive-maRage
meRt-ef-tfie-pl::lblie-Yesetuees. These additimw.l positions have
been included as changed servic2s in the MaY"':ne Life Management
Program.. in accordance with guidance instructions from the
Secretary of Commel'ce and Resow.'ces.

A ~~rine Patrol Act became effective during the 1980-82
Biennium. It authorizes grants to Tidewater localities for
partial financing of marine patrol services in their police
departments. It also provides for a marine police dispatch
center to be operated by Vl'·ffi.C. House Document Ntnnber 30, (Report
of the ~urine Patrols Study Conmission, 1979), cited the radio
dispatch service as a means to increase emergency coordination
in the deployment of State and local patrol vessels. Four
Dispatcher positions were established in the Special Marine Patrol
Fund for the 1980-82 Biennium. However, five positions are needed
to provide continuous seven -day per week t\\'enty- four hour per day
coverage without interruption. Tfte-additienal-pe5itieft-is-fe~l::Iestea
te-be-ftlflded-iR-the-MariRe-PatY61-Speeial-FtIfla. The additional
position has been deleted to remain within target funding.

The

Marine Police Communications and Dispatch Center will. not be
operated twenty-four hours per day.
The-etltle6k-iR-thiS-Stlbpr6gYam-fe"f-twe-stlbse~tleRt-BieRRitlffl5-is
fer-level-resetlrees-t6-rnaiRtaiR-seyviEes,-~Yeviaed-tRat-tRese

additieflal-resetlrees-prepesed-iR-the-1982-84-BieRftitlm-are-fORdea.
Mest-6f-tfte5e-additieRal-needs-were-re~tlested-feY-fORdiRg-iR-the
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II
JLARC Recarmendations

4.
II.

(p. XV'll) General Assembly to
management policy for

QU\.JIJL

stateme...nt of a

(p. XIX) General assemby
Resource Laws) to achieve
reduce required time frarres for VMRC

Ccmrents Of Acting Canmissioner, VMRC
I concur with JLARC observations that there
no explicit legislative policy toward canprehensive
management of marine resources. Such a t-'V.L.L\._¥
stated in Code, is needed. Many
the aa'V-1:o--aa::v
management d::..lerrrnas faced by
managers are
public conflicts between canpeting user groups:
sport fishermen vs.
fishermen;
highly efficient mechanical harvesting
techniques that would reduce employment
for traditional watermen vs. hand harvesting
methods that support employment of watermen,
etc. Should the
manager choose
high efficienc~ harvesting
to
produce maximun food - or choose to preserve
hand harvesting techniques
maximum
employment of watermen? These are
style
and cultural questions. A legislative policy
that gives a framework for making these
choices is needed.
I concur with JIARC observations that
Code of Virginia
contains numerous detailed fisheries regulations. 'Ihe
level to which details are
has placed the
General Assernbly in a
management, rather than policy
HIUJ"--J..H'::J

JLARC has also correctly observed that VMRC regulatory
making powers are encumbered
of the;,
periods that must be followed to
under
the Virginia Administrative Processes Act . (Approximately
six months). It is not
to re~:>pc)nd to rapidly
changing resource conditions under the
time
periods that are

VMRC should
would reduce
the efforts of
enforcerrent J;Jersonnel in tax collection - centralized
tax collections, centralized license sales, etc.
18.

(P. XX) JLARC asks if the General Asse:nbly should expand the VMRC law
enforce:rrent mission beyond its present limited role of fisheries insPeCtion
and conservation - to that of a full police force on
water - with
jurisdiction over all civil and criminal statutes.

19.

(p. XX) JLARC reoorrmends that classifications for enforcement positions be
updated.

20.

(p. XXI) JLARC reccmnends that VMRC reassess current deployment of J;Jersonnel
and equip:nent in law enforce:rrent.

carments of Acting carmissioner, VMRC
-

JIARC has made several ccmnents throughout the report

that VMRC should reduce or eliminate administrative and
paperwork tasks of district law enforcement inspectors.
The key to reduction of manual paperwork and administrative 'WOrkloads for roth field personnel and office
personnel is the introduction of autanated data
processing. VMRC and the Department of Management
Analysis (MASD) have worked tog"ether on developing
plans for the automation of VMRC major administrative
systems.
Funding is available in the current Biennium for the
autanation of one systan only. Oyster ground leasing
and billing is to be automated. One result will be
elimination of work for law enforce:rrent district
insJ;Jectors in collecting rents and Penalties. Such
work will be performed centrally.
-

JIARC has suggested that licenses and penni ts be sold
centrally frcm the main office, in similar fashion to

that of the Division of Motor Vehicles. Centralized
sale of all licenses and pennits is not desirable. A
sizable number of licenses require field screening by
inspectors and the assignment of geCX]raphic locations
based upon site inspection. "Penni ts" are required to
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be pu:l:-ch3SErl u-!....L\::::''-' I-...L
order that
SUd1 as
polluted =1<::::......
.;;>u l1nri<:>r oointJroJLIErl vv,,'......... '_..........,".:::>
License laws
becane rrore oorrplicated
entry of non-residents into the
It is desirable
licenses to be issued by
inspectors who are knowledgeable of and
to
explain complicated harvesting and OOI1SE,IV,atjLon
laws which often vary in
areas and
rivers of the State. Autanated data processing
can help reduce the paperwork involved in license
sales for district inspectors. However, centralized
sale of licenses is not desirable. Shifts of manual
paperwork fran the field to the central office
neoessitate shifting personnel resouroes fran the
field to the central office, exoept where autanated
data processing can be used to reduoe the net arrount
of manual work. Again, it is pointed out that VMRC
has funding that is only enough to autanate one system oyster ground leasing and billing - in the current
Bienniun. Autanation for other systems, including
statistics and licensing, must await the availability
of funds. VMRC has alrrost doubled its use
license
agents (independent stores and shops) to sell those
licenses that do not require screening by
<inspectors. The increased use of lioeI1Se agents is
desirable and will oontinue to be pursued.
"I...1.. .....

'-!...l..i;;;> ............. '-.

-

State goveInI'OeI1t does not have a full powered waterborne
police foroe. General polioe powers are exercised by
the State police, local police and sheriff's departments,
although they have limited capabilities on the water.
JLARC thus raises the question of expanding VMRC into a
full police power agency on the water.
This question was before the General Assembly
1978
when it fonned a Marine Patrol Study carmission. That
legislative study canmission examined law- enforcement
roles on the waters - including functions of VMRC, local
polioe, U. S. Coast Guard, State Polioe, and the Ccmnission
of Game and Inland Fisheries. The Marine Patrol Study
Ccrrmission canpleted its work in 1979 and did not reccmnend
an expanded law enforcerrent function for "'VM:Rf:, after
deliberate examination of the question. The legislature
chose to subsidize local polioe departments that operclte
marine patJrols. VMRC adninisters grants to
under a
Marine PatJrol Act. Should
General
ever

Page 3.

III

to assign broad police pc:wers to VMRC I the result
would be a major expansion of the agency's mission
beyond that of its present fisheries conservation and
management function. It would need to be acccmpanied by
major additional resources for training, equipnent,
carrnunications I and twenty-four hour I seven day-per-week
caPability.
-

JLARC criticized the personnel classifications used for
VMRC Law Enforcement positions for not having been
updated since its 1977 Study. The entire VMRC classification
series for Marine Law Enforcement has been reviewed I revised,
and upcIated through the State Department of Personnel and
Training since a 1977 J1.ARC Report in which a similar canrent
was made. Class sPeCifications have been uPdated for all
classifications, additional classifications have been added
to the series after approval by the State Depart:rrent of
Personnel and Training. There have also been several
specialized salary regrades for these classes, approved by
the State Department of Personnel and Training at the agency IS
request.

I concur with the recarmendation that there needs to be a
reassessrrent of where VMRC enforcement personnel and
vessels are deployed. There are increasing demands for
law enforcement coverage broUJht about by the creation of
fishery management areas, entry of non-residents into the
fisheries, the adoption of new regulations, closure of
areas to seafood harvesting due to pollution, etc.; while
the number of enforcement personnel is decreasing due to
State reductions in funds and employment. Such conditions
place considerable importance on matching resources with
the areas of highest fishery activity.
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JIARC Rerornnendations

to the Public

()<.l'""t-~,...

Ground

12.

(p. XIX) JLARC recanmends that VMRC improve
Repletion Program.

fiscal

for the

13.

(p. XIX) JLARC reccmnends that VMFC should improve the effectiveness
oyster repletion program through such means as sampling and camplJ.b=rjLZcttion
of data.

Ccmnents of Acting Corrmissioner I VMFC
I t is important to point out the undePendable nature
of the fund sources that are available for public
oyster repletion I and the declining trends of these
sources.
Federal Funds have previous1y contributed to oyster
repletion from the Ccmnercial Fisheries Research and
Develop1"lEI1t Act. However, the amount of funds has
been reduced under the Act I and the Federal appropriation
has been delayed in each of the last two fiscal years 'While
Congress considered the Reagan Administration's suggestions
to eliminate it all together. The reduced federal
under this Act is being used to support \7MRC's small
fisheries statistics service in the current Biennium,
(statistics has been gi'Jen major emphasis by JLARC). None
is allocated for repletion.
General Funds have been appropriated for repletion in
the current Biennium at amounts that are less than
enough to maintain the level of the previous Biennium.
A portion of the general fund reversions that are
required of all State agencies to balance proj ected
revenue shortfalls in the current fiscal year has been
taken in this program. There is an Administration policy I
in the current times of limited general fund revenues I of
"replacing general fund financing with non-general fund
revenues 'When available". *

* Governor Charles S. Robb remarks to Agency Heads, June,
1982, copy attached.
Special Funds. are collected for oyster repletion
environrrental pennit and royalty fees I and from oyster
repletion taxes. The environmental fees are highly
variable and unpredictable. Last fiscal year $511,
was generated from just 5 pennits ,out of a total of 331
pennits. Oyster repletion taxes decline at ;-',,,nc.,,,,
they are most needed - to rerover from declining nv'""ror
production.

Page 2.
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VM.RC has documented and confinued the economic value of

public oyster repletion expenditures in a "BenefitCost Analysis of the Virginia Oyster Subsidies". This
was a scientific economic appraisal of oyster repletion
by econanists from the College of William and Mary. The
Study concluded that public expenditures for oyster
repletion produce an economic return to· the State IS
economy that is greater than program costs. VMRC has
requested larger general fund support for this program
based upon its econanic value in Program Budget proposals.
JLARC has made ccmparisons to the volume of oysters
produced on public oyster grounds in Maryland. Maryland
has a much larger canmitment with 17 personnel and $1.29
million per year for its program.

There are several existing revenue sources that the
General AssEmbly should consider routing into the Special
Public Oyster Rocks Fund.
1.

Inccme fran oyster ground leasing is
approximately $160,000 per year, and is
paid to the State General Fund. This
would be a dependable source of inca:ne
to the fund, derived from industry fees.

2.

Income fran seafood industry licenses,
that is paid into the General Fund, is
approximately $150,000 per year. This
source of inca:ne is derived fran a
portion of the fee fran each license
sold in the ccnmercial fishery and would
be a dependable source of inca:ne to the
fund.

3.

Incane from seafood industry oyster
inspection taxes, that is paid into the
General Fund, is approximately $75,000
per year. This is an industry fee
derived directly fran a tax on oyster
harvests.

JLARC has criticized the cash balances that are on hand at times in the
Special Public Oyster Rock Fund. It must be pointed out that the Repletion
Program operates on a cash basis; inca:ne must be earned and collected in advance
of expenditure. Because the Special Fund sources have great variability, short
term windfall collections, such as occur fran environmental permits, are properly
allocated over more than one oyster repletion season in order to have stable
programs.
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JL.J\RC has
the use of
Funds that defray e:x:penses in
General Fund departments of the agency that make contributions to the repletion
effort (specifically SCJIl:e salary and operating expenses in Marine Law Enforcerrent
and Surveying). The value of these contributions fran C'£l1eral Funded depart::rrents
exceeded $83,000 in the last fiscal year. The reimburserrents fran the Special
Fund were much less, $46,101. 56. Contrary to the JLARC suggestions that the
repletion progTam is overcharged for general fund services, the repletion program
is receiving support that far exceeds the full oost. Most of the reimbursement is
for salaries of three positions. The cross-funding arrangements and authorizations
were established in 1964, upon formal action of the CamUssioner at that tine, with
written approval as required fran the State Budget Office (approved G. O. Fo:rm P-5) .

It is not likely that approval oould be obtained to shift these costs to
the General Fund (approved G. O. Fo:rm P-5 would be needed with Depart::rrent of
Planning and Budqet ooncurrence), unless there is a legislative camUtment to rrore
fully support oyster repletion with General Fund Appropriations.
-

JLARC recCIllIlEndations to increase the rronitoring
and evaluation of oyster repletion efforts
are welCCJIl:ed, provided .the agency v s fishery
management capabilities can be increased. This
has already been commented on in Section I of
the Acting Canmissioner's response.
Again, there is goc:ii docurrentation
supporting the econanic value of oyster
repletion to the State, and a strong basis to
support it with larger funding corrmi tments.

JLARC STAFF NOTE:
Follow-up with VMRC regarding the agency's estimate of
$83,000 in contributions from General Funded departments essentially
substantiates the point that agency accounting procedures relating to
the Special Repletion Fund should be reviewed and revised. The figure
is based upon assumptions and omissions which include:
- impreci se estimates of enforcement personnel workload for
the past year;
- costs related to activities, such as tax collection and
report i ng, whi ch are generally cons i dered by agency enforcement officials as part of the overall enforcement
duties, and similiar activities which are not reimbursed
by other agency divisions; and
inspectors who are
duties relating to
ssion
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3.
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REVENUES DERIVED FROM FEES AND CHARGES THEY IMPOSE:

4.

REDUCING FEES AND CHARGES FOR SELF-SUPPORTING SERVICES
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5.

REPLACING GENERAL FUND FINANCING viI
REVENUES
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15.

(p. XX) VMRC should
requiring neItJ applicants for leased ground to
provide their 0INn survey
order to reduce the backlog of applications and
expedite processing of neItJ applications. The Ccm:nission could establish a
list of private surveyors willing to conduct these surveys or put the work
out for bid.

16.

(p. XX) VMRC should immediately begin canplying with Code requirerrents
relating to the processing of lease applications.

17.

(p. XX) The General Assembly may wish to consider raising the rent on oyster
leases and requiring Irore frequent evidence of appropriate use to discourage
non-productive holding of private leases.

Carments of Acting Canmissioner, VMRC
-

JLARC recarmenlled the use of private surveyors to reduce

the present backlog of lease applications. Surveys must
be caupleted before assignments can be made. VMRC
presently accepts private survey work on oyster ground
lease applications. Approximately 16 private surveys
were accepted during 1982. HONever, only four surveyors
in the TideltJater area are fully equipped for and willing
to perfonn sul::merged ground surveys as needed. The
difficulties for private surveyors are locating base
stations when old ones are found destroyed, perfonning
base station calculations, and taking a group of private
applications together (separate applicants in the sarre
area must be willing to use the same private surveyor for
the work to be econanical) .
VMRC is willing to encourage private surveyors to
qualify and accept this type of work: hO/lever , only
limited interest fran private surveyors has been shawn.

-

JI.ARC is not accurate in ccmnents that leasing and surveying

procedures of the agency's chief engineer do not canply with
the Code in two specific instances:
1.

Section 28.1-109 (3), Code of Virginia states,
in part:
"Applications shall be given
priority in the same order in
which they are received."
Applications are taken in order on an area-by-area
basis. There are four survey parties, each
assigned a region of the State. Applications
with the earliest date are surveyed first in the
given area to be IiliDrked.
187
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2.

..l..-'-'1-'-'.'..l..U,

.. I f

states

not made
- - - such
- - - becane
null and void, unless an extension
is allcwed by the carrnission."
a."'1

In May 1975, a full report was made to the Carmission stating the lack of
surveyors, the large number of regular and riparian applications pending, and the
wording in
28.1-109 (8). After a mature discussion, a rrotion was made and
approved to give priority to 28.1-109 (regular) applications and to leave to the
discretion of the Chief, Surveying Division, procedures for the rrost economical
and efficient means to survey the 28.1-108 (riparian) applications. The Camri.ssion
understood the situation and its action has been interpreted to have granted
extensions for all applications. It would be unreasonable to require an applicant
to suJ:mit a new application and pay the $25.00 application fee every six rronths
because there is a backlog.

JLARC STAFF NOTE:
We recogni ze that VMRC has developed procedures for processing lease applications in view of the backlog and surveying prob1ems. However, the agency IS comp 1i ance with statutory requi rements
remains open to interpretation. In addition, the fact that 75 of the
pending applications were received ten or more years ago is surprising,
given the agency's response that Ilapplications are taken in order on an
area-by-area bas is. II
Rental fees charged by the state for oyster ground leases are
specified in the Code. Because leases are held to be contracts
for set te:r:rrs, increased rents do not becane effective until
terms are ecmpleted at the end of twenty, or ten-year periods.
At present, the highest rate is $1. 50 per acre.
ground that is used productively is worth much rrore.
charges could be justified.

Oyster
Higher

Oyster ground leaseholders will first be affected by
Section 28.1-109 (l2) in 1990. This will be the first
ti.rre that leaseholders are required to dEmonstrate efforts
at planting or harvesting as condition of lease renewal.
All leaseholders are being given ten years advance notice
of this requirE:ll:BI1t by VMRC.
-

Follcwing are technical corrections for errors in the
report relating to oyster ground surveying and leasing:
1.

p.
"Since 1977
has grown

88

of lease applications
678".

Correction:
The table below indicates that the backlog
of lease applications reached a peak in
1979, and has been reduced in each of four
consecutive years:

Ntm1ber of Applications
Received Annually

Surveys Pending as of
Decen:U:Jer 31st

Decenber 31, 1976

139

476

Decenber 31, 1977

155

517

Decenber 31, 1978

296

716

Decenber 31, 1979

217

741

Decenber 31, 1980

187

731

December 31, 1981

113

629

Decenber 31, 1982

79

581

2.

(p. 111-36)
"The Chief Engineer estimates that as
many as 50% of existing surveys still
cannot be exactly located."
Correction:
This should read 5% - 10%.

3.

(p. 111-37)
"The Engineering Division has four
registered surveyors - - - two have
assistants."
Correction:
Each surveyor has one assistant.
Three of the four surveyors are
Certified Land Surveyors.
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"3100
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The matter of surveying Section 28.1·109 leases before Section 28.1·108
leases was brought before the Commission.
The Commissioner asked the Commission to give consideration to directing
the Surveying Division to put as top priority Section 28.1-109 applications.
Joan C. Skeppstrom, seconded by Russell C. Scott, moved to table the
matter until it could be given further study. The Commission denied
the motion.

s. Sewell Headley, seconded by Royal C. Insley, moved that top priority
be given to Section 28.1-109 applications until caught up on all applications, provided that it shall be left tQ thQ discretion of the Chief,
Surveying Division. if it is economical and efficient to survey a
riparian application in conjunction with Section 28.1-109 applications.
The Commission approved the motion with Joan C. Skeppstrom and Russell
C. Scott dissenting.

**********

10

VI

to VMRC Autanation and

JIARC

4.

(p. III 54) \7.MRC should request assistance fran the Department of Managanent
Analysis and Systans Developnent (MASD) in conducting an overall assessment
of the agency's ADP needs.

7.

(P. xix)

VJ'VlOC

should centralize revenue collection activities.

Corrments of Acting Camnissioner, VMRC
JLARC canments give the impression that VJ'VlOC is proceeding

to install Autanated Data Processing without first having
developed a plan. Contrary to this suggestion, VMRC
requested and received the assistance of MASD (Management
Analysis and Systems Developnent) in obtaining an agencywide operational and requirements analysis. This was completed in 1980 and outlined all major systems of the agency
that would benefit fran autanated data processing. It
detailed processes and ranked systans in priority for
placement on ADP. Funding in the current Biennium is only
enough to autanate one svstem, 'iNhich is oyster ground leasing
and billing.

JLARC STAFF NOTE:
A1though VMRC has i dent i fi ed potential uses for data processing and initiated an automated billing program in one area, additional planning is necessary to assess overall software and hardware
needs and to develop an integrated system for agency-wide data management. This need has been documented in the executive agreement between
the Secretary of Commerce and Resources and VMRC dated September 1982
whi ch requests IIMASD to conduct a study of all systems needs wi th the
goal of developing a five- or six-year plan for conversion to automated
processes. II
- JIARC suggested that all revenue collection should be
centralized in a main office accounting and billing unit.
As has already been stated in ccmnents about licensing, the

centralized sale of all licenses and permits is not desirable.
Fees flaw to the central accounting unit for audit, classification, coding, and entry into the state accounting system.
Hawever, sale of licenses by the central accounting unit is not
desirable. The management of oyster ground leasing, and the
control of automation for the entire leasing system, will be
vested in the Engineering Division. Billing charges for leases
are built into, and will be generated by, the same system.
Again, the revenue will flaw to the central accounting unit for
audit, classification, coding, and entry into the state
accounting system.
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AND MARY

VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE
SCHOOL OF MARINE SCIENCE

Phone (804) 642...2111

Glot,cester Point. Virginia 23062

Janua ry 4 ~ 1983
lip A. Leone
Deputy Director
nt Legislative Audit and Review Commission
Suite 1100, 910 Capitol Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219

Dea r

r~r.

Leone:

Thank you for your letter of December

16~

1982 and the opportunity

to comment on the exposure draft entitled liThe Economic Potential and

Management of Virginia's Seafood Industry." Upon your suggestion I
contacted Mr. Joseph Maroon on January 3, 1983 and gave him my comments
over the telephone. This letter is written in confirmation of that
co
ion.
I found the report to be an excellent one and~ with two exceptions,
accurate with respect to the areas of concentration which I am qualified
judge. Concerning the references to the Virginia Institute of Marine
Science Research Planning Process on pages IV-15 and 16 (and elsewhere),
I
sh to call your attention to the fact that the Marine Science
Development Council is in the process of being formed and will consist
of more than nine members. It will represent a broad spectrum of business
and industrial interests and the seafood industry will have broader
representation.
At present we have the following representation:
Name
Mr. George W. Roper, II
Chairman of the Council
Senior Vice President
Norfolk Shipbuilding and Drydock Corporation
P.O. Box 21 00
Norfolk, Virginia 23501

Area of Interest
Shipbuilding Industry

Mr. Philip A. Leone

-2-

January

4~

1983

Name

Area of Interest

Mr. Loui s N. Di brell ~ Jr.
Executive Vice President
Dibrell Brothers~ Incorporated
512 Bridge Street
Danville~ Virginia
24541

Tobacco Industry

Mr. William C.

Monroe~ A.I.A.
Liang - Architects
10 San Jose Drive
P.O. Box 6632
Newport News~ Virginia 23606

Architecture

Captain J. Maury Werth
President
Werth Realty Company
1675 Lauran Road
Hagerstown~ Maryland 21740

Rea 1 Estate

Mr. J. Carter Fox
President
The Chesapeake Corporation
of Virginia
West Point~ Virginia 23181

Pulpwood and Paper Industry

Mr. H. R. Humphreys~ Jr.
President
Standard Products Company
Kilmarnock~ Virginia
22482

Fish Meal and Oil Industry

Mr. Joseph R. Neikirk
Vice President
Corporate Development
Norfolk Southern Corporation
8 N. Jefferson Street
Roanoke~ Virginia
24042

Railroad Industry

Mr. Fred M. Biddlecomb
President
Virginia Waterman's Assoc.
P. O. Box 62
Reedville~ Virginia
22539

Seafood Industry - harvesting
in Chesapeake Bay

Caro~ Monroe~
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We intend to add representation from the following businesses,
industries, and interests:
Seafood Industry - processing
in Chesapeake Bay
Seafood Industry - harvesting
on Continental Shelf
Seafood Industry - processing
of species from Continental
Shelf
Petrochemical Industry
Genera 1 Chemi ca 1 Industry
Coal Industry
Pharmaceutical Industry
As you can see, we shall have strong and diverse representation
from Virginia's businesses, industries, and special interest groups
with further representation to be added as need is identified. I was
most pleased to read on page IV-16, second paragraph, that those
preparing the report recognized that expansion of the Council membership is a viable alternative to reestablishment of the VIMS advisory
committee. In preparing this response I wished to alert you to the
fact that we have been and are engaged in a continuing effort to
expand on the Council membership.
I do not believe that expansion or alteration of the mission
of the Council is necessary. We had an organizational meeting of
the Council on November 12, 1982 at which time the role of the Council
was determined to be one in which advice to the Virginia Institute
of Marine Science would be offered concerning planning for research
and advisory service activities. A secondary fole is to provide
guidance for our fund-raising efforts directed toward the private
sector. Therefore, the Council will be used "as forum for obtaining
the full" (as nearly as possible) "spectrum of industry opinion on
VIMS research activities" not the inverse as was stated on page IV-16,
first paragraph.
On another matter (see page IV-15, paragraph 3,11. 5-8), I
bel i eve it waul d be more accurate to state that: "The advi sory committee
was authorized but not required by Section 28.1-197.1, Code of Virginia."
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In addition, I believe that it is presumptuous and unwarranted for
"VIMS officials" to "indicate" why the Governor has not reappointed
members of the committee. Furthermore, I have seen no correspondence
to indicate that he will not reappoint an advisory committee. Any
comments beyond that are only conjecture. It would be best to state:
"VIMS officials indicate that the Governor has not yet reappointed
members to the committee."
I hope you will find my comments to be useful. Once again,
please accept my congratulations on a fine report. I found the reading
of it to be most informative.

Sincerely,

~o.f'~~
Frank O. Perkins
Dean/Director
FOP :jmr
cc: President Graves
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December 27, 1982
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

Mr. Joseph H. Maroon, Senior Leqii."l ~tif~ Ap~lY.st
Jim Wall ace, Execu ti ve Di rector

l_ \""'. \, ~\\.0.1 .,

Comments on Exposure Draft, "The Economic Potential and
Management of Virginia's Seafood Industry"

On behalf of the Commission, I have reviewed the draft document as
it pertains to the Marine Products Commission and offer the following comments:
Recommendation 1:
The agency is now receiving the lists of certified shellfish
and fin sh processors and shippers and these are being compared
to our mailing list.
However, on page IV-6, the statement is made: "Since all firms
contribute to the Marine Products Fund through licenses and fees ... ".
As the only way to contribute to the fund is through purchase of a
buyer or processor's license from the VMRC, and we check such
licenses at VMRC on a monthly basis, then we have two possible
exolanations:
a.
The activities of the firm are such that they are not
required to be licensed by VMRC, and therefore do not contribute
to the fund, or:
b.

They are operating without a license, as reauired by statute.
2:

rms
sh
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should develop promotions which benefit smaller
primarily local markets and which highlight the shelltraditional
associated with Virginia."

Mr. Joseph H. Maroon
December 27, 1982
Page 2

by:
a.
Providing travel expenses and product for cooking demonstrations to home economists from VPI&SU and VDACS to appear on
television and radio programs in the Tidewater, Richmond and
Lynchburg/Roanoke market areas to promote Virginia seafood.
b.
Issuing on a regular basis recipe articles and features
on seafood to daily and weekly newspapers within Virginia.
c. 'Sending "consumer tips" on seafood to radio stations
within Virginia.
d.
Having developed a series of promotions for use in
retail markets.
e.

Having printed consumer recipe brochures.

f.
Currently planning in conjunction with the Virginia
Restaurant Association and individual restaurateurs a food service
marketing and promotion strategy.
We are not, however, in a position to design and implement a
strategy which can meet the needs or desires of each individual
firm within the industry, but only one which, in our opinion, can
benefit them collectively.
In regards to the recommendation to review periodically the
effectiveness of agency programs, VMPC has, in its Agency Service
Agreement, committed to conduct such reviews.
Recommendation 3:
This recommendation is being implemented in the planning of
the 1983/84 marketing strategy.
Also, although not noted on the graph on page V-5, the agency
is authorized to, and is currently conducting research. Those
projects are:
1. Pasteurization of Oysters: A two year $16,000 joint venture project with Steeltyn Corporation of Baltimore, Maryland.
Work is contracted to VPI&SU. This project aims at increasing the
shelf life of fresh oysters with benefits to the industry being:
(a) ability to expand the market area, (b) decreased losses due to
spoilage, and (c) leveling out curves in the supply/demand cycle.
2.
Criteria for Quality Control: A one year project for
$4,500 contracted to VPI&SU.
This project is the first step in an
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Mr. Joseph H. Maroon
December 27, 1982
Page 3

attempt to achieve a marketing advantage bv grading 'Tirginia seafood under a voluntary certification urogram. Contractor is
examining quality control criteria inside processing houses and
onboard the boats.
This work has a direct bearing on the current
certification inspection ?rograms conducted by the Bureau of
Shellfish Sanitation and VDACS, and upon completion will be
circulated to those agencies for comments and input.
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COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
JAMES 8 KENl tY M D
COMMISSIONER

Departrnent of Health
Richmond. Va. 232/9

December 30, 1982

Mr. Philip A. Leone, Deputy Director
Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission
910 Capitol Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
Dear Mr. Leone:
The attached comments are in response to your December 16, 1982 letter
requesting State Health Department review of a JLARC Exposure Draft entitled "The Economic Potential and Management of Virginia's Seafood
Industry".
Various members of my staff have reviewed the draft and present the enclosed concerns and comments for your consideration and possible incorporation into the final report.
One cannot read the report without coming to the conclusion that it is
very thorough and comprehensive in scope. The cooperative attitude and
spirit evidenced by the investigators during the entire course of the
study, investigation and research were commendable in every respect.
Thank you for the opportunity to review the draft report prior to its
presentation to the Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission.
If I may be of further assistance, please advise.
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COMMENTS ON JOINT LEGISLATIVE AUDIT AND REVIEW
CO~~fISSION

EXPOSURE DRAFT ENTITLED:

THE ECONOMIC POTENTIAL AND i"fANAGENENT OF
VIRGINIA'S SEAFOOD IIIDUSTRY
By
Virginia State Department of Health

HEALTH DEPARTMENT CONCERNS
1.

In the event a Department of Natural Resources or Fisheries Management
Agency is formed,

the protective umbrella provided by the State Health

Department will be diminished for the Seafood Industry.

In order for

the industry to survive, it is essential the public be assured the
product is safe and wholesome.

The close sanitary supervision of the

shellfish industry now in effect results from a shellfish oriented
typhoid fever outbreak in 1925.

Proper classification of shellfish

waters and sanitary supervision of processing plants is necessary to
assure consumer acceptance of the product.

Should these responsi-

bilities not be adequately handled, serious damage may be done to the
shellfish and crab meat industries.

It is recommended the Secretary

of Human Resources be included in the early deliberation of any consolidation effort.

2.

The activities of the Bureau of Hastewater Engineering and Hater Supply
Engineering, which are vital to the overall management scheme that
supports the seafood industry, were not discussed in the report.

3.

Health Department review and action on permit applications from the
Marine Resources Commission, State Hater Control Board and U. S. Corps
of Engineprs were not discussed in the report.
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The classification of shellfish growing areas relative to their suitability for harvesting for direct marketing is a vital function of the
Virginia State Health Department and should be given additional
emphasis.

5.

Relaying (oysters and clams) occurs from many condemned areas in Tidewater Virginia, not solely from the James River, this activity is jointly
controlled by the State Health Department and Marine Resources Commission.

6.

Shellfish have not been impacted by Kepone Contamination of the James
River to the extent crabs and finfish have been.

The river was re-

opened to the harvesting of shellfish in early 1976 following the general
kepone closure.
7.

Depuration or the controlled cleansing of contaminated shellfish was not
discussed in the report.

8.

The Virginia State Health Department makes every effort to assure that
outstanding construction and equipment deficiencies in shellfish and
crab meat processing establishments are corrected prior to operation of
the facility.

"Certificates .of Inspection" may be issued if only minor

deficiencies exist with the understanding, along with a signed statement
from the operator that such deficiencies will be corrected prior to commencing operation or subsequent follow up.

Normally, this is done in

order for the plant name to appear on the Interstate Shellfish Shippers
List, which expedites and facilitates interstate shipments and sales.
In the event of more serious deficiencies, 30 or 60 day certificates may
be issued, provided ample public health protection is afforded.

Oper-

ational and maintenance deficiencies are corrected as observed while the
facility is certified.

Supervisors also make frequent inspections with
201

-3sanitarians to develop uniformity of inspections.
9.

Formalized policies and procedures for issuing Certificates of Inspection
to shellfish and crab meat processing establishments are generally believed to be adequate to ensure uniform administration and enforcement
field personnel.

In addition to established Rules and Regulations

governing the processing of shellfish and crab meat, Part II of the
National Shellfish Sanitation Program Manual is strictly

enforced.

Interpretations and policies for implementing the above regulations are
available to the staff through Intra-Bureau memoranda and staff conferences.

However, efforts are underway to formalize all such guidelines

and requirements into a single procedures manual as recommended.
10.

I

is not believed any significant duplication of seafood establishment

inspectional activities exist between the State Health Department and
the Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services.

The State Health

Department does not inspect finfish processing establishments.

Also,

retail seafood markets are only visited by the SHD on an infrequent,
random basis to assure that shellfish and crab meat offered for sale are
from certified sources for the health protection of the consumer.

v

Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services staff assist

in this effort when carrying out their inspectional responsibilities.

While both VDAC and SHD may inspect different phases of a processors
operation, the overlapping is minimal and could be eliminated entirely by
the State Health Department inspecting all seafood operations associated
a

that also processes shellfish or crab meat.

The State Health Department and Marine Resources Commission work closely

-4together in regard to the execution of shellfish and crab meat responsibilities.

A Memorandum of Understanding was developed between the two

agencies approximately 15 years ago defining procedures for administering
the controls necessary to assure industry and consumer protection.

The

State Health Department makes observations of activities in shellfish
growing areas and takes required action wherever possible.

Monthly

reports of shellfish growing area inspections are forwarded by SHD to
VMRC for inclusion in that agencies patrol reports.

A similar M.O.U. exists between the State Health Department and the State
Water Control Board regarding coordination and excution of assigned
responsibilities relative to the Virginia seafood industry (copies
attached).

JLARC STAFF NOTE: The referenced document may be viewed
upon request at the JLARC staff offices: 910 Capitol Street,
Suite 1100, Richmond, Virginia 23219.

GENERAL COMMENTS

1.

Page VII:

"The ability of state agencies to carry out their existing

functions and to assume new responsibilities is critical to the success
of any state effort ... "
Comment:
The above implies new regulations which are inconsistent with current
directives to reduce regulation.

2.

Page XIV:

"The Bureau of Shellfish Sanitation, within the State Depart-

ment of Health (SHD), is responsible for monitoring shellfish and crab
meat plants while the Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services
(DACS) carries out similar functions for finfish plants and reprocessed
shellfish (e.g. deviled crabs) operations."
203

-5Conunent:
The word "reprocessed"

implies a failure in the original process.

Actually, it should read "further processed shellfish, e.g., breaded
oysters and deviled crab operations."

The State Health Department is

responsible for the sanitary processing of shellfish and crab meat in
the fresh and frozen state.

Shellfish and crab meat are considered a

processed food when condiments, seasoning, breading, batter etc. are
added.

Activities involving further processing is presently a VDAC

responsibility.

3.

Page XXII, Reconunendation 25:

"The General Assembly may wish to create

an advisory committee representative of all major segments of the industry to advise ... "
Conunent:
To be all inclusive the words " and agencies" should be added after
the word industry.

4.

Page XXII, Reconunendation 26:

"The Bureau of Shellfish ... formalize

agreements if certification is awarded when substandard conditions exist.
A required time frame should be established for correcting the deficien-

. ... "
Cles
Conunent:
Normally, the sanitarians establish a time frame for correction.

Ac-

tion will be taken as recommended to formalize agreement with follow
up.
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Page 1-8:

"Few plants are modernized and, therefore, seasonally

em~loy

a large number of semi-skilled labor."
Comment:
It is believed mechanized would be a better word than modernized.

Many

of the plants are modern, having been built in the last 15-20 years.
6.

Page 1-8:

"Based on various lists of the seafood processors, there are

approximately 250 processors of shellfish ... and approximately 50 process crabs."
Comment:
The 50 crab processors are in addition to the 250 shellfish processors.
7.

Page 1-10:

" - contamination of the James River which has resulted in

the loss of some soup contracts ... "
Comment:
Statement is misleading.
in the James River.

Soup contracts were lost to those with leases

The firms processing soup oysters simply expanded

their raw product market in other areas.
8.

Page I-II:

" - protect the public health by regulating the quality of

seafood for marketing; and ... "
Comment:
The State Health Department is the lead agency in this regard.

It is

essential that the health umbrella be maintained for the overall industry benefit.
9.

Page 11-6:

"Since oysters playa major role in the fisheries economy, the

General Assembly may wish to consider actions to reverse this trend."
205

-7Comment:
It is imperative that some control also be exercised over the water
content in processed oysters.

Many complaints have been received

regarding water content (i.e. containers with 2/3 oysters and 1/3
water).

The State Health Department has no regulation for controlling

this problem.
competition.

Federal legislation is needed to guard against unfair
The usual response is that any dealer will meet the

competition.

10.

Page 11-12:

"In 1959, an outbreak of the disease Minchinia Nelsoni. .. "

Comment:
Rules of taxonomy nomenclature require the species name to be lower
case.

11.

Accordingly, "Nelsoni" should be nelsoni.

Page 11-16:

"An increase in the quantity of oysters supplied, for example,

will be expected to decrease the price."
Comment:
This statement is questionable in view of the fact the 60-80% of the
oysters shucked in Virginia originate in New Jersey, Maryland, Louisiana, Mississippi, Texas and possibly other states.

The savings in

high freight costs alone should negate this trend unless there is a
surplus in all states.

12.

Page. 11-22:

"On the positive side, the marketing program would not

challenge established practices or relationships in the oyster industry."
Comment:
The marketing program should challenge the industry regarding the
206

-8"watering" of oysters as currently practiced.
13.

Page 11-26 Opt. 4:

" ... for at least some of the 35 tongers who currently

harvest and transplant seed."
Comment:
Surely there are more than 35 tongers harvesting "seed" oysters in
Virginia.
14.

Page II-41:

"Hard clams can be harvested throughout the year except in

the polluted James River.

During the summer months, contaminated clams

may be fished from the James River and relayed to clean water for a minimum of 15 days where the clam cleanses its tissue and becomes suitable
for human consumption."
Comment:
Hard clams, as well as oysters can not be harvested from any condemned
areas, not just the James River, except for relaying during the time
period authorized in the Code of Virginia which is May 1 to August 15.
Accordingly, the last sentence on page 11-41 should be corrected - May
1 to August 15 - the relaying period.
15.

Page 11-65:

"For example, each dredge boat is limited to harvesting 25

bands a day."
Comment:
Bands should read barrels a day.
16.

Page 11-69:

" ... to destroy bacteria and increase shell life ... "

Comment:
Shell should read "shelf-life".

Repeated in second paragraph.
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17.

11-69:

"Hider use of pasteurization techniques could enhance this

potential for Virginia's blue crab increase.

The Marine Products Com-

mission should take steps to infornl and encourage industry members on
the potential benefits and costs associated with pasteurization of crab
meat. If
Comment:
However, pasturization is a very complex process which requires competent and trained personnel.

If not handled properly, it could lead

to serious trouble with salability or possibly food poisoning outbreaks - i.e. botulism.

18.

Page III-41:

"Marine Law Enforcement - The division has also been dele-

gated responsibility for enforcing small boat safety in conjunction with
the Commission of Game and Inland Fisheries, carrying out portions of the
National Shellfish Sanitation Program and patrolling the Potomac River •.. "
Comment:
The posting and patroling of condemned shellfish growing areas is of
great importance to the proper management of the shellfish industry
and should be so stated here.

19.

Page III-52:

"Further, night and weekend patrols apparently need to be

increased ... "
Comment:
Hithout question, there should be random night, weekend and holiday
to discourage clandestine harvesting and sale of polluted
shellfish.

-1020.

Page IV-41:

"

and a second time by SHD to ensure the product is

from a certified source rather than from contaminated water or a bootleg operation."
Comment:
The rest of sentence after certified source is unclear.

If not from

a certified source, it may be either from contaminated water or a
bootleg operation.
21.

IV-44 Recommendation (7):

"The Bureau of Shellfish Sanitation should

take steps to ensure that departmental policies are uniformly applied
across area offices.
Comment:
The Bureau has issued a formal policy in reference to repeat violations - Copy is attached.
22.

Page V-3:

" - Creating a new agency to house all natural resource

functions."
Page V-7 Option 3:

"Creating a single Department of Natural Resources".

Comment:
Certain portions of the Natural Resources could be put under a single
agency.

However, the health department should remain a separate

entity to supervise sanitary control.

Most states have had great

success with the health umbrella concept.

Even in those states cited,

North Carolina and Maryland, as having DNR, also have health department
oriented oversight.
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S. MASON CARBAUGH

COMMONWE'.ALTH of VIRGINIA
Bl LLY W. SOUTHALL

COMMISSIONER

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICUL TURE AND CONSUMER SERVICES
Division of Product and Industry Regulation
P. O. Box 1163, Richmond, Virginia

DIRECTOR
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January 3, 1983

Mr. Philip A. Leone

Deputy Director
Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission
Suite 1100, 910 Capitol Street
Richmond, VA 23219
Dear Mr. Leone:
Commissioner Carbaugh requested that I respond to your letters of December 16,
1982 to him and Mr. 0 r Connell of our Food Section transmitting an exposure draft of
The Econanic Potential and ManagEment of Virginia r s Seaf(X)d Industry.
In response to your request for our factual review of this document, we subnit
the following comments with the hope that their inclusion in the final document will
contribute to its utility and completeness.
Page IV-28 and Recorrmendation (8) on page IV-45 deal with the registration,
certification or permitting of finfish processing operations. The concept of establishment registration may have sane merit, however, there doesn't sean to us to be
any justification for requiring this of finfish operation to the exclusion of other
food processing establishments. As your report indicates, finfish operations number
only 156 in our total universe of 5,509 food establishments. The administrative cost
of a total registration, certification or permitting process for all food establishments would be significant and could not be done without significant increases in
personnel. Funding and staff requirEments should be studied and discussed more fully
in this document if the recommendation is to ranain in the report.
Page IV-29 and Recorrrnendation (9) on page IV-45 deal with the need for specific
written sanitary standards. Such written standards were adopted by the Board of
Agriculture and Consumer Services in 1977 as part of "General Rules and Regulations
Pertaining to Food for Human Consumption". These rules and regulations adopt by
reference certain parts of Title 21, Code of Federal Regulation. Title 21 CFR
Part 110 "Current Good ManUfacturing Practice in Manufacturing, Processing, Packing
or Holding Human Food l l is adequate for the purpose of regulating finfish facilities.
They contain specific provisions for personnel, plants and grounds, sanitary faciand controls, sanitary operations, equipnent and procedures and processes
and controls. One of the reasons the Board adopted these regulations was to promote
unifl:)nJ!1it;y between the U. S. Food & Drug Administration and VDACS. The GMP regulations address both the .n.ARC concerns and the need for uniformity of regulation.
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On Page IV-30, the report states "Over time, each inspector may develop personalized interpretations of the Virginia Food Laws, resulting in a lack of uniform enforcement statewide." If an individual is prone to "personalize" an interpretation of law,
he or she may just as easily "personalize" interpretations OT specific written sanitary
standards or checksheets. Any written material is subject to some subjective interpretation. Only through training can interpretations be made as uniform as possible.
We believe our training program and the monthly visits to field inspectors that our
supervisors make achieve realistic uniformity of interpretation.
Pages IV-31 and IV-32 and Recanmendation (10) on page IV-45 discuss the advantages
of using a checklist report form instead of an open-ended essay format. Page IV-31
also carries a statement that FDA uses a checklist format. The U. S. Food & Drug
Administration does not use a checklist format. FDA's form FD483 is a narrative
reporting form similar to VDACS "observation sheet". The advantage of a narrative
report is its broad applicability and its potential to provide more detailed information than is possible with a checklist. Food inspectors are trained to follow
the manUfacturing process step by step from raw ingredients to finished product.
They do not need a checklist to guide them through an inspection. Checklists for
each and every different type of food establishment would not be feasible or practical.
Page IV-32 states that it is VDACS' policy to conduct sanitary inspections every
six months and that said policy is inconsistently applied. There is no such agency
policy. The Food Section established a goal of conducting sanitary inspections of
processing plants every six months, if the resources were available. Over the past
two years, the Food Section of VDACS has seen its field force go from 21 inspectors
to 16 inspectors (a 23.8% reduction). This loss in manpower has been partially offset by an increase in productivity. On the basis of the ~ C staff analysis of 47
finfish processing plant records, approximately eight months elapsed between establishment inspections. There is no significant difference in consumer protection
between 6 or 8 month inspection intervals.

On page IV-34 , mention is made of the extensive and detailed biological evidence
necessary to obtain a conviction for microbiological adulteration. Proving microbiological adulteration is only one approach in dealing with Food Law violators. It
is also possible to proceed against violative firms using the sanitary provisions
of the Virginia Food Laws. The Department's "voluntary compliance" approach has
lessened the need for instituting criminal proceedings against finfish processing
establishments. If the intent of Recommendation (12) on page IV-46 is to increase
enforcement activity and improve compliance in the seafood industry, this can be accomplished by modifying the voluntary compliance program. No additional laws or
regulations are needed.
We would welcome the opportunity to further discuss the above corrments with you.
Very truly yours,
/,' l-t"-

,,").,\j/~-"

Bill\'
W. Southall
v
Director
cc:

S. Mason Carbaugh,
Commissioner
~tt. Don O'Connell
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M;Jnagemenr and Use of State-Owned Vehicles, july 1979
Certificate-of-Need in Virginia, August 1979
Report to ,the General Assembly, August 1979
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University Extension Division, September 1979
Deinstitutionalization and Community Services, September 1979
Study, Federal Funds, December 1979
Homes for Adults in Virginia, December 1979
Manag,cn:lerlt and Usc of Consultants by State Agencies, May 1980
The General Relief Program in Virginia, September 1980
Fedewl Funds in Virginia, October 1980
Feder~ll Funds, A Summ<lTY, january 1981
Methodology for a Vehicle Cost Responsibility Study, An Interim Report, january 1981
Organization and Administration of the Department of Highways and Transportation, An Interim Report,
january 1981
Title XX in Virginia, january 1981
Organization and Administration of Social Services in Virginia, April 1981
198 1 Report to the General Assembly
Highw~IY and Transportation Programs in Virginia, A Summary Report, November 1981
Org~lnization and Administration of the Department of Highways and Transportation, November 1981
way Construction, Maintenance, and Transit Needs in Virginia, November 1981
Vehicle Cost Responsibility in Virginia, November 1981
W<lY Financing in Virginia, November 1981
Publications and Public Relations of State Agencies in Virginia, january 1982
Occupational and Professional Regulatory Boards in Virginia, january 1982
The CETA Program Administered by Virginia's Balance-of-State Prime Sponsor, May 1982
Working Capital Funds in Virginia, june 1982
The Occupational and Professional Regulatory System in Virginia, December 1982
Interim Report, Equity of Current Provisions for Allocating Highway Construction Funds in Virginia,
December 1982
Consolidation of Office Space in the Roanoke Area, December 1982
and Manpower Planning in the Department of Highways and Transportation, january 1983
Consolidation of Office Space in Northern Virginia, january 1983
LOGJI Mandates and Financial Resources, January 1983
Organization of the Executive Branch, January 1983
Potential and Management of Virginia's Seafood Industry, January 1983
on the
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